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Old Port . 
DAY Festival • 
• 
• • • • • • • on June 6 
Sixteen-year-old boxer (and Portland High School honors student) Won Cholls headed for the Junior Olympic boxing 
championships In Michigan at the end of this month. 
NC an you believe that? The kid said box-
ing is a hobby." 
Gene "Hurricane" Herrick smiled in disbelief 
at Won Choi's comment about his priorities in 
life. "Me," sighed Herrick, "I trained like an 
animal and fought like one, too. I wanted to be 
the middleweight champion of the world. I had 
nothin'. Boxin' gave me everything." 
Herrick, 54, was watching the fighters at 
Choi's Karate, the martial arts and boxing 
emporium on Congress Street. Herrick ruled 
the city during Portland's Golden Age of Box-
ing in the '60s and early '70s, chalking up a 
77-12 record with 49 knockouts. Now he's 
among the chorus of old-timers who watch 
from ringside and offer advice. "I was one of 
the best middleweights in the world," he said. 
"Silverman [a Boston promoter] used to screw 
me, but I didn't care. He used me up and 
cheated me. But, I just fought. It was a good 
life, anyway." 
After a two-decade slumber, the good life is 
reawakening in Portland. The nonprofit Portland 
Boxing Club opened near Morrill's Corner last 
January. The club now has about 30 serious ama-
teurs in training, along with one active pro, John 
Webster. Frank Thiboutot's Fitness Plus Studio 
opened at One City Center a year-and-a half ago, 
offering a Rocky-meets-Jane Fonda hybrid that's 
introducing young professionals and a growing 
number of women to "the sweet science." And the 
buzz is building at Choi's Karate about Master 
Choi's 16-year-old son, Won, whom many predict 
could be the next Portland boxer to take national 
honors. 
"This kid's got talent," Herrick said. "But you 
have to live right and train right. I was scared of 
nothin'. I'd fight anybody. Choi's boy can have it all. 
He's better than anybody around here. 
"But boxing's a full-time mission," he added. "It's 
not a day job." 
conhnued on page 8 
INSIDE FIND THE OFFICIAL '94 OLD PORT FESTIVAL PROCRAM 
Portland's 
boxing scene, in 




• By Kevin O'Kendley 
• Photos by Colin Malakie 
Won Choi hits the ring for yet another 
training session with Tom Daniel. 
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" The Adult Degree Program gave me an 
opportunity that I thought had passed me by. ~ 
Kathy Perry, ADP student 
Don't let college pass fQJ! by! 
•••••••••••••••••••••• 
Our Adult Degree Program was designed 30 years ago to allow adults just like you to 
complete the Bachelor's Degree without giving up responsibili~es to job, family or com-
munity. You'll study on your own Hme, attend a residency in Vermont for one week every 
six months and eorn 15 credits a semester. 
•••••••••••••••••••••• 
Earn college credit through life and work experience-finish your degree in two or three 
yeors ... not the eight or more years it tokes to attend college port Hme. 
•••••••••••••••••••••• 
Study topics thot are important in your personal and professionallife ... not a pre-packaged 
curriculum. 
Grove Farm Antiques G 
E 
Call an Admissions Counselor today 1-800-336-6794 
Vermont College of Norwich University Bun deFrees, owner East Andover Road 
Rumford Cc:ncer, ME 04278 Box 627, Montpelier, VT 05602 802-828-8500 80()"336-6794 
Phone Advi.ed: (207) 369-0259 answering machine 
Accredited. M.A. and M.f.A. in Wrifing or Visual Art also available. 
INTRODUCING PREFERRED LINE 
"HOW MUCH CAN I BORROW?" 
With our new Preferred LinesM you can 
borrow up to 90% of the value of your home 
from as little as $7,500 to $25,000. So even if 
you're a new homeowner with low eqUity, 
you may qualify for a tax-deductible home 
equity line of credit. 
UWHAT CAN I USE THE MONEY FOR?" 
That's your decision. Borrow for home 
improvements, tuition, or 
consolidate other credit with 
non-deductible, higher rate 
interest. And of course, you'll 
only pay interest on the 
money you use. 
of the value 
of your home 
"IS IT TAX DEDUCTIBLE?" 
o 
o 
Since a Preferred Line is secured by your 
home, the interest you pay may be 100% tax-
deductible on your Federal and Maine income 
taxes. Preferred Line is the "Tax Intelligent" 
way to borrow. 
"HOW CAN I GET MORE INFORMATION?" 
Simply stop by or call any Citibank branch and 
ask about our new Preferred Line: the home 
equity line for people without a 
lot of equity. 
THE CITI NEVER SLEEPS ~ 
South Portland 
Mill Creek 
170 Ocean St. 
767·5573 
Citicorp Park 




362 Allen Ave. 
878-8655 
Old Port 
176 Middle St. 
761-5926 
Kennebunk 
Downtown Route I 
102 Lafayette Center 
985-4731 
Fatmouth 
200 U.S. Rt. I 
781 -4292 
~ 'When roo apply lor • Preferred Une. we wm collect $2SO in rees for the appraisal 0/ roor property, checking the title. lIld recording your """""~ for """iutions tlken thrOlJlh Ju~ lOth, I m 'Nt will r<lund this L:J $250 10 you at :,?smg. Offer""",es 10 6nes 0/ $7,500 co $25.000. Your race win .~us! with the dwlges in the Prime /\ote with '" 18% maximum APR. As .r Iflll!4 Preferrtd Une APR w.s Prime +2% (UI% All) 
f:lA......, with """med C",bmc deposits 0/$25,000 or more: Pnme +35% (11.11% All) lor cuscome" with qu~ffied Citibank deposits between $10,000 "'" $H,9m with '" "'''''' reo 0/$12 wilich is woived lor the first 
W<lEl' year. "'" Prime +45% (I f.lW. All) with a $12 an"'" reo for 011 othe". Property insurance"'" possibly flood insurance req~red. Umitltions .,.y apply 10 the deductibility 0/ home equit)' ~cerest Const./! roor til( 
advisor regarding the deductibility 0/ inceresc in your personal circtl11stances. ©Im Citibart (Maine) NA Member FDIC 
A conversation with Benny Brem 
Benny Brem: "I love this business. I meet a lot of good people. No two days are the same." 
Benny Brem is the co-owner (with his wife, Jeri) 
of Baxter's Army-Navy, a year-old business on 
Washington Avenue. Brem can be found most days 
talk 
presiding over the 
store, which is 
stuffed with a 
variety of nonlethal 
military equipment. Brem also stars as the manic, 
Ramboesque Cap' n Camouflage in commercials 
touting the store on local cable. 
What kind of stuff you got here? 
Let' s see, I got this hand grenade over here. It's 
not armed. But for some reason people keep pulling 
the pin out. Maybe they think they'll blow the place 
up or something. It takes me ten minutes to get that 
pin back in there. I can't understand what motivates 
people to pull the pin. Human nature, I guess. 
Any shady or covert-type characters shop 
here? 
My wife had a guy come in, he told her that he 
was in a secret government training base out in the 
woods somewhere. It was so secret that hardly 
anyone in Washington knew about it. It was so 
secret that no one in Maine knew about it . But I 
guess it wasn't secret enough not to tell my wife. 
And, I think, there are about 2,000 Navy Seals in 
the country, but I've met 4,000 of them in the store. 
Since the movie came out, everybody is a Navy Seal. 
Anything weird ever happen here? 
Hmmm ... I sold some handcuffs to this guy once. 
I guess he handcuffed his wife to their bed and after 
doing whatever it was that they did, he stood up on 
the bed and got his head caught in the overhead fan. 
He collapsed, knocked out, bleeding all over the 
• The GodtatherTrilogy 
June 9th ·NRBQ 
June 11th • Randy Newman 
June 13th 'CheapTrick 
June 14th 'KingSunnyAde 
June 16th 'AdrianBelew&ThePsychodolS ; '" 
June 18th 'TheMaineGayMensChorus 
,. June 25th • ToriAmos (SOLD OUT) 
f~-
f"t June 27th 
" ": "lIly 2nd 
July 12th 
• Maura O'Connell 
·Yellowman 
·TedNugent 
• Emmy Lou Harris 
:~ 
June 2, 1994 3 
place. But the thing was, his wife was chained to the 
bed and couldn't reach the phone. She was frantic, I 
guess. So, she had to scream and scream until the 
neighbors came to the rescue. 
The guy was alright, but I guess he was really 
em barrassed . 
Another time I had these two women come in. 
One woman grabbed a pair of pants and they both 
went into the [same] dressing room . They stayed in 
there for 30 minutes. I was too embarrassed to 
bother them. They seemed pretty happy when they 
came out, but they didn't buy the pants. 
By Kevin O 'Kendley; photo by Kathy Plonka 
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quality footwear for 
all terrains at 
1IWalkabou. 
___ 5.. 63 Forest Ave .• 207-773-6601 
LOvEd-LiVE ····· 
- A WORKSHOP ON RfLA TIONSHIPS _ 
THE most important relationship you will 
ever have is with the person with whom 
you are sharing your life. Sometimes all of 
our good intentions fall by the wayside 
and we realize that our life has not worked 
out the way we wanted. 
COME and work with Ivan and Oagny 
Burnell. They have presented many 
courses throughout New England and the 
Western U.S. Their approach will be 
different. Their tools will work. They enjoy 
a close and happy relationship in their 
professional and personal lives. 
So can YOU! 
RICHARD.-PARKS (fijI) " .. , .... ~ 
THE REAL SALE! 
save 10-50% off everything 
Fri. & Sat. June 3rd & 4th 
Bangor, Ellsworth, Portland 
.  Ne) 1I01l.';(Jllse, 110 ghlllllick.<;, just a real sale 
10 II/ake" roOIll JiJl· 11(' 1 r alld e. w·il illg shipments 
th(it Il"e desprratel.lj Irallt to display ill 
() U r s I I(JII'roo III s. .Fo,. (I ro d a.lj s () Illy,. i ('s 
YOllr ("//((1/("(' (0 s(IJ'e sU/)'<;(({lltially Oil the 
.Iilmiture .ljOI/ 're-(/hrays u·(/nfed. J 'OIl '1/ hate 
yow·.<;e(n{y()ll IlIi.<;s (his olle! 
Maine's best collection of classic & contemporary furnishings 
Park St. Fore St. High St. 
Bangor Portland Ellsworth 
942·6880 774·1322 667.3615 
~~~D~0g •• 08U~C~~~~~~D~0~ •• 080 
Find out how to: 
1. Recognize your own needs. 
2. Find that 'special' person. 
3. Establish contracts. 
4. Become committed to self and others. 
5. Have your sexuality work for you in your life. 
S. Establish intimacy. 
7. Lei go of the stress that destroys 
relationships. 
LOVE & LIVE 
- INFORMA TlON -
Date: Saturday, June 18, 1994 
TIme: 8:30 AM to 4:30 PM 
Place: Howard Johnsons (by Exit 7) 
South Portland, Maine 
Investment: $69 per person 
FOR INFORMATION CALL 1~-5864 
Intemational Personal Development 
• Growing People for Ute • 
j--------------------------------------- Nobody Offers More! 
Rent 1 Movie 
Get 1 Movie Rental 
FREE 
Offer valid at Forest Avenue Plaza Home-Vision VIDEO only. 
Hurry in! This coupon expires 
JUNE 12, 1994. 
With Coupon • Not to be combined • One red case movie only 
One offer per family per visit 
---------------------------------------~ 
Portland's Video Game Store 
2 for 1 KID VID 
~
Audio Book Rental Store 
Discount Prices on 
Favorite Movies to Own 
newsreal A review of the top news stories affecting Greater Portland May 25 through 31. 
Inequities between boys and girls sports should be reduced, 
according to a plan forwarded to the Portland School Committee. The 
plan aims to put boys and girls sports - and sports and other extracur-
ricular activities - on a more level playing field, according to committee 
member Pandora LaCasse, the prime mover behind the plan. 
Boys sports receive $100 more per student than girls sports in 
Portland's high schools, and sports receive $200 more per student than 
activities such as the drama club under the current funding scheme, 
LaCasse said. That often means the drama club or debate team is scram-
bling for crumbs and holding bake sales to fund their activities. "Those 
activities have no budgets - they come out of the regular school bud-
gets," LaCasse said. "And is that what we want?" 
Her plan doesn't call for specific remedies but does recommend that 
Superintendent Tom Edwards take actions to reduce the gaps and 
include those actions in his 1996 budget proposals. 
LaCasse reasoned that extracurricular activities need 
better support because they are the "best predictor of 
success" for all students. "We want a policy that 
encourages the largest number of students to partici-
pate in the widest field of activities with the fewest 
inequities." 
She acknowledged that such a plan may make 
coaches and sports boosters feel threatened. But she 
anticipated no opposition to the plan on June 1, 
when it goes before the school committee for 
approval. 
Abortions declined In Maine, according to 
a state report, but activists were divided over the 
reasons for the drop. The Bureau of Health re-
ported 2,935 abortions in ]992, the lowest number in 
10 years. By contrast, there were more than 4,000 
abortions in Maine in 1990. 
Planned Parenthood spokeswoman Katie Fullam 
said outreach efforts by family planners may be 
cutting down the number of pregnancies. Fullam 
also conceded that a lack of access to abortion 
services is another likely factor . "There are very 
few prOViders," she said. "And there's no Medicaid 
funding for abortions in Maine, which prevents 
low-income women from having that as an option." 
Chris Coughlan of the Maine Right to Life Commit-
tee claimed that his group's efforts were causing more 
women to recognize alternatives to abortions. "Teen-age girls 
[and] their friends are being educated and steered to appropriate, 
life-affirming alternatives," Coughlan said. 
The percentage of abortions given to women under the age of 18 has 
been decreasing since 1983, according to state statistics, and teen-age 
pregnancy has been declining steadily since 1989. 
Portland will net twice as much money to help homeless 
people under the Clinton administration's new plan to "break the cycle 
of homelessness." Federal Housing and Urban Development honcho 
Mary Lou Crane visited Portland May 26 to tout the plan, which will 
increase homeless assistance to the city from $531,000 to $1.2 million in 
1995. The plan calls for a "full-scale attack on homelessness" that ad-
dresses root causes and provides a spectrum of aid in housing, health 
care and substance abuse treatment. 
More important, the plan calls for giving cities like Portland more 
local control over how they spend federal assistance. 
"They really are prioritizing it as a national issue," said Mark Swann, 
executive director of Preble Street Resource Center. "And they're backing 
it up with money for a continuum of services, not just Band-Aids of more 
shelter beds or subsidized apartments." 
A convict threatened to kill the DA who prosecuted him, 
calling her "Satan's bride" and saying he would rip Stephanie 
Anderson's "heart out and eat it front of [her) eyes." George Gatcomb Jr. 
was sentenced May 27 to 15 years in jail for raping his male cellmate at 
the Maine Correctional Center in Windham in 1992. The rape conviction 
was the first of its kind in Maine, and corrections officials said rape in 
state jails is not common. Gatcomb, 44, has a long history of violent 
offenses and has been incarcerated in the state's "Super Max" prison. 
When imposing Gatcornb's sentence, Judge William S. Brodrick said he 
hoped that by the time Gatcomb gets out of jail he' ll be too old to harm 
other people. "[ don't think so," Gatcomb spat. 
lune2, 1994 5 
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Portland West fired Its fair housing project director. 
Sheila Wellehan said Portland West Executive Director Jim Oliver fired her 
May 27 for "interfering with other staff members, creating a negative 
atmosphere and disloyalty to Portland West." 
Wellehan claimed her problems with Oliver stemmed from her attempts 
to stop" violations of fair housing statutes from going on in Portland 
West's own hOUSing." She said one minority tenant was suffering harass-
ment from her neighbors and Portland West's housing coordinator ignored 
the problem. 
Oliver wrote a letter to the NAACP apologizing for the behavior of his 
em ployees. He did not return CBW' s calls before deadline. 
Wellehan's firing came eight days after a critical letter from the NAACP 
to Portland West was leaked to the Portland Press Herald. Wellehan denied 
leaking the letter to Press Herald reporter Steve Greenlee. 
Wellehan was praised by people she worked with outside Portland West. 
Attorney Bob Hayes worked with her on a committee that studied zoning 
policies for special needs housing. "Sheila was moving rapidly to 
highlight fair housing problems in this region. She's unani-
mously respected in the community. She was a very sober 
and practical voice on the zoning committee," Hayes said. 
Wellehan aims to file a whistleblower's complaint with 
the Maine Human Rights Commission. 
eMP scrapped the free lunc·h it usually serves 
at its annual meeting, but an ornery crowd of about 600 
shareholders still showed up on May 25 to jeer company 
executives. The crowd expressed resentment over CMP's 
slumping stock value (now worth half its March 1993 
value), its low credit rating and its Sinking dividends, 
which have been cut 42 percent. But a majority of the 
shareholders - most of whom were absent and voted by 
proxy - approved a bonus program for top officials. 
CMP President David Flanagan said the company has 
launched a program to restore financial stability, and he 
outlined a $36 million budget reduction. Scrapping the 
traditional free lunch saved the company $25,000, he 
explained. 
But Flanagan added that "cost savings alone cannot 
salvage our competitive position." Indeed, the annual 
meeting was held one day after CMP notified the 
Public Utilities Commission that it aims to seek a 
$29-million rate hike this year to cover costs for fuel, 
non utility energy and conservation programs. 
The DEP fired back at gubernatorial candi-
dates who've been complaining about the balky 
permitting process at the state environmental agency. 
Acting Commissioner Debrah Richards chided candidates 
for mouthing "snappy" but inaccurate "sound bites" throughout the 
campaign and eroding the public's trust in the Department of Environmen-
tal Protection. For instance, candidates have harped that it often takes a 
year for a company to move through the permitting process. But Richards 
said it now takes about 4.5 months to process applications for large 
projects, "despite a rising caseload and staff reductions." 
[n their counterattack, the agency noted that candidates have blamed the 
state for delays that are actually caused by federal hang-ups. Richards also 
presented praise that the DEP has garnered from companies throughout 
the state. "The cooperative spirit, positive attitude and commitment to do 
the right things for the future of Maine ... is a model for all branches of 
government in working together with private industry," said Arthur A. 
Alshire, vice president of Real Estate Development for Hannaford Brothers. 
weird news Partisan bickering in Maine ain't nothin' compared with 
political shenanigans elsewhere in the world. Fistfights 
have broken out in the Russian parliament, the government has decided to 
issue pistols to members of parliament in nearby Georgia and during a 
recent brawl in Taiwan's legislature, the deputy speaker covered his head 
with a trash can to protect himself from flying chairs. 
To help India's democracy avoid such etiquette pitfalls, the legisla-
ture compiled 218 pages of comments and statements deemed 
"Unparliamentary Expressions." According to the list of forbidden 
phrases, lawmakers should never accuse a colleague of "growling and 
grunting like a whale with a bellyache/ or of being a "retardate worm." 
Authors of the list explained that every phrase in the book was uttered 
on the floor of a legislative body somewhere and ruled out of order by a 
parliamentarian. 
Reported by Stephane Fitch, Bob Young, Roland Sweet and The Associated Press; 
illustrated by John Bowdren . 
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"It's only $6, or $7, maybe it's $8 a 
month." Well that's $72, $84, or a 
whopping $96 a year you could put to 
better use. That's why it's time to open a 
Citibank Checking Account. 
No Monthly Fee with 
Direct Deposit 
It's easy to enjoy Citibank checking with 
no monthly fee . Simply have your payor 
pension directly depOSited to your 
Regular Checking Account, we'll waive 
the monthly service charge plus your 
first order of checks will be free. Then 
write as many checks as you like, 
because there are no per check charges. 
Plus, there's no charge to 
use your Citicard ' to 
make purchases and get 
up to $200 cash back 
from checking at your 
nearby Shop 'n Save 
Supermarket. 
No Monthly Fee Just For Trying 
Citibank 
If your employer doesn't offer Direct 
Deposit, it's still easy to enjoy Citibank 
checking with no monthly fee. Right 
now we're offering six months of 
checking with no monthly fee plus your 
first order of checks free. After that, 
we'll waive the monthly service charge 
every month you maintain a combined 
average balance of $1,500 in your 
Citibank accounts. And there's no 
monthly fee for your money market and 
savings when they're linked to your 
checking account. 
Try Us! 
We're sure you'll like us, 
and the sooner you open a 
Citibank checking account. 
the sooner you can say 
goodbye to monthly fees . 
THE CITI NEVER SLEEPS 
South Portland 
Mill Creek 
170 Ocean St. 
767-5573 
Citicorp Park 
100 Foden Rd. 
761-2620 
Portland 
Normgate Old POrt 
362 Allen Ave. 176 Middle St. 
878-8655 761 -5926 
Kennebunk 
Downtown Route I 
102 Lafayette Center 
985-473 I 
Falmouth 
200 US. Rc I 
781 -4292 
With Direct Deposit of your pay. pension or Social Security benefrt to your Citibank Regular Checking account 
Ihe $6 monthly service charge will be waived. Fee waiver Is guaranteed for at least one year. For accounts 
without Direct Deposit, the $6 Regular Checking monlhly service charge will be waived for the firsl six months 
and then waived each month you maintain a combined average balance of $1,500 for the statement period in 
your checking. savings, money market, CO, IRA Money Market and IRA CO accounts. When linked to a 
checking account, there is no monthty service charge for money market or savings accounts. Six month tfial 
offer and firsl order of 200 slandard checks free offer valid only for new customers thru 9/ 30/ 94. Monthly 
service charges and fee waiver policies are subject to change. No charge for withdrawals from Citibank AlMs 
worldwide, $1 fee for cash withdrawals from shared network ATMs . Cillbank (Maine), N.A. Member FDIC 
Diamond suffers from 
memory lapse, credibility gap 
"Trust" was a key word used by 
female Democratic activists who 
gathered to announce their support for 
congreSSional candidate Bill Diamond 
on May 26. "I really trust him," said 
Jennifer Currie, a board member of 
Plaimed Parenthood. "I find him to be 
absolutely honest," echoed state Rep. 
Marge Kilkelly. 
But Maine pro-lifers claim that 
Diamond is being dishonest about when 
he changed his position on abortion and 
that they wouldn't trust him. 
Diamond has told reporters - on 
tape - that he changed his position 
from pro-life to pro-choice in 1979. But 
CBW columnist AI Diamon reported 
May 26 that Diamond attended a Maine 
Right to Ufe COmmittee (MRLC) event 
in 1981 and may not have publicly 
changed his position until he ran for 
governor in 1986. 
So when did Diamond switch? He 






than say he had confused the date of his 
decision made years ago, Diamond 
maintained t!tat he changed in 1979. He 
claimed he went to the pro-life meeting 
in 1981 with a group of legislators who 
were "not attending as activists" but for 
informational purposes. 
But pro-life activists said Diamond 
was a staunch ally in 1981, and re-
mained pro-life for several more years. 
Pro-life champion 
"I remember [the 1981 event] well, 
and the guy is lying through his teeth," 
said Sandy Faucher, former MRLC 
president. 
Faucher said the 1981 meeting was a 
"very big event, a dinner honoring pro-
lifers and pro-life legislators." While it's 
true that Diamond attended the event 
with several lawmakers, they were 
intro uced as" pro-life legislators," 
according to a report on the event in the 
April 1981 issue of The Church World 
(The quintet of lawmakers were 
Diamond, Dana Devoe, John Kerry, Pat 
Paradis and Mike Pearson. MRLC's 
newsletter featured a photo of the 
legislators standing when they were 
introduced.) 
HI introduced them," Faucher 
recalled. "And as the state lobbyist [for 
the National Right to Life Committee], 
who would know any more than I 
about where they stood on abortion ... 
Bill Diamond was introduced as a 
champion of the pro-life cause, and he 
stood up and accepted the applause." 
Faucher also produced an MRLC 
candidate survey showing that Dia-
mond attained a perfect pro-life score in 
1980, when he was running for re-
election to the Legislature, As part of the 
survey, Diamond even indicated that he 
favored a constitutional amendment to 
ban abortions. 
Maine National Organization for 
Women (NOW) had Diamond listed as 
"anti-choice" in 1982 and 1983, accord-
ing to its political analyst JoAnne 
Dauphinee. "I can say with confidence 
that nobody ever wanted us to correct 
that," Dauphinee said . 
In 1984, Diamond appeared to switch 
positions and described himself as "pro-
choice" in a NOW questionnaire. 
Faucher recalled that she first noticed 
Diamond's switch during his 1986 
gubernatorial campaign. But even then, 
a May 1986 Portland Press Herald article 
quoted Diamond as saying he remained 
"generally against any state or federal 
funding of abortions." 
Faucher added that she WOUldn't 
condemn someone for changing his or 
her pOSition "because of personal 
experience" or research. "But how can 
we, as voters, trust politicians who put 
their finger in the wind when they run 
for higher office? I have more respect for 
someone who takes a pro-chOice 
position and truly believes it than 
politicians who claim one thing or 
another out of opportunism." 
Flexible or pandering? 
Faucher and MRLC Executive 
Director Chris Coughlan also criticized 
congressional candidate Dennis "Duke" 
Dutremble for switching his position on 
abortion. 
Dutremble changed before the 1992 
election and now explains that he views 
abortion as a "deep personal issue that 
government should not interfere with." 
But Coughlan noted that in 1993, 
Dutremble initially cast what was 
considered a pro-life vote against a bill 
that struck down a handful of restric-
tions on abortions. By the third vote on 
the bill, however, Dutremble switched 
and cast a pro-choice vote. "If he had 
changed his position, he shouldn't have 
voted against the bill at first. He was 
trying to find the middle ground," 
Coughlan claimed . 
Faucher said that Du tremble had told 
her earlier that he was changing his 
position because most of the voters in 
his district were pro-choice. But she 
insisted he changed for" pure political 
expediency" and not to serve the will of 
his constituents. 
Nevertheless, Dutremble's campaign 
has attracted support from female 
activists such as Lois Reckitt, a founder 
of Maine NOW, and Nancy Kelleher, a 
former official at Planned Parenthood of 
Northern New England. 
"I have been convinced by a personal 
conversation [with Dutremble) that his 
change is indeed genuine," Reckitt said . 
"And frankly, I'm irritated with people 
who describe it as flip-flopping ... If 
politicians can't change their minds, 
why do we bother to lobby them ," 
As for Dutremble's confusing votes 
in 1993, Reckitt said she wasn't involved 
in that bill and is "relying" on the 
judgment of Kelleher, who was "inti-
mately involved." 
Diamond's female supporters - who 
include state legislators Carol Kontos, 
Eliza Townsend, Anne Larrivee and 
Sophia Pfeiffer - argue that Diamond 
is the best all-around candidate, that his 
merits transcend his views on a single 
issue and that he deserves credit for 
changing his positions. 
"It shows me he's flexible as new 
information comes in," said Kilkelly. 
"And that's an asset to Bill Diamond." 
Still, Faucher and Coughlan scoff at 
Diamond's claim he didn't attend the 
1981 MRLC event as a pro-lifer. 
"Let's be honest," Coughlan said, 
"He wouldn't be at a right-to-life 
banquet if he didn't hold those views. 
He's trying to weasel his way out of a 
flip-flop . Obviously he changed for 
political reasons and he's being caught 





• By Al Diamon 
We're a happy family 
The Democratic State Convention 
this weekend in Augusta is the perfect 
setting for political mischief, Platform 
pranksters, disaffected delegates and 
chaotic campaigners traditionally have 
used the biennial gathering as an 
opportunity to embarrass the party. 
The person with the most to lose 
and the least to gain at the convention 
is Joe Brennan. Brennan has the 
gubernatorial nomination wrapped 
up, and no amount of street theater by 
alienated liberal activists is going to 
change that. But his handlers are 
worried Brennan will become a target 
for the frustrations of his all-but-
officially defeated rivals, and be 
forced to endure a weekend of 
guerrilla warfare. 
The Brennan campaign has been 
working quietly over the last two 
weeks to patch up frayed relations 
with the other four candidates for 
governor in an effort to assure a calm 
convention, and to lay the ground-
work for unifying the party after the 
June 14th primary. A top Brennan 
advisor admits only that there have 
been some informal efforts to keep 
communications open among the 
campaigns, but other sources say the 
Brennan team has a warning it wants 
to deliver to the competition. In the 
words of one insider, "Any candidate 
who attacks Joe Brennan during this 
convention will be at risk." 
The message seems to be getting 
through. "Joe Brennan has a lot of 
friends at a convention like this," says 
his chief rival Tom Allen. "We'll do 
what's appropriate," 
Translation: No overt Joe bashing. 
That's not to say there won' t be lots 
of behind-the-scenes maneuvering as 
Allen struggles to unite the Anybody 
But Brennan crowd. It won't be easy. 
While many delegates are still uncom-
mitted, the bulk of the undecideds are 
made up of Screaming Green Leftists 
(SGL). The rest of the world may 
regard Brennan as a moderate-to-
liberal kind of guy, but the SGLs think 
he's a male version of rightwinger 
Linda Bean. 
If Allen could exploit that view of 
his rival as Genghis Joe, he might be 
able to gain ground, but he'll likely be 
too busy trying to straighten out his 
own image, which is, at best, an 
uptight Portland preppy, and at worst, 
a Democratic Jock McKernan. 
Bob Woodbury is a former college 
administrator, a breed just below 
storm troopers on the SGL scale. 
Donnie Carroll? Nobody wants to lose 
that badly. 
Dick Barringer will most likely 
benefit from any liberal anti-Brennan 
backlash. But Barringer has already 
garnered most of his support from 
that segment of the party, and desper-
ately needs to attract moderate 
Democrats if he wants to close in on 
Brennan. He can't court the middle if 
he spends the whole convention 
pandering to the left. And he can't 
cuddle up with liberals if he wants 
moderates to hop in bed with him. 
The constraints of ideological mo-
nogamy appear to leave Barringer 
little space for convention cruising. 
The one opportunity Barringer has 
to impress the masses is during debate 
on the platform. He's got proposed 
planks on everything from taxes to 
toenail clippings, and will try to get 
them stuck into the final document. 
But the Brennan folks aren't about to 
allow a lot of weird stuff in the 
platform, and are prepared to exercise 
their frontrunner's muscles to deflect 
any policy positions too closely 
identified with Barringer. 
HThere may be some sparks over 
the platform," says a Brennan staffer, 
"but that's all there'll be." 
Said I loved you but I 
lied 
Democratic 1st District congres-
sional candidate Bonnie Titcomb's 
campaign brochure says she has "a 
clear vision for Maine's future." But 
the clarity of Titcomb's eyesight on at 
least one issue appears to be obscured 
by political considerations. When the 
Sportsman's Alliance of Maine 
endorsed one of Titcomb's rivals for 
the nomination, Senate President 
Dennis Dutremble, she fired off a 
letter to the group, claiming they'd 
made a mistake. 
NIn the three terms that I served in 
the Maine Senate," Titcomb wrote, "I 
have consistently received excellent 
ratings from the NRA (National Rifle 
Association) on legislative matters of 
concern to sportsmen - higher than 
those of any candidate in this race. In 
a televised debate last week, each of 
the other candidates in the race for 
Congress .. , supported the outlawing 
of an entire category of firearms 
[assault weapons], I was the only 
candidate to stand up for you and 
your rights." 
She concluded by asking the group 
to reconsider its endorsement, and 
restating her commitment to gun 
owners: "However it stands, when I 
become the first fern ale congreSSional 
representative in the history of 
Maine's 1st District, I will still believe 
in the rights of Maine sportsmen and 
the importance of Maine's great 
outdoors." 
That would have been the end of 
the story, except that while Titcomb 
was courting the pro-gun vote, she 
was also trying to attract supporters of 
Congressman Tom Andrews, an 
advocate of gun control who had 
voted for the assault weapons ban. 
Several Andrews backers weren't 
pleased with Titcomb's position, and 
threatened to jum p to other candi-
dates. Within days she was waffling, 
telling the Portland Press Herald she 
was now undecided on banning 
assault weapons and wanted to 
discuss the issue with experts. 
It's worth noting that Titcomb's 
campaign brochure contains no 
mention of her position on gun control 
or her support of the NRA. 
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David's Restaurant 
DRINKING TO REMEMBER 
It is already widely known that moderate wine 
drinking improves the condition of the heart as 
well as increases the span of one's life. Now, there 
is evide""e that one or two alcoholic drinks a day 
can help keep the mind agile as we age, A study in 
this latter regard was undertaken by an Indiana 
medical genetiCist and fellow researchers who 
tracked nearly 4,000 twins for 20 years. Their goal 
was to find out how moderate drinking affects the 
brain. Much to their surprise, the researchers 
found out that not only did moderate alcohol 
consumption not cause harm, it improved the 
subject'S memories and problem solVing and 
reasoning abilities, Those who drank one or two 
drinks daily scored Significantly higher on mental 
tests than subjects who drank less than this 
amount. 
Let's raise our glasses high and drink a toast, 
then, to memorable wines - and the memorable 
meals that they accompany, We seek a perfect 
marria~e between fine wines and great dishes, 
Our frIendly, knowledgeable sommelier is 
always happy to help you pair the right vintage 
with such specialties as ~rilled tuna cooked rare 
and served with garlic, ginger and soy glaze, rice 
pancakes and grilled vegetables or giant grilled 
shrimp with ginger beer and garlic butter sauce 
with shiitake mushrooms and nori shaVings. 
DAVIDS RESTAURANT AT OYSTER CLUB 
('773-4340) is open weekdays 11:30 until clOSing. 
We offer weekend brunch from 11-3. 
HINT: Long-term studies aside, the short-term 
effect of alcohol consumption is to render the 
drinker unfit to drive, 
Ageless Body, 
Timeless Mind 
an evening with 
Dr. Deepak Chopra 
Wednesday, June 8, 1994 
7:00 p,m. 
USM Sullivan Gymnasium 
Tickets: $20,00 general public 
$17,00 seniors 
& Senior discounts are made possible due 
U~ to the generous support of the Southern 
Maine Area Agency on Aging, 
Also sponsored in part by the Maine Gerontological 
Society 
For more information, contact 
USM Community Programs at 780-5900 
OUniversity of Southern Maine 
COf,.o\MUNITY PROGRAMS IS A PUBLIC SERVICE UNIT OF USM 
~ I .• I 
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When Lewiston's Joey Gamache 
swept into Portland to compete for the 
World Boxing Association's light-
weight crown in the summer of '92, 
memories of Portland's glory days 
flickered around the city. Old fight 
hounds remembered promoter Sam 
Silverman's Thursday night pro fights 
at the Portland Expo, and recalled the 
bou ts of local greats like Hurricane 
Herrick, "Terrible" Tommy Butts, 
Munjoy Hill's Leo Difiore and Pete 
Riccitelli, a former light heavyweight 
New England champ turned pro-
moter. 
While Gamache's triumphant 
return brought back the memories, it 
did little for the local boxing scene, 
which had long since gone the way of 
the city's sardine industry and elm 
trees. "Portland was the most active 
fight town in the world in the 1960s," 
said Bobby Russo, a founding father 
of the new Portland Boxing Club. 
"But no one kept up the amateur 
training, and the sport just sort of 
died on the vine." 
Despite the efforts of trainer Skip 
Neales and legendary saloonkeeper 
and boxing fan Eddie Griffin, Port-
land boxing didn't open both eyes, 
shake off its stupor and throw a few 
punches until recent months, when 
the sport began to regain its luster not 
only among tough Portland kids, but 
among upscale professionals who 
rarely darkened the doors of tradi-
tional boxing venues. 
Glided gloves 
Frank Thiboutot, 44, is the undis-
puted star of the Fitness Plus Studio, 
located high above Portland at One 
City Center, in an antiseptic white 
room next to the Bay Club. (The 
studio and club share some facilities, 
but are run as separate establish-
ments.) A fourth-degree black belt 
and world renowned kickboxer, 
with Thiboutot leading the assault 
team in a joint effort, mugging and 
grunting in front of a large mirror. 
Later, students make individual 
circuits, squaring off on various 
work-out bags, including a heavy bag 
(used for kicks, jabs, crosses, hooks 
and uppercuts), a headhunter bag (for 
hooking), an uppercut bag (for front 
kicks and uppercuts), a speed bag, a 
double-end bag and various mats for 
floor exercises. 
Thiboutot opened his 
studio in December 
1992. His clientele 
doesn't much 
resemble those found 
in a traditional 
boxing gym. For 
starters, most of 
Thiboutot's pupils 
are female, and 




His male students 
tend to be employed, 
Kickboxlng star Frank Thiboutot works out with student 
Harriet Turkanlse at his F"rtness Plus Studio In Portland 
(above) and with a class of students (below). 
and none are cur-
rently on parole. 
"Businesspeople 
tend to be intimi-
dated by traditional 
gyms - the atmo-
sphere, the lack of 
adequate hygiene 
facilities ... you 
know, the whole 
boxing thing," 
Thiboutot said. "We 
have traditional 
equipment here, but 
my place is more upscale, and the Bay 
Club offers amenities you can't find 
at a traditional gym -like good 
showers and a decent locker room." 
Thiboutot teaches boxing and 
kickboxing, but the bread and butter 
of the establishment is the aerobic 
workout that features a number of 
exercises familiar to training 
boxers.The program starts out as a 
traditional aerobic-style workout, 
Thiboutot also runs his students 
through target punching and kicking. 
He moves his punch mitts deftly to 
take incoming shots from students -
a traditional boxing exercise designed 
to build speed and coordination. 
During a recent visit, one woman 
(who asked that her name not be 
used) enthused about the workout: 
"I've done aerobics for years. Nothing 
com pares to this class. I get the 
workout, but I also learn practical 
self-defense ... I concentrate on this 
and get better. And stronger. And 
faster." 
"1 treat everybody here equally," 
said Thiboutot, a Portland native 
who's trained and guided fighters 
from the Ukraine to South Africa. "1 
know it's the politically correct thing 
to say, but it's true. I have a woman 
who hits harder than 80 percent of my 
guys, and there's a 14 year-old-girl 
here who can kick better than most 
men - even some black belts." 
While most trainers have their eyes 
set on advancing one of their charges 
to regional or national fame, 
Thiboutot has other aspirations. He's 
currently marketing his own recently 
produced exercise video, which he 
made with restauranteur Judy Valle. 
It has less gloss and Hollywood glitz 
than Sugar Ray Leonard's workout 
tape, but is solid and professional. 
Much of Thiboutot's workout to 
music could be done in the comfort of 
your own living room, but parts 
require the bags and other equipment 
found in a training gym. 
Thiboutot wouldn't reveal how 
many tapes he's sold, but claimed that 
a review in a forthcoming issue of 
Shape magazine rates it higher than 
Sugar Ray's. 
East meets West 
up Congress Street a few blocks, 
spectators are watching Won Choi go 
through his paces in the back room. 
The dojo (a place where martial arts 
are taught) was cobbled together over 
time from a handful of second-floor 
offices across from the State Theatre. 
Through a wall-sized window in 
Chors front office, visitors can look in 
on people of all shapes and sizes 
working out, similar only in their bare 
feet and their desire to master karate. 
But the insider's action is in the 
back room, where Choi's boxing ring 
is rigged up under a low ceiling. Here, 
Choi (the name is pronounced 
"chay") instructs his students in both 
traditional boxing and kickboxing. 
Future contenders often train in both 
boxing styles, and learn the martial 
arts to build agility, speed and 
strength. 
"I don't believe in rigid, orthodox 
fighting styles," said Choi. "Self 
defense is a science, like mathematics. 
You must add and subtract what is 
most practical. Many [Eastern) 
diSciplines can be nonsense and 
misleading. The balance and move-
ment is too rigid. Boxing has good 
balance and good movement." 
The soft-spoken Choi, 47, helped 
transform South Portland native 
Danny Melendez from a club fighter 
into a world kickboxing champ. The 
29-year-old Melendez trained with 
Choi for four years, until 1989, the 
same year he first took the national 
bantamweight title. When Melendez, 
then a traditional boxer, first met 
Choi, he didn't know a kick from a 
shotgun. Melendez, who now trains 
in New Hampshire, is the reigning 
bantam king of the International Sport 
Karate Association, the world's 
premiere kickboxing organization and 
the direct descendent of the Profes-
sional Kickboxing Association, which 
brought us both Chuck Norris and 
TexCobb. 
Herrick and other knowledgeable 
observers say that Master Choi is the 
best boxing trainer in 
town. As for Choi's son, 
Won, these same ringside 
savants think the kid, 
who's an honor student at 
Portland High School, will 
be Portland's next Golden 
Boy of Destiny. 
While Won's been 
studying martial arts since 
he was 7, he's elected to 
compete in traditional 
boxing. He's been named 
to the East Coast Junior 
Olympics for his age group 
five times. 
Watching the mild-
looking Won warm up, 
Herrick commented, "The 
kid's in his Clark Kent 
disguise. When he gets in 
the ring he turns into 
Superman." 
And so he does. While 
sparring, Won Choi 
changes from an orthodox 
to a southpaw stance 
(changing lead hands) with 
a smooth rhythm not 
usually associated with an 
amateur -let alone a 16-
year-old kid. He slips 
punches well, has good 
lateral movement and 
quick hands. At this point 
in his relatively early 
development, Won might 
be the best amateur fighter 
in Maine's history. 
"Won's very skillful," 
his father said. "He uses 
intelligence. He knows 
how to get the maximum 
use of his physical tools. 
He has a whole arsertal of 
weapons. He does not fight 
handicapped by lack of 
knowledge, like many 
boxers." 
Won hasn't yet had a 
crack at the Golden Gloves 
- the grand prix circuit of 
amateur boxing - because 
boxers must be 17 to enter. 
, 
But next year, look for Won John Webster: "OutsIde of Gamache, I'm the best fighter in Maine." 
to claim the laurels his 
talents and hard work deserve. 
Until then . .. Won's preparing for 
the national Junior Olympic finals, 
held in Michigan June 18-26. As if to 
convince any skeptics that he can go 
all the way, he recently won the East 
Coast championship fight on a first 
round knockout. 
Old-time religion 
"Outside of Gamache, I'm the best 
fighter in Maine," said John Webster, 
a 25-year-old middleweight pro at 
the Portland Boxing Club. "When I 
have the experience, I'll have the 
tools to be the best." 
Webster's got confidence enough 
to fuel a half-dozen fighters, even 
with his relatively slim pro record of 
four wins and one loss, with three 
knockouts. (He turned pro in 1992, 
but hasn't fought much owing to a 
cracked vertebrae in his neck, which 
he says is now healed .) An auto 
mechanic by day, Webster won the 
northern New England regional 
Golden Gloves championships in 
1991 and 1992, before he went pro. 
He's now one of 10 or so active pro 
fighters in the state (no one really 
knows how many). For a four-to-six 
round match, Webster and other 
fighters of his caliber take home $300 
to $500 for the night - if the pro-
moter doesn't disappear first. 
"It takes a lot for someone to stick 
with," said Webster, who runs five 
miles a day and trains regularly at 
the club. "It's a tough sport and a 
hard way to make a buck. Most guys 
come and go. They buy the wraps 
and shoes, get hit a couple of times 
and quit. You gotta be tough. This is 
a game for guys who grow up the 
hard way." 
Webster's home base, the Portland 
Boxing Club, is housed in a drafty 
former lumber kiln and warehouse 
within sight of the Wok Inn, complete 
with brick smokestack pointing a 
lone middle finger to heaven, embla-
zoned with one word - "Boxing" -
in giant letters for all the world to 
see. (The club is also just down the 
road from Dave Collazo's old 
Olympic Gym .) The new club's 
founding fathers are Portlanders 
Bobby Russo and Mark Giglio. 
When the pair first took over the 
space, it had a dirt floor and trees 
growing inside. Russo ·figures they 
invested $10,000 of their own money 
in improvements, and convinced 
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donate time and eqUipment 
to finish it off with electric 
and plumbing. Russo 
figures the donations were 
worth at least $20,000. 
The gym is well 
eqUipped, with five heavy 
bags, two double-end bags 
(a head-sized ball with an 
elastic rope connecting it 
ceiling to floor) and three 
speed bags (the familiar 
little da-da-da-da-da-da bag 
suspended under a platform 
). At the heart of the gym is 
a 20-by-20 foot blue boxing 
ring. 
Just as the club called on 
volunteer labor to build the 
place, it counts on volun-
teers as trainers - the 
nonprofit club doesn't have 
any paid staff. On any given 
night, there are as many 
trainers and spectators at 
the club as boxers. Among 
them are Dave Collazo, one 
of Portland boxing's patron 
saints, and Skip Neales, a 
trainer who's found here 
almost every day. Other 
former stars like Bob 
Caddilli and Jesse Crown (a 
former Maine heavyweight 
champ) have also put in 
appearances at the club. 
The club is taking a 
grassroots approach to 
restoring Portland's boxing 
scene. John Webster may be 
the club's star these days, 
but the club is still mostly 
for amateurs and is de· 
signed as a seed program 
for youngsters. Russo hopes 
the gym will revive the 
city's boxing tradition by 
cui tivating the next crop of 
competitive pugilists. 
The revival includes 
staging "smokers," evenings 
of amateur matches featur-
ing local boxers. (These 
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A FAST OIL CHANGE & QUICK SERVICE! 
To receive FREE passes stop by: 
MAINE MALL EXPRESS 
774-0084 
Behind Maine Mall Toyota 
255 Maine Mall Road, South Portland 
Monday - Friday 7:30 am - 6:00 pm 
Saturday 8:00 am - 4:00 pm 
LIMITED NUMBER OF TICKETS AVAILABLE - FIRST COME FIRST SERVE 
KEANU REEVES DENNIS HOPPER SANDRA BULLOCK 
, 
FREE MOVIE TIX FREE MOVIE TIX FREE MOVIE TIX FREE MOVIE TIX FREE 
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Fourteen-year-old Chad Powell takes a break under the watchful eye of trainer Dave Collazo at the Portland Boxing Club. 
The club is taking a 
grassroots approach to 
restoring Portland's box-
ing scene - it's designed as 
a seed program for young-
sters. Bobby Russo hopes 
the gym will revive the 
city's boxing tradition by 
cultivating the next crop 
of competitive pugilists. 
rontinued from page 10 
events were hugely popular during 
boxing's golden era.) Smokers were 
held at the club in March and May, 
and Russo reported that both sold out 
at $10 a head. Russo's lining up 
another smoker for the end of June, 
but the date hasn't yet been set. 
The club's promising crew of up-
and-coming amateurs include Joey 
Verzosa, a 26-year-old heavyweight 
who works as a doorman at The 
Moon; Dave Lawhorn, a Iight-
heavyweight boxer and kickboxer 
from South Portland; and Tim Lyons, 
a Portland middleweight. Russo also 
singles out Chad Powell, a tough 14-
year-old whom he says "already has a 
pro style." 
Russo has a lot of respect for his 
boxers, bu t he and the other trainers 
demand plenty in return. "When you 
box, you can't just hand the ball off to 
someone else," he said. "When you're 
training, there can't be any smoking 
and drinking. It's just you up there. 
"It's the most honest sport there 
is." 
Kevin O'Kendley is a former boxer and 
current freelance writer. 
DARK SIDE OF THE RING 
Even the most fanatical of boxing can cough twice, generate a pulse 
supporters will admit that boxing and pay $15 can get a pro boxing 
has its dark side. Constant blows to license. 
the head simply aren't good for the In 1972 Portland boxing legend 
mind. Permanent injury can and Dave Collazo told a reporter that 
does happen. Maine's boxing regulations were 
Some boxers claim they feel the outdated and dangerous. In the two 
effects of years in the ring. Some decades since, Collazo believes 
don't. It's a crapshoot. But everyone little progress has been made to 
agrees that boxers decide to become improve Maine's substandard pro 
boxers - no one is drafted . It's a boxing laws. 
personal decision like getting 
married or ramming your head 
against a wall . 
Because of the obvious dangers of 
the sport, states take steps to regu-
late the sport and those who 
participate in it. Some states are far 
more restrictive than others. In 
California, for instance, aspiring pro 
fighters need to submit to a tough 
physical exam, then be observed 
during a gym bout by a member of 
the state's boxing commission. 
Maine is not among the aggres-
sive states when it comes to 
licenSing boxers. Here, anybody who 
For instance, computerized 
boxing records in some states help 
ensure that fighters are healthy and 
ably matched. In Maine, Collazo 
said, it's possible to fight immedi-
ately after being knocked out in 
another state, something prohibited 
elsewhere. 
"It's easy for a fighter to lie 
about his record and experience in 
Maine," the ex-heavyweight 
explained. "This causes mismatches 
and accidents. 
"Something bad is gonna happen 
around here someday." 
-K. O'K. 
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editorial Only pedestrian traffic can save this rusting jewel 
Why is CBW picking on Bill Diamond? 
Should Maine Secretary of State and 1st District Congressional candidate Bill 
Diamond be chastised for switching his position from pro-life to pro-choice? Of 
course not. Politicians shouldn't be attacked simply for changing their mind. Think-
ing evolves. Times change. 
Reclaiming Deering Oaks -
one foot at a time 
But a dramatic flip-flop on any position should run up a red flag for the media and 
voters. Was the switch conveniently timed for political gain? Or was it based on a 
change in values? Did the change show the courage of conviction? Or did it demon-
strate the lack of any conviction whatsoever? 
Al Diamon first raised the flip-flop flag on Bill Diamond in his column on April 28, 
when he reported that Diamond had switched from pro-life to pro-choice earlier in 
his career. No big deal. Diamond, then a young state legislator, was bucking the 
prevailing trend (the Reaganites and the pro-life. movement were ascendent), a move 
for which he should have been applauded. 
But then more red flags went up. First, a Diamond staffer called to insist that Al 
Diamon was wrong - the candidate had always been pro-choice, he said. But 
Diamon, a prodigious collector and filer of political dross and scoria, brought out a 
photo of the candidate in a pro-life newsletter. Diamond finally admitted that he had 
switched his position, saying that he had done so in 1979. 
Problem: The photo was from 1981. Diamon noted this in his column last week. 
The candidate then sought to explain last week that the photo didn't indict him - he 
was simply collecting information on an issue as any good legislator should. 
But as Bob Young reports on page 6, that's not the recollection of the right-to-lifers 
who hosted the event. They recall Diamond standing up before the 200 conferees 
(including the president of the National Right to Life Committee) and collecting 
applause as a pro-life supporter. What's more, Diamond earned a perfect pro-life 
score from the Maine Right to Life Committee in 1980 - a year after he said he'd 
switched. 
Why should anyone care about this gap of a few years? Because it shows either an 
arrogance or foolishness (or both) on the part of the candidate. Did he think that no 
one would check the dates? Or that no documentation existed? Did he think his "just 
looking around" explanation would wash? 
His arrogance is a slap in the face not only to the pro-lifers (which may explain 
why they're taking him to task on this), but to all voters. It's just this sort of slippery 
maneuvering that makes voters cynical about politicians and their motives and 
encourages them to stay away from the polls. 
If Diamond had simply checked his facts and then admitted that he had switched 
his position later than he originally recalled,CBW would have left him alone. But he 
didn't. 
Thankfully, it's not often that you catch a pol in such an act of dishonesty and 
doofyness. But when it happens, voters should be alerted. (BY & wq 
overheard by Kurth 
District 28 Senate contender Anne Rand on her 
opponent Dick "Toothpaste For Everyone" Spencer's attempts 
to discredit her voting record on health care issues: 
• By Paul Karr 
Poor old Deering Oaks. First we 
surrounded the old park and 
choked it off with high-traffic, 
high-speed roads. Then we al-






refused to connect it either spiritu-
ally or physically with the 
university - a symbolic rift if 
there ever was one. It's not really 
surprising that the Oaks eventu-
ally acquired a tarnished 
reputation among Portlanders as a 
haven for dope dealers and cruis-
ers. 
Along the way, our designers, 
planners and elected officials all 
seem to have forgotten the basic 
nutritional requirement of a 
healthy city park: people. Each 
change has systematically ex-
cluded more and more people 
from the park. It's time to rethink 
this potential jewel and make a 
few real changes in the park, 
which would also improve the 
quality of life in the neighborhood. 
Here are a few ideas for starters: 
• Mix more businesses into the 
Parkside neighborhood. I don't 
know whether zoning restrictions 
or the preponderance of old 
apartment buildings are at fault, 
but I do know this: In order to 
have a vibrant and safe park, you 
need continual foot traffic and you 
need H eyes on the street" (resi-
dents keeping watch out their 
windows from time to time). 
How do we get this? Put some 
businesses along Park A venue and 
along residential side streets -
retail stores, dance clubs, what-
ever. Hadlock Field is a step in the 
right direction because it brings 
people back into the neighbor-
hood. Instead of representing 
danger, baseball fans represent 
security and potential Parkside 
business patrons. 
• Make Park Avenue and 
Deering Avenue more pedestrian-
friendly. These two streets could 
supply the Oaks with lots of users, 
if they weren't so damned car-
oriented. The park is surrounded 
by intimidating high-speed roads 
when it should be a place you can 
walk to at the drop of a hat. The 
streets could be blocked off part of 
the day or week, or narrowed to 
one or two lanes, or festooned 
with some industrial-sized speed 
bumps and nice wide sidewalks -
anything to send the message that 
walkers and bikers get the right-
of-way first. 
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• Build a walkway over Forest 
Avenue. Give Back Cove strollers 
and bikers a safe means of crossing 
this four-lane nightmare to connect 
to the Oaks. Back Cove pathway 
users are a potential source of foot 
traffic in the park, but the city 
keeps them away with the concrete 
moat of Forest Avenue. Right now, 
getting across is more like playing 
dodgeball - nah, make that 
Russian roulette. Constructing an 
elevated walkway would finally 
connect two of Portland's finest 
green spaces - as Frederick Law 
Olmsted originally envisioned -
without interrupting the flow of 
vehicular traffic. 
• Redesign the park. One thing 
the park sorely lacks is focus; there 
aren't many places to just sit and 
watch the carnival of life go by, 
and that's exactly what any suc-
cessful city park needs to survive. 
Part of the problem involves a lack 
of stores, clubs and people - a 
camival- to watch (see above). 
But we also need to gently 
encourage people to congregate, 
and that's where park design can 
be a critical tool for good. As it 
stands, only the band stand 
(largely unused through most of 
the year), the ballfield (ditto) and 
the snack shack serve these func-
tions. None of these places are 
readily visible from the park's 
main entrances on Park and 
Deering avenues; all command an 
inhuman view of cars blasting off 
1-295 onto Forest Avenue and the 
State Street connector. Someone 
should redraw the park's path-
ways and reposition its benches 
and facilities in such a way that 
people are collecting in fewer 
places, maybe facing Park Avenue 
instead of toward the interstate. 
Deering Oaks could become one 
of the anchors in a system of 
greenways that everyone from 
weekend bicyclists to strollers to 
regular commuters would use. But 
to realize that promise, we've got 
to cut the park free of the Gordian 
knot of concrete surrounding it -
and, while we're at it, think hard 
about the nature of the Parkside 
neighborhood. 
Let's get it done. This recently 
passed plan to preserve its historic 
character is a good place to start. 
The longer we ignore this park, the 
longer the odds become that we'll 
reclaim it at all. 
Itinerant freelancer Paul Karr writes 
frequently about great outdoor spaces. 
r 
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Curbside recycling Exploitive story 
John Saccone (Letters 4.21.94) also 
wrote us (about curbside recycling). discredits homeless 
Here is part of our response, which Many of us at Preble Street Re-
may be of interest to CBW readers. source Center were extremely 
In 1990, four cities in the RWS distressed by Kathy Plonka's photo 
(Regional Waste Systems) region ~ iJft ~ essay, "Fallen Angel." From the title 
piloted a curbside collection program to the photos to the text, the article 
for recyclables. At that time, RWS was patronizing and exploitive. 
estimated that curbside collection for j\J __ ~_-------t.+... Plonka spent four months interview-
recyclables cost $181 per ton com- _ ing Angel Anthony. She presumably 
pared to gathered considerable material from 
$64 per which to develop her portrait of a 
ton for young homeless woman. Ms. An-
drop-off thony is a caring and generous 
recycling. Clearly, cost is the biggest Why highlight individual who has· survived a harsh 
letters 
JUlle 2, 1994 13 
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-~ .. f.c '·-'· 
Blockade causes 
loss of revenue 
obstacle to implementing curbside abusers of 55.? childhood and the many perils of 
collection programs. On the average, street life. Plonka insults Anthony and 
curbside collection is two to three I was outraged that CBW chose to the other clients of Preble Street by 
I was pleased to see that you 
printed Steve Burke's letter (5.19.94) 
about the loss of revenue to Maine 
caused by the U.s. blockade of Cuba, 
speCifically the denial to Bangor 
International Airport to service 
international flights. 
times more expensive than drop-off give "Fallen Angel" (5.12.94) a front choosing to emphasize her food and 
programs. page, full photo story, as though the substance consumption rather than 
However, they can also be far more public should somehow feel empathy her considerable strengths and 
effective than drop-off programs, for the "plight" of Angel and Tazz survival skills. Plonka's "naturalistic" 
depending upon the system that the because "the system" has failed them journalism offers no analysis of 
community uses for collecting mixed and they are chronically homeless. homelessness, street life or Anthony's 
solid waste. The most effective Get real! I, too, receive the same $456 personal struggles. CBW readers 
programs use the same collection per month 551 check as Angel. I have might have been interested in how 
method for both mixed waste and been on SSI for seven years. Angel Anthony manages to survive 
recyclables. In towns that use transfer It's not much to live on; however, I street life and eke out an existence on 
stations where citizens drop off have chosen to make the most of a subsistence income. The judgmental 
mixed waste, a drop-off program for what I have and take personal tone of this story directs the reaner's 
recyclables can be very effective. responSibility for my life. I wouldn't attention away from such questions. 
Where curbside collection of mixed dream of recklessly blowing by 551 Rather, we are given the specific 
waste is provided, usually curbside money on pot, booze, pizza, cigarettes details of how she spends the first $40 
collection of recyclables is most and a trip to Disney World! of her monthly benefit check. What 
effective. This is blatant abuse of taxpayer results is slanted journalism that 
Indeed curbside collection can money intended for persons who are explOits its subject while offering the 
increase participation in recycling by disabled to secure permanent housing reader very little in the way of 
as much as 35 percent. However, this and to provide for basic necessities, information (even the short explana-
increase comes at a cost. It is up to the with help from food stamps, Medic- tion of 551 eligibility is incorrect). 
taxpayers of the individual commu- aid and rent subsidies. I save my Angel Anthony consented to be 
nit to decide whether the increased money. I pay rent, utility bills, bus involved in this photo essay, but some 
~" 0 cona':rtTff.O""'--""..w.arrants the fare, nonfood costs, second-hand of the other Preble Street clients 
For 1993, RWS reported an ann~u~a;jl-t-9~~~C~0~S1!ts~'1a~c:9!:!Ul!Jir~e~u~s~e~d~fu~r~n~it~u~r~e~, I shown in the photographs did not. 
recycling rate of 39 percent for its 31 ! do without lUXUries (1 eat out ~ey too have been exploited by 
member towns. All towns are re- tWice a month) I I'lonka. By reinforcing negative . . . . am also receiving 
quired to make reasonable progress fmanclal aid and going to college. I I;tereotypes about homeless people, 
to.ward the state's 50 percent recy- volunte t' Plonka has done damage to the entl're ~ er my Ime to tutor children in P 
cll~g goal. Reasonable progress is the pubhc schools and also volunteer reble Street community. Her lack of 
defi~e~ as recycling 35 percent of at GoodWill. compassion is at odds with theCBW 
mUnICipal solid waste stream annu- I am also a former homeless editorial that appears in the same 
ally. RWS appears to have met the pe I issue, and with other ar'ticles on rson .. was a teenage runaway. I P tl d 
state's standards for recycling. too surVived phYSical, emotional and or an 's homeless community that 
The state's role in solid waste al b have appeared in CBW. s,:xu a use. I have spent many 
management is to enforce environ_ nIghts sleeping in shelters, spending /&/).,(_,( i!J,~ 
mental regulations and to assist with all day on the streets, eating at soup 
developing effectl've waste manage~ kit h I h Mark Swann - c ens. ave traveled as a home-
ment programs. less p h Executive Director, Preble Street erson trough 21 states, ending R 
Maine's Department of EnvI'ron~ b k "h esource Center . _ up ac orne" in Portland. 
mental Protection ensures that towns . ! am now 27 and have had a stable Portland 
and cities manage their waste pro- lIvmg environment for three years 
grams in accordance with because I chose to take the steps to 
environmental regulations. create one for myself. 
Our agency promotes sound waste The public already stigmatizes 
management, including recycling, people on disability and mothers on 
;:~~ug~tiincentives such as edUcation, ~elfare enough without the media 
gm on programs and finanCial hlgh.lIghting persons Who are reckless 
and technical assistance. There are and Irresponsible. A cover story on 
also disincen tives in the form of th~se of us who are responsible and 
penalties for failure to make reason- trymg to better ourselves? We 
able progress toward the state's deserve it. 
~e~ycling goal. As noted above, RWS 
IS m compliance with the reasonable 
progress standards and has benefited 
from the agency's assistance pro-
grams. 
Under Maine law, solid waste 
management is the responSibility of 
local government. In addition, waste 
management programs differ in each 
m~ni.c~pality depending on citizens' 
pnonhes and willingness to fund 
programs. I encourage you to contact 
your city officials if you wish to 
explore curbside recycling in Port-
land. 
-::'::J._-\~ \-\S><:..T 
Sherry F. Huber, Exec. Director 
Maine Waste Management Agency 
cV:0-<l 1"YJ 0 LF7:J 
Lisa M. Lopez 
Portland 
Don't criticize, but 
help the homeless 
Laurence Kelly (Letters 5.26.94) 
who in the h~ll do you think you ~re? 
I can tell you are a prejudiced S.O.B. 
What right to you have to take my 
story and turn it around? You should 
come down off your high horse and 
stop Insulting people that are fighting 
to sta.r alive. What you said about my 
glrlfnend, that she is capable of 
working, well you are WRONG 
What. do you know about her? My 
glrlfnend and I are handicapped and 
we are on SSI for a reason because we 
can't work. If we went back to school 
,:e would be there for the rest of our 
hves, especially me, I have brain 
damage. As for pot smoking, I don't 
do that no more and neither does my 
girl;riend . And we can't work,. we 
can t work,.we can't work. Get off 
your prejudiced ass and help your 
country and donate your time to help 




There are many such opportunities 
that the state of Maine is losing 
because of an antiquated and mean-
spirited policy established more than 
30 years ago, largely to benefit the 
interests of a corru pt aristocracy in 
exile. From apples to potatoes, 
Cubans would gladly import from 
Maine. 
If Senators Cohen and Mitchell 
succeed in convincing President 
Clinton to use his presidential 
prerogative in exempting Bangor 
from the restrictions of the Cuban 
blockade, they should be sent back to 
the president to do likewise for many 
other potential exporters right here in 










. On page 35 of the May 19, 1994, 
Issue of the Real Puzzle, I found two 
mistakes. First of all, "palce" is not a 
word. Also, "The solution to this 
week's puzzle will appear in the May 
2 Issue of Casco Bay Weekly.n Were 
you thinking of May 2, 1995? 
I'm only 10 years old, and I caught 
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For the best summer ever! 
AT 
Amaryllis 
41 Exchange Street. Portland. Maine 
772-4439 
Hours: 10:00-6:00 Daily 
10:00-9:00 Thur- Sat; 12:00-6:00 Sun 
Just arrived and selling fast: 
150lbs 
of new glass beads from India 
Now available: the first Caravan Beads™kit. Each kit contains 
supplies for three necklaces and three pairs of earrings. Directions 
included. Only $12.00--they make great gifts! Stop by soon to see the 
other new beads from around the world. 
Main Street Both stores open daily 449 Forest Ave 
North Conway Village, NH 
(Directly across from the train station 
above the Beggar's Pouch) 
tel: 603-356-7608 
(2nd floor of fores t Ave Plaza) 
Portland. ME 04101 
761-2503 
Toll-free in Maine: 1-800-761-2503 
HOMEBUYER TRAINING COURSE 
Do You Dream of Owning Your Own Home, 
But Need Some Help Getting Star~ed? 
The City of Portland, In conjunction with Fleet Bank, is. offering a 
course on how to purchase a home. It's open to the public a~d free 
of charge_ Call the Portland Communily Development Office for 
more information and to register, 874-8300 ext. 8730. 
June 8th, 1994 
Portland City Hall - Fourth Floor Training Room 
6:30 to 8:30 pm 
This Homebuyer Training Course is being sponsored by: 
Ii Mcmbcr of F1ef!t FinanriM! Group 
We're here to make a difference:-
This course is one in a series being offered by the City of Portland and area banks. ask about our 
other topics and dates. 
ANNE RAND 
A Democnt [or the M.ine State Senate, and a lifelong Portlander to fight for US. 
"Development in the 1980's changed many Portland neighborhoods overnight. 
When a condo project threatened Capisic Pond Park we turned to the Maine 
Audubon Society for help. They suggested we contact Anne Rand, a Portland 
legislator with a "strong environmental focus" both in Portland and Augusta. 
Please join us in voting for Anne Rand on June 14th." 
-Donna & Steven William. 
Vote for Anne Rand on June 14th 
This Time The Best Man For The Job Is A Woman 
Paid br and .w.oriaed by Anne Rand b' State Sr:n.tc Co.r..M.ter:. Vinnie ()?,bJ\ev. Tre.Mut:r • 61 MtI:.oI.W'ne St., Pottland. ME 04101 
rab ummer For 
All It's Worth. 
--=:=:::~~~;:=;~~~~~~~il How about a great summer of fitness for one 
great price, $139. Thafs what you get from Bay 
Oub with our terrific summer special. You can 
use the dub all you want between now and 
Labor Day or for 3 full months. whichever is 
greater. The sooner you jOin, the more you save. 
And, we offer family rates for even greater 
savings. 
One City Center • Portland, ME 04101 
(207) 772-5444 
'First tim! join", only. with this coupon, ",,'id 5/lfJ4· 7/3lfJ4 
Grab summer for all it's worth at Bay Club. At 
$139 for the season, start the 
season today for --~ 
the best value. 
Last call. Night's 
Last call. Ni~!lh1t·~ 
all night. We can 
Stay up all nlginl 
hunger for more. 
the hunger. The 
yet. Not now, not 
get us started. 
the big dance. We 
Photo Essay 
by Matthew Robbins 
silver screen 













We make the loud noise, _se 
this night, this town. 
end. 
Not yet, though. Not yet. Take the 
streets. Get out, stay out, stay up. 
Stay up all night. We can live forever. 
This night can be forever. We are 
young and we have the hunger. The 
hunger for more. We want more and 
more and more. Don't stop now. 
Don't get us started. Don't go yet. 
Not now, not yet. We own these 
streets. These streets are ours. We 
make the loud noise, we do the big 
dance. We own these streets, 
Portland. We own these streets, this 
night, this town. (EP) 
sf an 
y. van 
ana more. uon't stop now. llOn't get us startea. uon't go yet. 
O\Vll these streets. These streets are ours. We make the loud n 
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Chilled Veggle k Fruit 
Sub, Low Fat and 
No Fat Specials' Light k refreshing 
meals to take home or 
to the beach, 
Only eight minutes from 
Portland. 295 South to Exit 2, 
Rt 1. Scarborough,l S2 US 
Rt 1, Scarborough Market· 
place. Open 7 days a week,. 
plenty of parking_ 
PlayClMnas for People 
lllFmll 
hrtllli,ME 04111 25111 St 
(flmrlr Olj 1111 (It I SM,) Frtl,.n. IE 84132 
in·8tll IiS·l9o 
Kites - Windsocks - Banners - Fun & Games 
"If you like 






Before the cost of insuring your car 
leaves you a total wreck, give me a ~ 
beep, a honk, or even a simple phone , 
call. 111 whor~ hard to come up with ~ 
~;;:~a~ ;~~'re Allstate _;_: 
driving at. \(.u'", in ~ hands. • 
Amy Alward 767-3334 J 
95 Ocean St., So. Portland i 
Next to 5mahas Leg. Sq. Mkt. G 
M·Th.9.m-8,3Opm Fri. 9am-7pm Sat. 9am-2pm 
Fiddler on the Roof 
Book By Joseph Stein 
Directed by Brian P. Allen 
Music by Jerry Bock 
Lyrics by Sheldon Harnick 
A Jewish community living 
as their forefathers did, 
struggling to survive in a new world 
May 27, 28, 29 
June 3,4, 5, 10, 11, 17, 18 
for tickets and information 
799-7337· 799-7338 
420 Cottage Rd., South Portland 
Box Office Houra 
Daily M-Sa' 10-2 (and 90 min •. before curtain) 
Silver 
screen 
a..thoven'. 2nd Beethoven's back, but he's not 
alonel This time, that bucket full of drool finds love 
and becomes afamily man. Retuming cast members 
Include Charles Grodin as George Newton, 
Beethoven's overly uptight master. and Bonnie Hunt 
as the harried wife. 
Belle ~ue Setin 1931 Spain, this rite-of-passage 
film tells of a young army deserter named Fernando 
who finds sanctuary in the country estate of an 
elderty painter. Although Fernando has just com-
pleted his studies to become a priest, he manages 
to have sex with three ofthe painter's daughters and 
to marry the fourth, a virgin. Won Oscar for best 
foreign film. 
Bevelly Hills Cop 3 Once again supercop Axel Foley 
is drawn to l.A., this time to investigate mysterious 
murders at WonderWortd, a theme park that serves 
as a cover for a gang of thugs. Eddie Murphy and 
Director John Landis back together again after their 
disastrous pairing in ·Coming to America.· 
Blenk Check lite changes for the better for l1·year-
old Preston Waters when his bike is run overby awise 
guyin a hurry. The crook dashes off a check to the boy 
to pay for the bike, but leaves the amount blank. 
Preston fills In the check for $1 million dollars, which 
he then manages to cash - at a bank. Doesn't star 
anyone famous. 
Cop. _ Robbersons Norman Robberson (Chevy 
Chase), an accountant with a penchant for cop 
shows, can't believe his luck when a grizzled cop 
(Jack Palance) moves into his home to stake out the 
house next door. The others involved, Robberson's 
highly dysfunctional family and the cop, are not as 
ove~oyed. Also stars Dianne Wiest. 
The Cowboy Wey Woody Harrelson and Kiefer 
Suthertand play two down and out cowboys who head 
to the Big Apple to rescue a buddy. See the naive 
rubes outwit wily city folk. Really see Harrelson as he 
more than fills Marky Mark's briefs as a Calvin Klein 
model. Supposedly Glenn Close wrangled the role for 
then-boyfriend Harrelson when Kevin Costner aban-
doned the project. 
The Crow Based on the novel by James O'Barr. A 
young rocker (Brandon lee. who was killed during 
filming by an improperly loaded stunt gun) returns 
from the grave in the form of a night bird to wreak his 
revenge on those who killed him and his girlfriend. 
Alex Proyas directs. 
The FUn.ton .. You've had your disgusting 
McRinstone meal, you've got your stupid Rubble 
underwear, you've been suckered into buying the 
insipid hard rock soundtrack - you might as well go 
seethe movie. In this live-action episode, the famous 
Stone-Age suburbanite (John Goodman) must grapple 
with good and evil when his boss at the quarry (Kyle 
Maclachlan) and his secretary (Halle Berry) try to 
tempt him into embezzling company funds. Also 
stars Rick Moranis, Elizabeth Perkins, RosieO'Donnell 
and Uz as Granny (who's cooking for Jethro?) 
Four Wedell"", _ e Funeral Chartes (Hugh Grant), 
a single and somewhat twitty Englishman, seems to 
spend his life gOing to his friends' weddings. Despite 
or because of this. he is determined to remain single. 
Then he meets a free-spirited American (Andie 
MacDowell) who's hanging out in England. Directed 
by Mike Newell ("Enchanted April: "Into the West") . 
Written by Richard Curtis ('The Tall Guy: TV's 
"Blackadder'). 
The Prince .. and the Goblin An animated tale about 
a sheltered princess who's forced to protect her 
kingdom from a group of malevolent monsters, and 
herself from their leader, the repulsive Froglip. Based 
on a Victorian novel by George MacDonald. Features 
the voices of Claire Bloom and a bunch of even less 
famous British actors. 
Guardl",T ... Former FirstladyTess Cartisle (Shirtey 
MacLaine) seems to have mistaken Secret Service 
for secret seNan!, as she keeps the by-the-book 
agent (Nicolas Cage) who's assigned to protect her 
jumping at her every whim. 
Heavy Metal Animated sci fi with a rock beat. 
The Hudsucker Proxy A fairy tale comedy set in 1958 
about a mail room clerk who is hired as CEO for his 
apparent incompetence (the greedy board of direc-
tors want the stock to fall so they can buy the 
company). But the plan backfires when the clerk (Tim 
Robbins) turns out to have hidden smarts. Also stars 
Paul Newman and Jennifer Jason leigh. Directed and 
produced by the brothers Joel and Ethan Coen 
("Barton Fink-). 
Jur_le Park Entrepreneur John Hammond (Richard 
Attenborough) finances the creation of genetically 
engineered dinosaurs in hopes of opening the ulti-
mate amusement park. Who wouldn't want to spend 
the day with a bunch of huge reptiles? The thrills and 
chills become a bit much when Tyrannosaurus rex et 
al. break out of their carefully constructed environ-
ment and run amok, as dinosaurs are wont to do. 
Stars Sam Neill, Laura Dern and Jeff Goldblum. 
Directed by Steven Spielberg. 
Uke Water for Chocolate Mexican screenwriter Laura 
Esquivel's surrealistic look at the mores of tumoOf-
the-century Mexico. nta (lumi Cavazos), the young-
est daughter in a family oftourwomen, is denied the 
right to marry and instead must serve as cook and 
caretaker for her domineering mother. When Tita 
cooks, her wishes flavor the food. 
UttIe Budd"" Chris Issak and Bridget Fonda star as 
a Seattle couple who are told that their son may be 
a reincarnated Buddhist lama. The couple finds this 
possibility quite plausible (after all, they do live in 
Seattie), so father and son head to Bhutan to find out 
for sure and to compete with other lama wannabes. 
Their journey is a trip through time as well - to the 
court of Siddhartha (the original Buddha), played by 
Keanu Reeves, looking mighty fetching in heavy eye 
makeup. Directed by Bernardo Bertolucci ('The last 
Emperor' and "Last Tango In Parts"). 
Major l.ea&\leU Another sports movie starring one of 
Martin Sheen's sons. 
M.vertck Mel Gibson stars as a roving gambler 
who's out to win big ... until he runs into a sexy can 
artist (Jodie Foster) and a straight~aced lawman 
(James Gamer). The two men spar for the corrupt 
woman's affections. 
PhIladelphia Tom Hanks plays a hotshot gay lawyer 
working in the City of Brotherly love. When he gets 
fired after his firm discovers he has AIDS, he sues 
with the help of a homophobic personal injury lawyer 
(Denzel Washington). Directed by Jonathan Demme. 
I .. 
Reality I stars as an asplrtng 
filmmaker/performance artist who finds herself tom 
between two potential loves - an up-anck::oming 1V 
executive and a poor poetic (Le., really good-looking) 
type. Also stars Ben Stiller and Ethan Hawke. Di-
rected by Ben Stiller. 
The Ref An unhappily married couple (Kevin Spacey 
and Judy Davis) spend Christmas Eve being kid-
napped by a jewel thief (Denis leary), who they later 
invite to Christmas dinner. This cozy friendship serves 
both parties well. 
Ren.luance Man Danny DeVito stars as an ex-ad 
exec who becomes a reluctant civilian instructor 
assigned to teach a group of "bordertine" Army 
recruits in Detroit. Through this expertence the for-
me~y rude burnout discovers a new side to himself 
- one assumes a warm, mushy side. Appearances 
by Marl<y Mark and Tony Danza. Directed by Penny 
Marshall. 
SI,.no A young parson fresh from England is dis· 
patched by church offiCials to convince Australian 
artist Norman Undsey to withdraw his 'scandalous' 
paintings from an International exhibition. The par-
son and his wife find themselves alternatively shocked 
and beguiled by the Garden of Eden atmosphere that 
prevails at the artist's home. Stars Sam Neill. 
Speed You admired him as Buddha, now you'll love 
him as an action hero. tt's Keanu Reeves, an actor 
few would call versatile. In his first attempt to carry 
a picture, Reeves stars as an ace SWAT cop as-
signed to disarm a bomb planted on an l.A. city bus. 
The bomb has been rigged to explode ifthe bus slows 
below 50 mph. Also stars Dennis Hopper and Jeff 
Daniels. 
3 NInJ- Kick Back The trio of minf-Bruce lees (Swan 
Fox, Max Elliot Shade and Evan Bonifant) return to 
wack through two more battles - one on their 
hometown baseball field and another in the ancient 
caves of Japan. Lots of martial-arts action, bathroom 
humor and slapstick. 
ThrtlMOllMl Three roommates Decome embroiled in 
a love triangle. FemalefallsforGuyA, who In turn falls 
for Guy B, who in tum falls for Female. Where does 
Spot fit in? Stars lara Rynn Boyle, Stephen Baldwin 
and Josh Cha~es . 
Whet'. Eatl", Gilbert Grape A grocery store stock 
boy (Johnny Depp) struggles to grow up in a small 
Iowa town while balancing his duty to care for his 
500-pound mother (Da~ene Cates) and slow-wilted 
brother (Leonardo DiCaptio) With an affair with the 
wife (Mary Steenburgen) of a persistent insurance 
agent. All is peacefully bizarre until a mysterious girl 
from Michigan (Juliette Lewis) moves into town with 
her grandmother. Swedish filmmaker lasse ("My 
Ufe as a Dog') Hallstrom directs this adaptation of 
Peter Hedges' novel of the same name. 
When a Man Love. 8 Woman Meg Ryan stars as 
Alice Green, a yuppie wife/mother with a drtnking 
problem. The film follows the struggles of the couple 
(Andy Garcia plays her sensitive husband) as they try 
to keep their lives and marriage together. 
WIth Honors A homeless man (Joe Pesci) enlightens 
Harvard students about life beyond Chaucer and 
organic chemiStry. Alek Keshishian ('Truth or Dare") 
directs. 
You So Crazy A state of the art concert film in which 
comedian Martin lawrence prowls the stage of the 
Brooklyn Academy of Music 's Majestic Theatre, dis· 
cussing his opinions on the major issues of the day; 
providing dialogue for myriad deranged characters; 
and describing peak personal experiences - such 
as a masturbation session inspired by Aunt Bea's 
butt. lawrence is said to be the next Richard Pryor / 
Eddie Murphy. 
Art & Soul continued on page 20 
where 
General Cinemas 
Maine Mall Road, S. Portland 
774-1022 
Dates effective June 3-9 
The Crow (R) 
1, 3:10, 5:20, 7:35 (Sun-Thurs), 9:45 
(Sun-Thurs), 10:10 (Fri & Sat) 
Maverick (PG) 
1:40,4:30, 7:20, 10 
The Fllnstones (PG) 
12:45; 1:20, 2:50, 3:25, 4:55, 5:30, 
7:10,7:40.9:15,9:50 
Renaissance Man (PG"13) 
1, 1:30, 3:45, 4:20, 7. 7:25, 9:40, 10 
You So Crazy (NR) 
9:30 
The Princess and the Goblin (G) 
1:10, 3:35, 5:30, 7:30 
Speed (R) 
8 (Fri & Sat only) 
Hoyts Clark's Pond 
333 Clark's Rd., S. Portland 
879-1511 
Dates effective June 3-9 
Threesome (R) 
1:15,3:15,7,9:35 
Four Weddings and a Funeral (R) 
12:35,2:55,6:50, 9:30 
With Honors (PG,13) 
12:55 (Fri, Mon-Thurs), 3, 5:10, 7:30, 
9:45 
3 Ninjas Kick Back (PG) 
12:55 (Sat-Sun only) 
When a Man Loves a Woman (R) 
12:05, 2:50, 6:30, 9:10 
Beverly Hills Cop 3 (R) 
12:15, 2:40, 5, 7:20, 9:40 
Little Buddha (PG) 
12:45.3:10,6:40,9:25 
The Cowboy Way (P0-13) 
12:25, 1:05. 2:45, 3:20, 4:55. 5:30, 
7:10, 7:40, 9:20, 9:50 
The Movies 
10 Exchange St., Portland 
772-9600 
Matinees Sat & Sun 
Belle Epoque (R) 
June 1,14 
Wed-Tues (June 1-7) 5. 7, 9; Sat-Sun 
mat (June 3-4) 1, 3 
Wed-Tues (June 8-14) 9:15; Sat-Sun mat 
(June 10-11) 3 
Heavy Metal (NR) 
June 3 
Fri 11 
Uke Water for Chocolate (R) 
June 8-14 
Mon-Fri 5, 7; Sat,sun 1. 5, 7 
Nickelodeon 
Temple and Middle streets, Portland 
772-9751 
Dates effective June 3-9 
*Second and third shows Sat-Sun only 








The Hudsucker Proxy (PG) 
3:10*.9:40 
What's Eating Gilbert Grape (PG,13) 
12:30, 3:20* , 6:50, 9:30 
The Ref(R) 
12:20, 2 :25*, 4:30*, 7, 9:10 
Cops and Robbersons (PG) 
12:50.7:10 
Blank Check (PG) 
12:10,2:20*,4:35* 
Major League II (PG) 
12:40,6:40 
Pride's Corner Drive-In 
651 Bridgton Road, Westbrook 
797-3154 
Dates effective June 4-6 
Beethoven's II (PG) 
8:25 
JurassiC Park (P0-13) 
10:05 
Dirty rotten scoundrels 
Historic villains depicted at Mad 
Horse and Oak Street 
Michael Kimball and Michael Howard 
In "Two" at Mad Horse, 
• By CatITy Ne/sol1 Price 
Safely delivered from extinction, 
Mad Horse has jumped back into the 
weighty and challenging material that 
may have made things rocky for them 
in the first place. Good for them. "Two" 
by Romulus Linney is a bold call to 
remember that the Holocaust was the 
work of mortals - those who 
commanded and those who looked the 
other way. 
The play focuses on 
Hermann Goering, 
Hitler's second in 
command and the 
would hold him as a unique monster. 
Ail men are capable of contributing to 
crimes against humanity because men 
are weak, he says. When we can 
dominate our rivals, we do. That's our 
nature. 
This thought-provoking Mad Horse 
production works on a number of 
levels. Howard is consistentl y 
involving as Goering, drawing even the 
most reluctant viewer into his orbit. 
LaGraffe gives a moving representation 
of the ordinary German who comes to 
feel shame for the crimes committed in 
his country's name. Dunlap is strong 
and powerfully understated as the 
doctor whose personal revulsion is at 
odds with his sense of duty. 
Director Michael Rafkin has put 
together a taut, invigorating production 
overall, but some elements are 
puzzling. As we, and Goering, watch 
the incriminating films (which, though 
necessary historically and dramatically, 
are extremely graphic), we see Goeing 
react with increasing horror, indicating 
that this is his first exposure to the 
atrocities, suggesting, perhaps, his 
personal culpability is limited. Yet, in 
the next scene, his counsel castigates 
him for showing no emotion. How did 
he miss this expression of emotion that 
was so clearly seen by the 
audience? Also, the 
highest"ranking Nazi on 
trial at the Nuremberg 
tribunal in 1945-46. In 
fighting trim after three 
months of incarceration, 
Goering (Michael 
Howard) meets with his 
"Two" plays at Mad Horse 
Theatre, 955 Forest Ave" 
through June 19. 797-
3338. "Death of Rasputin" 
plays at the Oak Street 
Theatre, 92 Oak St" 
through June 5, 761"9876, 
play's ending is 
somewhat heavy-
handed. Following his 
painstakingly delineated 
death throes, Goering 
leaps to his feet and 
delivers a "give 'em hell, 
Hermann" curtain 
speech, promising that 
wherever there is man's defense counsel (David 
LaGraffe) and the u.s. Army 
psychologist (Walt Dunlap), who are to 
prepare him for his upcoming court 
appearances . It is evident that Goering 
still has the seductive charm that the 
Germans adored and his enemies 
feared. His counsel is unwilling to 
believe that this family man of wi t and 
culture could have been personally 
involved in the rumored atrocities. The 
psychologist, an emotionally torn Jew 
who nevertheless wants to see due 
process served, acknowledges 
Goering's intelligence and 
understanding of the darker side of 
human nature. Even Goering's 
attendant jailers fall under his speil, as 
he skillfully exploits their weaknesses. 
Confident that he cannot be held 
personail y accountable for crimes he 
did not personally commit, Goering is 
jaunty as the trial begins. 
But then comes the films - explicit, 
horrifying documentary footage of the 
death camp victims that assaults our 
sensibilities. From then on, it's no 
longer Goering the man on trial, but 
Goering the symbol of the Third Reich 
that committed these crime against 
humanity. This footage - a precursor 
to Vietnam-on-the-evening-news and 
CNN's death-as-it-happens coverage-
is more powerful than jurisprudence 
and demands retribution. Knowing he 
will die as a war criminal, Goering's 
final act is to depart on his own terms 
_ but not before he delivers some 
stinging observations to those who 
inhumanity to man, just call his name, 
and he'll be there. Perhaps a voiceover, 
used effectively elsewhere in the 
production, would better convey 
Goering's warning that though the 
sinner is dead, the sin Jives on. 




And speaking of bad guys who just 
won't go quietly, there's "Death of 
Rasputin," now in prod uction at the 
Oak Street Theatre. This ki tchen sink of 
a musical by John "Porktown" Nichols 
with music by Charlie "Papa Loves 
Mambo" Brown is a wildly uneven mix 
of sight gags, parody and the Comedy 
Channel. With fortunately no pretense 
of sophistication, the production is a 
throwback to the days of vaudeville 
and burlesque, which might offer some 
explanation why the audience was in 
near-paroxyms of laughter. EnergetiC 
performances by Chris Millett and 
Keith Shortall hint at what these 
performers could do with more 
substantial material. Part amateur 
night, part "Hellzapoppin," "Rasputin" 
has some very witty moments but no 
sustained comedy - it's really only a 
series of bits strung together. Still, the 
audience loved it - and that's not half-
bad for a defunct monk. CBW 
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Welcome to my store. - Pili! Buker 
BURGLAR AND FIREPROOF SAFES 
Gun • Cash • Media 
Home and Office Delivery and Installation 
r>Q ..:., 
+s- ~0~ Also Buying & SeUing New & Used Finmcial Institution Equipment 
• (Jt'I'ILVC~ ~ uv.,<b 
49 OAK STREET, PORTLAND • 775-3015 
Monday - Thursday 9 " 5 • Friday 9 - 4 • Saturday and evening hours available by appointment 








The Best Design of 199'} 
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o INCORPORATED 0 
267 Commercial Street 
Portland, Maine 0410 I 
(207) 775·4234 
FAX (2071 773·3320 
." ,'.' .' 
5(] Maine Mall Road, So. Por~and , ME 775-6080 
Water works:~pscot River 
Watch e_i~~~ear of monitor-
ing the. r quality of the 
Pr. pscot River. An introductory 
4ng for volunteers takes place in 
room 203 of the Science Building, 
Falmouth Street, on USM's Portland 
campus at 6:30 p.m. (A training 
session will take place at the same 
time and location on June 9.) 
GET YOUR FEET WET and learn how to 
collect water samples and work in the 
lab, while learning about your local 
environment. No experience is 
necessary to participate, though 
webbed toes might help. 773-6679. 
friday 3 
Chamber made: The Cathedral Choir 
and the Chamber Singers of Portland's 
St. Luke's Cathedral presents 
"Magnificat" -a program ofENGUSH 
CATHEDRAl MUSIC- at St. Luke's Cathe-
dral, 143 State St., at 7:30 p.m. 
The Chamber Singers will be the 
choir-in-residence at England's 900-
year-old Chester Cathedral for the 
week of A ugust 8th, where they will 
sing evensong each day (in the 
cathedral's first 450 years, the daily 
services were sung by monks). 
Tonight's concert provides a preview 




THURS JUNE 2 
MEMPHIS MAFIA 
FRI JUNE 3 
DARIEN BRAHMS 
SAT JUNE 4 
RIPPOPOTAMUS 
SUN JUNE 5 
OPEN ALL DAY FOR 
OLD PORT FESTIVAL! 
COMING ON JUNE 10 
CHUCK! 
WEDNESDAYS IN JUNE 
the psychedelic 
blues furor of 
CUI.£8fIY JAM 
THURSDAYS IN JUNE 
MEMPHIS 
MAFIA 
Shuffle off to Truffle on June 4. 
saturday 4 
Truffle hounds: Savoy Truffle has 
streamlined: They have a new name, 
simply1lUfFLE; they have a new label, 
November Records and they have a 
new CD "Nervous Laughter." You can 
catch them new and live at T-Birds, 
126 N. Boyd St., at 9 p.m. 
,. Narrawt ec:..dI 
• Sond "" ... "" 
Desert 
of Maine 
.. 1783 Bam M.-..n 
,. Gilt an:t Sowwa ... Shop. 
Ride the So/ari COG<!hl 
Open Daily 8:30 to Dusk 
Open until October 12th 
(207) 865-6962 
Desert Rd .• Freeport. ME 04032 
(oft US FH. 1 & 95) 
ALSO RELAXING. COMFORTABLE CAMPING FACILITIES ______________ J 
('~~"1iOO 
II' 
for one show only! 
Friday, June 3rd at 11:00 pm 
at The Movies, 10 Exchange St. 
"see it on the big screen!-
For Mor. Info Can 772-4080 
Describing their music as "in the rich 
tradition of Southern rock but with a 
decidedly New England twist" 
(something like clams 'n' grits?), they, 
with their high intensity blues-based 
sound, have long been a favorite with 
local Deadheads and other Dancers of 
the Rubber Arm. Their sets of funk-n-
jammin' jive always seems to leave 
their sweat-drenched fans dewy for 
more. Tix: $6 ($5 in advance). 773-
8040. 
sundayS 
Port authority: Once upon a time, 
Old Port was a funky amalgam ty 
types doing and seIling arty t_ s, 
• the Old Port Festival wa. owdy _I of ng and in the 
streets. the 
festi the 
lenty 'val junk 
a'foot, including fried dough and face 
painting, cuizinies from around the 
world, an 11 a.m. parade and buckets 
of foot ping, hip-swaying music 
from e of the area's most popular 
omplete schedule of 
handy insert in this 
Architectural digest: 
Historical Society pres nts 
tural slide lecture, 'TOUR 11110""" 
NORTH YARMOUTH," at the Merrill I.mr" .. ,,_ 
Building, Main Street, at 7:30 p.m. 
This talk by local historian Ursula 
Baier traces the history of North 
Yarmouth through Colonial, Federal 
and Greek Revival architecture of 
buildings in Yarmouth, North 





SAVE $15 ON $50 PURCHASE 
with th is ad. exp 6130/94 
A Cooperative of 15 Maine Potters 
Corner of Fore &: Exchange 
Portland's Old Port· 774-1633 
.. FRI, June 
9:30 p.m. 
DANI TRIBESMAN 
.. SAT, June 4th, 9:30 p.m., 
BONEHEADS 
RESERVE TICKETS NOW 
FOR CHERYL WHEELER 
865 Forest Avenue 
we're NOT in the Old Port 
Pownal. The lecture is free, though 
donations are accepted. 846-6259. 
tuesday 7, .,. 
Wild kingdom' Th(jlttIand Public 
Library, 5 ~ent Square, presents 
a Slid~1 t' P';ints Ancient and 
Mod t 6:30-7:30 p.m. in conjunc-
~
i h the library's exhibition "The 
al Kingdom," which features 
ntemporary and antique paintings 
and original prints depicting exotic 
and familiar creatures of t e w-ild. 
The talk will cover the history of 
printmaking, categories of 
printmaking and print collecting as a 
hobby. The exhibit, which runs 
through the month of June, includes 
an 18th century caribou engraVing 
and contemporary lithographs prints 
and woodcuts. (An opening eption 
takes place June 2 from noon-2 p,m . . 
The exhibit, lecture an reception, 
which are presented b Mathias Fi e 
free and ope to the publi . 
8 
From'Th 
Sharjng the esponsibility Educate, 
Prev nt, Support and Underst nd" 
takes place at the Sonesta Hole!, 157 
High St., from 8 a.m.-4 p.m. 
HAPPY SUMMER 
FROM 
to The Beadin' Path <if 
~ 
"The Place to Bead" 
To celebrate, clip this coupon! 
Save On: 
• Seed Beads 
• Czech Glass 
• Semi-precious 
• Handmade Hmo 
• Even hand-blown 
glass! 
86 B Main St., Yarmouth <if 
846-4151 ) 
,...------------
" I 15% OFF ALL LOOSE BEADS I 
I WITH THIS COUPON I 
I The Beadin' Path I 
to I EXPIRES JUNE 10,1994 I <if ( L... ___________ 
The conference, which is sponsored by 
USM's Department of Community 
Programs and Continuing Education 
for Health 
1I'1«'hcm / panel presentations 
concerning various topics relating to 
HIV / AIDS. The $75 fee includes 
lunch, breaks and materials. 780-5953 
or 780-5900. 
thursday 9 
Romp 'n' role: Vintage Repertory 
Company c\os~ its 1993- 4season 
with Friedrich Durre matt's black. and 
irreverent co ic romp "PlAY 
STRINDBERG," op,ening tonight at Oak 
Street Theater, 92 Oak St., at 8 p .m . 
This parody of S rindberg's play 
"Dance of Dea h" - which tells 0 
man who enslaves and torments his 




STATe; T H BAT R E 
Five years ago to the day, 
Kris Clark brought to Portland 
"Quite simply the best concert I've 
ever presented" 
Don't miss your second chance to see 
the one & only 
King Sunny Ade 
and his 20 piece New African Beats 
T uesd.y June 14U. Dooy" open at 7pm 
Tickets $15.50 






State Street Church 
159 State Street· Portland 
774·6396 
Fridays 8:00 pm 
6. • Child care .J 
•••••••••••••••••••• : THEMOVIES ~ 
• JIDfli.14 
(FIRST WE~ (SECOND WEEK) 
WED-TUES( E 1-7) 5. 7, 9 WED·TUES( NE 8-14) 9:15 
SAT-SUN MJI (JUNE 3-4) 1,3 SAHUN MA~JUNE 10·11) 3 
BELLE EpOQUE 
JUNla.14 




SKI'·SUN I, 5, 9 
MON·WED9 
LIKE. 'WATCR 
I ~ R 
( HS'C\'LATE. 
naked 
• 10 EXCHANGE ST, PORTLAND 772.·9600 • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Up chuck: That very cute Boston-
based boy band Chuck bops back into 
town with their h1p- oBped, 
funkode ie, CAN'T -ST • III GIOOft to 
play at Granny Killam's; 55 Market St., 
at 9:30 y.m. 
The quintet h 
its proper s of those varia s 
Boston musi awards an they always 
pack the Portland house - so dress 
loose, arrive early and watch the toes. 
If your feet don't jump to their mix of 
house, R&B and h -hitting rapsJ you 











CommerCial & lI:esldential 
Your home will be your 
Crown and Glory 
once we've cleaned your 
single or rwo story ! 
saturday 11 
Cruise control: Just sit right back and 
hear a tale of the rich and 
lore of the islands of Casco 
Bay wi th-1l tllST1IIICAL CRUISE sponsored 
by Friends of Casco Bay from 6 p.m . 
Narrated (one suspects with great 
relish) by that )ocalsneaker-sporting 
historian/legislator Herb Adams, the 
trip will highlight such areas as Jewel 
and Great Diamond islands, the 
various gunneries and forts and the 
once-thriving communities that 
inhabited the islands. The trip takes 
place, rain or shine, aboard the 
·Odyssey,· an BO-seat whale-watching 
boat. Tix: $15 ($10 for members). 
Reservations should be made by June 
4. Also, volunteers are needed for 
today's 9 a.m. NLand-Sea-Land" clean-
up day (see Community for details). 
799-8574. 
0 
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The HairBuilde~s 
System can make 
short hair long .. . 
thin hair thick .. . 
sparse hair full! 
(all for information 
Oak Hill Plaza 
Sccuboroogh 883-8400 
Bangor N. Vassalboro 
Our Unique 
Process uses 
your own hair to 
create more hai r 
permanently! 945-0055 873-3688 





43 Silver Street 
Old Port, Portland, 
Across the Street from 
the Regency Hotel 
TOP 
COATS 
NAILS - SKIN CARE 
Experience the Yonka Facial with 
Rich, our Aesthetician 
90 Minute Treatment-$39 
75 Minute Treatment-$30 
305 Commerical Street, Portland 
874-0929 
P9U PASTA WI SUNDRIEO TOMATOES. meSH BASl.. PARMESAN C~Ese ' FUsrw PASTA WI VEGETABLES IN GREB\I MEXICAN SALSA • 
o 
~ New ... 
g 
~ ° served hot or cold 
Specialties 
i delicious & healthy 
z 
° ° ~ 
~ 
" quick & economical 
~ ~ 
~ Lunch - Supper ~ 
~ ~ 
go By the Plate or By the Pound Z 
~ Monument Sq 299 Fo/est Ave ffi 
~ 772 7 across from USM 0 _LiJ • ~ ~ . 299 772.3913 pen "'< Y unttl8pm m 
• ~'ldd3d 133MS ONV INVldE>E>31Vr::>N31\OIld HUM VIS\ld 3NN3d . OIS3d lrsve HS3!B HUM VLSVd 133HM1HV::>' eNrSHOO 
IDYER'S GREENHOUSE & NURSERY 
, 
• -- .. 
On Idour wald to the Harpswell 9slcmas, stop bid 
ana see our wiae selection of perennials, 









(3 Miles south ot [Jowdoll1 College) 
FACLALSandA1AKEUP~r~eBRLDE 
ClinifJul Visage Day Spa offers a wide 
range of beauty services In a unique 
environment. Tucked away from the 
noises of the city, you can relax with 
soothin$ music as our experienced 
technietans treat you to a facial, body 
treatment, manicures and so much more. 
Please feel free to call us anytime for more insight into Cleniquc Visage! 
222 St. John St .• Portland· 828-1971 
Art & Soul continued from page 16 
stage 
CMCO Bay Move,. Student.' Spring Danc. Conc.rt 
Students and facu~y perform tap, jazz, ballet and 
street funk. Shows June 11 - Wednesday at 7 pm 
- at Portland High School Auditorium. 284 
Cumberland Ave, Portland. Tix: $5 at the door. 871· 
1013. 
"Death of Raaputln" Grover's Crossing presents the 
world premiere musical by J.T. Nichols about the 
Russian monk with a notoriously bad rep. Shows 
through June 5 - Wed·Sun at 8 pm - at Oak Street 
Theater, Oak St, Portland. Tix: $10. 761-9876. 
"The Cowboy and tile n, .. -Embassy Players present 
this Hank Beebe musical for children continued by 
popular demand . Shows June 4-July 30 - Saturdays 
at 12:3-pm - at Dos Locos Mexican Restaurant. 31 
India St, Portland. Tix: $4/children under 2, free. 
77!Hi267. 
"Addler on the Roof' The Portland Players presents 
this classic musical about a Jewish family torn 
between old values and a changing world. Shows 
through June 18 - Fri·Sat at 8 pm and Sun at 2:30 
pm - at The Portland Players, 420 Cottage Road, 
South Portland. Tix: $10 opening nighl/$13 all other 
nights. 799-7337 . 
"In ... rlt t ... Wind" Windham Center Stage Theatre 
presents a ieen production about the famous 1925 
Scope's (or 'Monkey') trial which debated the teach-
ing of Darwin 's Theory of Evolution. Shows t_rough 
June 5 - Fri·Sat at 7 pm and Sun at 2 pm - at 
Windham Community Center, School Road (off Route 
202), Windham. Tix: $5 adults/$3 students and 
seniors. 892-7665. 
"Play StrlndberC" Vintage Rep wraps up its 93/94 
season with Friedrich Durrenmatt'scomic re·working 
of Strindberg's "Dance of Dealh. " DurrenmaU's 
characters engage in marital boxing matches with 
irony and iron wit. Shows June 9-25 - Thurs-Sflt at 
8 pm - at Oak Street Theatre, 92 Oak St, Poruand. 
Tix: $10. 775-5103. 
Poets In the Park from noon to one every other 
Wednesday poets let loose their rhythmic, ripping, 
rhetorical , resounding, (sometimes) rhyming arrange-
ment of words and utterances in Congress Square at 
the intersection of High and Congress Streets, Port-
land. Rain dates are the following Wednesdays. Anni 
Seikenia, Tim Wooten and Kristina Neihous perform 
June 8. Technology of the Sun and the Carl! Review 
sponsor the readings which continue through Au-
gust. Free. 761·2150. 
MTulcaloosa" Embassy Players present thiS Hank 
Beebe musical about loving and hating New York 
City. Shows June 7-July 26 - Tuesdays at 8 pm - at 
Dos Locos Mexican Restaurant, 31 India St. Port-
land. Tix: $8. 77!Hi267. 
"Two" The Mad Horse Theatre Company is back on 
track and performing this study of one of the most 
infamous leaders of Nazi Germany and Hitler's num-
ber two man: Hermann Goering. Shows through June 
19 - T~urs-Sun at 8 pm and Sun at 7 pm - at the 
Mad Horse Theatre, 955 Forest Ave. Portland. Tlx: 
$17 adults/$15 students and seniors . 797·3338. 
auditions 
F,eeportCommunlty Players is holding auditions for 
their August productions of "fiddler in the Roof- June 
6·7 at 7 pm at Mast Landing School, Bow St, 
Freeport. All auditioners must sing and read. 865-
6041. 
"The Lady From Dublin" Auditions for this portrait 
play take place June 7·8 at 7 pm at the McAuley 
Performing Arts Center. 631 Stevens Ave, Portland. 
797-4652 . 
Portland Lyric .. Theater invites women to audition for 
their Fall performances of "Nunsense II: Auditions 
for the five openings take place June 5 from 2-4 pm 
and from 6-8 pm. Bring music for a fast song and 
ballad. 646-1916. All are invited to audition for 
· Mack and Mabel' June 8-9 at 7:15 pm. 774-4318 . 
Auditions happen at the thedtsr. 176 Sawyer St, 
South Portland. 
Portland Symphony Orc .... tr. holdo .. dltlons tot 
three youth ensembles at Portland High School June 
6-9. Call 77~191 or 1-800-639-2309. 
concerts 
thursday 2 
Inca Son and the Bonney EaCle HI", School5elect 
Band (Andean music) 7 pm, Bonney Eagle High 
School Auditonum, Standish (near the intersections 
of Routes 35 and 22). Iix: $2 adults/ $1 children and 
seniors. 642-4885 or 642-3551. 
friday 3 
Bowdoin Colleg. Blc.ntemlal Conc.rt (premier 
orchestral piece by Elliot Schwartz) 8 pm, First Parish 
Church, Maine St, Brunswick . Free. 725-3253. 
Paul French (acoustic rock) 7:30 pm, Raffles Cafe 
Bookstore, 555 Congress St, Portland. Cover: $4. 
761-3930 or 774·8911. 
Julie and Brownie (Family concert to benefit the 
therapeutic horseback rid ing program, Ride to the 
Top.) 6 :30 pm, Narragansett Elementary School, 
Route 25. Gorham. 892-7143. 
St. Luke'. Choirs (previ ew of Evensong concert tour 
in England) 7:30 pm, St. Luke 's Cathedral, 143 
State St, Portland. Tix: $10/ 58 (includes cham-
pagne reception following concert). 772·5434. 
saturday 4 
Amara Cantara (is-voice a capella chorus performs 
English Choral music) 8 pm. St. Luke's Episcopal 
Cathedral, 143 State St, Portland. Tix: $5/$3 stu-
dents and seniors. 742-8938. 
Philip and Martin Huell! (British folk) 8 pm, Maine 
Maritime Museum, 243 Washington St, Bath. Tix: $8 
members/$10 no~members in advance or $12 non-
members/$10 members at the door. 
PortlandCommunityChorul (popular classics) 7:30 
pm, Narragansett School, Main 51. Gorham. Tix: $6 
adults/$3 students. 892·9437. 
sunday 5 
Harv.y R.ld .. Dan Crary (bluegrass) 7:30 pm, 
Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave. Port-
land. Cover: $8. 773·6886. 
Nancy Warren Rod.rlck Quart.t (works by Bach, 
Haydn, Mendelssohn,lrishfiddletunes anda Beatles 
number) 2 pm, The Chocolate Church, 804 Washing-
ton St, Bath. Tix: $10 adults/S8 students and 
seniors. 442-8627. 
monday 6 
Phoenix Boy. Chol, (American folk songs, Renais-
sance dances and madrigals and wor1<s by Haydn, 
Pinkham and Bernstein) 8 pm, Parish Church, Maine 
St, Brunswick. Donations accepted. 729-7331. 
clubs 
thursday 2 
Rhythm Ash (blues) The Big Easy. 416 Fore St, 
Portland. 780-1207 . 
TBA Brian Boru, 57 Cenler St, Portland . 780-1506. 
Comedy Showcase with Rich C.llle, The Comedy 
Connection. 434 Fore St., Portland. 774-5554. 
Christopher's Pocket (whimsical rock) Gena 's, 13 
Brown St, Portland . 772-7891. 
Memphis Mafia (rockabilly) Granny Killam'S Indus-
trial Drinkhouse. 55 Market 51. Portland . 761-2787. 
Ooejay K.n Gardner (progressive house) Kaos, 137 
Kennebec St, Portland. 774-2242. 
TBA Leo's Billiards, corner of Exchange and Fore 
streets, Portland. 7BO-1111. 
BI, Hot Sun (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market S!, 
Portland. 774-5246 . 
Hot Cherry Pie (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton 51, 
Portland. 774-{)444 . 
TBA Raoul's Roadside Attraction. 865 Forest Ave l 
Portland. 77~886 . 
Rockln' Ru.ty (karaoke) Spring Point Cafe, 175 
Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4627 . 
Jemy Woodman .. Pat Foley (unplugged rock) T· 
Birds. 126 N. Boyd St, Portland. 77~040. 
Gr., Powers (laser karaoke) Tipperary Pub, Sheraton 
Tara Hotel, S. Portland. 775-6161. 
Deejay Bob Look (heavy dance/ live kardoke in front 
room) The Underground, 3 Spring St., Portland. 773-
3315. 
TBA The Wrong Brothers ' Pub at Port Billiards, 39 
Forest Ave, Portland. 775-1944. 
Decade Music ('60s-'80s alternative dance) Zootz, 
31 Forest Ave, Portland. 77~187 . 
friday 3 
Jimmy and tho Soul Cats (blues/R&B) The Big Easy, 
416 Fore St, Portland. 780-1207. 
Sunday Driver (folk) Bramhall Pub, 769 Congress St, 
Portland. 773-9873. 
TBA Brian 80ru , 57 Center St, Portland. 780-1506. 
Rich Celsle" Rano, K.rry Louise (comedy) The 
Comedy Connection. 434 Fore St. , Portland. 774-
5554. 
TBA Dos Locos Restaurant, 31 India St, Portland. 
77!Hi267. 
Uttl. SI.t.r (rock) Geno's, 13 Brown St, Portland. 
772·7891. 
Darien Brahm. (acoustic-flavored rock) Granny 
Killam's Industrial Drinkhouse, 55 Market St, Port-
land. 761-2787. 
Deejay Paul LeClair (progressive house) Kaos, 137 
Kennebec St, Portland. 774-2242. 
TBA Leo's Billiards, corner of Exchange and Fore 
streets, Portland. 780-1111. 
Big Hot Sun (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market St, 
Portland. 774-5246 . 
Hot Cherry Pie (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11 Moulton St, 
Portland. 77 4-{)444. 
Danl Tribesmen (reggae) Raoul's Roadside Att,ac-
tion, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 77~886. 
Rhythm Gypsle. (rock) Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickett 
St, S. Portland. 767-4627. 
Eyo 2 Eye (rock) T·Birds. 126 N. Boyd St, Portland. 
773·8040. 
Curt B .... tt. (acoustic) Tipperary Pub, Sheraton 
Tara Hotel , S. Portland. 775-6161. 
Deejay Tim Shaney (techno/ tribal/trance) The Un-
derground, 3 Spring St., Portland. 773-3315. 
Art & Soul continued on page 24 
Spanning musical time 
"Somebody was playing with the clocks, and not only with the 
electric clocks, but the wind-up kind, too. The second hand on my 
watch would twitch once and a year would pass ... There was 
nothing I could do about It. As an Earthling, I had to believe 
whatever clocks said - and calendars. " 
Kurt Vonnegut, Jr., "Slaughterhouse Five" 
• By Tom Myron 
Picture them in your head, clocks and calendars, 
respectively, the hardware and the software with which we 
objectively measure that slipperiest (or is it stickiest?) of human 
commodities: time. Now, in your head or on a piece of scrap 
paper, substitute musical instruments for clocks and reams of 
printed music for calendars. Is this second hardware/software 
charting a course through strange, unexplored musical 
territories also be, well, you know ... fun? Fortunately, this was 
the dawn of the '60s and after much consideration, the answer 
he arrived at was, "It can." 
In his search for alternative sources of inspiration, Schwartz 
turned, on the one hand, to the visionary musical collages of 
combination one with which we may 
subjectively experience the passing of time, 
times past, or at least, to paraphrase 
Stockhausen, how time might pass? Can a 
listener, or a performer, or even a piece of music 
become, like Billy Pilgrim, the hero of 
Vonnegut's "Slaughterhouse Five," "unstuck in 
music 
Gustav Mahler and CharlES Ives and, on the 
other, to the recent discovery by John Cage that 
everything is theater. "It was incredibly 
liberating," says Schwartz. "By considering all 
musical performance to be a type of theater, I 
could take all the technical procedures of 
Schonberg's modernism and use them to 
manipulate whatever music interested me at the 
time, old or new, including my own." 
Hear the world premiere of 
"Timepiece: 1794" at the 
Bowdoin College 
time"? 
According to composer and Bowdoin College 
music professor Eitiot Schwartz, the answer is 
"most definitely." In fact, by Schwartz's 
calendar, the entire business of composing, 
Bicentennial Concert, June 
3, at Brunswick's First 
Parish Church, 9 Cleveland 
St" at 8 p.m. Free and 
open to the public. 
72s-32S3. 
In his latest orchestral work, "Timepiece: 
1794," commissioned to commemorate the 
founding of Bowdoin College, Schwartz 
performing and listening to music (both old and 
new) became permanently unstuck from any fixed 
chronological point around 1960. While thinking about music 
in these terms may strike the average concertgoer or (to use late 
20th-century mass-media parlance) "music consurrer" as odd, 
the underlying reasoning is compelling. 
By the late 1950s, when Schwartz was a graduate student in 
composition at Columbia University, the brand of international 
musical high modernism that had been pioneered by 
Schonberg at the turn of the century appeared poised for 
collapse under the weight of its own theoretical baggage. The 
idea in strict 12-tone music had become to deprive music of all 
subjective content, and many composers from Schwartz's own 
peer group were arguing that music's surface (i.e., what it 
sounds like) was no longer of any relevance b "serious" music. 
Although many of the practitioners of this particular brand of 
musical hijinks considered themselves to have achieved a 
higher state of being, music consumers, on the whole, stayed 
away in droves. 
"It was a strange time," said Schwartz recently over lunch at 
a Chinese restaurant just off the Bowdoin campus. "There was 
this idea that what was really happening in avant-garde music 
couldn't possibly be 'heard.' The idea that there was even such 
a thing as a musical surface or musical effect was only 
grudgingly admitted. The real stuff, the important stuff, was 
happening about 19 levels down in a pure, abstract vacuum." 
For a composer who had begun his career asa Vaughan 
Williams scholar and was then making his first tentative 
inroads into New York's academic avant-garde, these were 
sobering discoveries. Why, Schwartz wondered, couldn't 
Franz Josef Haydn, 
aced 60, 
composlnc at the 
keyboard. 
continues his journey through the clockworks 
and across the calendar pages of Western music, to arrive in the 
year 1794. Among the works from that year Schwartz deemed 
strong enough to withstand the rigors of tirre travel were 
concertos and chamber music by Boccherini, early Beethoven 
sonatas, an opera by Cherubini, a couple of recenty compiled 
hymnals from around New England and (do you hear 
something ticking?) "Symphony No. 101" by Franz Josef 
Haydn, subtitled, "The Clock." 
And, indeed, it is in one of "Tirrepiece"'s most arresting 
moments that clocks and rrechanical measurement of time are 
revealed to be the very center of this work's musical universe. 
This moment occurs during the transition from the second 
movement (titled "Clockwise") into the third (titled "Make a 
Joyful Noise"). It consists of a single, soft, A-major triad in the 
strings, sustained over the course of nearly 60 seconds whilt; 
softly at first, and then with increasing intensity, all manner of 
tickings and tockings and chimings are created by two 
percussionists, a pianist and four players operating four 
mechanical metronomes, each running at a different speed. 
For a moment, at least, we are unstuck in time and suddenly 
the secure, vaulted halls and rolling green lawns of Haydn's 
House of Esterhazy don't really seem that far from the secure, 
vaulted halls and rolling green lawns of Elliot Schwartz's 
Bowdoin College - and maybe they never were. In each place, 
for just a split second, like two mirrors facing each other across 
time, each composer looks up from his keyboard, pen poised 
for the next note or silence and winks at us. Do you hear 
something ticking? Listen carefully, all we have is time. caw 
Elliot Schwartz, 
Professor of Music 
at Bowdoin 
College. 
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Brunch So Tasty 
It'll Make You 
Lick Your Plate! 
• Greek Soul Food • Ahnoocl Crusted French 
Toast· Tony'. F.mous Corned Bed' Hash, 
EgIIS Beni ·S.lmon & EgIIS • Lis.', Baked 
Bea... • Crepes & Blint%e, , • , 
Friday & Saturday Nite: 
• n..ched Salmon with a Sorrel Cream Sa...,. 
• Grilled Salmon with a ManlO Chutney Butt ... 
Shou.:asing on our Birdland D""k 
• • The Good Table Restaurant· 
• Ill1l·I\S.1l ILS IIUI19,So\I89,Slll'Ml • 










6 pm Wednesday 




Rev. Ken Turley 
302 Stevens Avenue, Portland 
772·8277 
wishes you 
a very nice 
summer. 
... But 
while you enjoy yourself, please 
keep this in mind: Someone in 
the United States is arrested 
on marijuana charges every two 
minutes. 
You might think it can't 
happen to you, And if you're 
lucky, it won't. But your freedom 
shouldn't depend on luck. 
Don't let another season pass 
without getting involved. Find 
out what you can do to help 
change our outdated and 
destructive marijuana laws. 
- Join NORMl Today-
S251year membership includes the quarterly 
newsletter NORML' a Actl ve Real stance. 
1001 CONNECTICUT AVENUE NW 
SUITE 1010 
WASHINGTON, DC 20036 
or call now 1-900-97-NORML 
for more (12.95Imin; ""~ b< ar ,,",118 yrs. ci 09<0 
Information"""'" an}O<l'phan< biIIa,·900 INFO' 
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AT REGU LAR PRlCE5 
ALn<OU61l OUR BEER S£l£C.-nONS CHANGE 
WE EKLY, WE ALWAYS HAVE BEERS 
FROM KENNEBUNKPOIrr BREWING co. 
SUNDAY RIVER, SEA DOG, SAM ADAI'1S. 
HARPOON . G£ARVS.ACADIA . ""DREWS 




$1 OFF any 
small pizza 
$2 OFF any large 
or deep dish pizza 
- - - Take a scenic ritk to Bailey Island - - . 
Stop in and Itt our new bar and gift shop, ,huk out our upstairs banqutt room, try our fabulous Stafood and 
dtssrrts ..... or,just stop in for a hot or JrOZt71 cappuccino on our duk and mjoy tht grtat view! 
RESTAURANT 
BAILEY ISLAND 
] 3 miles down Route 24 from Cooks Corner, Brunswick 
7 days a week for Lunch and Dinner 
_ 833-5546' 
Lunch , Dinner 
and Drink 
Specials Daily! 
Only cwo blocks north of 
Mercy Hospital ... 
Show us your hospital 
badge and get 10% off 
your check! 
"Voted Best Pizza in Maine" 
1990, 1991, 1992 a 1993 
Casco Bay Weekly ft Portland Press Herald 
~ 
~ 
z z E R I A 
Serving: 
PIZZA. PASTA. CALZONES 
SALADS a APPETIZERS 
Full line of beer Et wine 
Dine In or Take Out 
Coming soon, new expanded dining room 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
ALL YOU CAN EAT BUFFET DAILY 
29 Western Ave. South Portland 
Twin Lobsters $12.95 ",IJ."buU" 
Luncheon Specials 11-4 
Early Dinner Specials 
from $5695 Mon.llml'll. 11·7 Fri & Sat. 11.6 
Piano Bar Fri-SatNighls 
8''"1*1 Roo .. f O f 10-'7'5 
SPECTACULAR OCEANFRONT AND SIYUNE VIEW 
- Fne Dinil'lJ Inside 
- Deck m Dockside Menu Outside 
BOAT SHUTTlf FROM PORTLAND'S OlD PORT 
g'~~~ 
RESTAURANT 
231 Front St. , South Portland 799-5552 
Wlch 11:3(J - 2, Dinner 5:30 - 9:3(J Weekdays 







.. ... .. •• !! .............................. .... 
A S I A N 
THAI GARDEN. Authentic Thai food . Buffet lunch Mon-
Fri. Daily specials. Catering. Take out. Our new owner 
and kitchen manager are proud to make their delicious 
choices available to you. Visa & M.e. accepted. One 
City Center. Portland. 772-111 8. 
ECLECTIC 
CRICKETS RESTAURANT. Great food at reasonable 
prices. Extensive menu in a casual atmosphere. Sea-
food, steaks, salads &. hearty sandwiches. Sunday live 
jazz brunch. All major credit cards accepted. Parking. 
Reservations accepted. 7 days a week 1 1 :30-10:00 PM. 
Weekend breakfast. 175 Lower Main Street. Freeport. 
865-4005. 
FIDDLEHEAD FARMS. Country Inn style dining in a 
beautifully restored 1800's farmhouse. Relaxed atmo-
sphere for intimate dining. Parking. M.e.&. Visa ac-
cepted. Reservations suggested. Lower Main st. Freeport. 
865-0466. 
FOODEES. Sixteen international pizza combinations. 
Five heart-healthy crusts. Voted best pizza in New 
England by Boston Globe. Buffet Monday -Saturday 1 1-
2pm. M.e., Visa, accepted. Parking. 688 Forest Ave. 
Portland. 774-4100. 
CL ~, '-~(S tff!;r(1 Dream 
41 Middle Street 
Portland, Maine 
Serving breakfast all day with 
daily lunch s~c;als. 
Tues. - Fri. 7-2 
Weekend Brunch 
Sat.$un 9-2 
Hap.E,iness no charge. 
774-2972 
11775-6 
GOOD TABLE, Casual. Tasty weekend brunch. 
Screened, starlit deck. Full bar. Seafood, barbeque, 
Greek. Old jazz, good lookin' staff. Honestfood. Honest 
prices. M.e., Visa accepted. Parking. Rte 77, Cape 
Elizabeth. 799-4663. 
GREAT LOST BEAR. Full bar featuring 36 beers on tap. 
Extensive menu ... sandwiches, soups, salads, platters. 
Lunch or dinner in the mysterious Woodfords area. 
M.e., Visa, Amex accepted. Parking. 540 Forest Ave. 
Portland. 772-0300. 
HUGO'S. DinnerTues-Sat from 5:1 5. Innovative menu 
featuring fresh seafood &. interesting vegetarian dishes . 
Provocative atmosphere. Main courses from $8.95. 
Parking. Reservations accepted. All major credit cards 
are accepted. 88 Middle Sl Portland. 774-8538. 
KATAHDIN. Daily Blue Plate Specials $9.95 and unpre-
tentious fare like Buckwheat Pasta. Home made, Good 
Cookin. Monday-Thursday 5-1 OPM, Friday &. Saturday 
5-1 1pm. Comer of Spring and High St. Portland. 
PORTLAND WINE & CHEESE. Delicious homemade 
soupsand sandwiches, wines, champagnes and cheeses. 
Large selection of gourmet foods . Gift baskets. Party 
platters, catering and deliveries. M.e., Visa and Arnex 
accepted. 168 Middle st. Portland. 772-4647. 
RAOUL'S ROADSIDE ATIRACTION. Enjoy lunch or 
dinner in our funky, casual atmosphere, comfortable 
enough to bring a date or dine alone. Sandwiches, 
appetizers, vegetarian items and homemade desserts. 
Mon-Sat 11:30AM-1AM. Sunday 4PM-1AM. M.e. & 
Visa accepted. Parking. 865 Forest Ave. Portland. 773-
6886. 
THE WEST SIDE. Fresh game and seafood, organic 
produce. Moderately priced entrees. Comfortable, ca-
sual ambiance. M.e. ,Visa accepted. Parking. Reserva-
tions recommended. 58 Pine Sl Portland. 773-8223. 
C A FE 
BAGEL WORKS. Freshly baked traditional style bagels. 
Vermont cream cheeses, egg sandwiches for breakfast. 
Deli meats, cheeses, fresh salads and soups for lunch. 
15 Temple St. Portland. 879-2425. 





Monday - Friday 11 - 2:30 
Dinner 
Tuesday - Saturday 5:30 - 9 
Lower Main Street 
Freeport, Maine 
865-0466 
MASTERCARD • VISA 
RESERVATIONS SUGGESTED 
CHRISTINE'S DREAM. Come to the other side of the 
Arterial for brunch. Offering a variety of breakfast items 
and lunch specials weekly. M.e. and Visa accepted. 
Tuesday-Friday 7-2, weekend brunch, Saturday &: Sun-
day 9-2. Parking. 41 Middle st. Portland. 774-2972. 
COFFEE BY DESIGN. Where every cup of coffee is a 
work of art ... fine tea, baked goods and pastries too. 
Enjoy at our cafe or take out. Open 7 days. M.e.&. Visa 
accepted. 620 Congress st. Portland. 772-5533. 
PORT BAKE HOUSE. Take out fresh baked pastries and 
great lunches. Summer seating on the deck. Soups with 
pizzaz, creative deli sandwiches and healthy salads. 205 
Commercial St. Portland. 773-2217. 
SPRING POINT CAFE. Offering a variety of Mexican or 
Arnerican dishes, comfortable dining and an entertain-
ing atmosphere for all. M.e. &. Visa accepted. Parking. 
175 Pickett St. So. Portland. 767-4627. 
ITALIAN 
FRESH MARKET PASTA. For the best homemade pastas 
and sauces in Portland. Open for lunch, dinner and late 
night dining . Italian wine and beers. Espresso. 
Cappuccino. Desserts. Bring the family! M.e.,Visa and 
Arnex accepted. 43 Exchange St. 60 Market St. Port-
land. 773-7146. 
AMERICAN 
BRIDGEWAY RESTAURANT. Full service menu: fresh 
seafood, steaks, sandwiches, Greek, Italian food. Large 
portions, reasonable prices. Piano bar on weekends. 
Daily specials. All major credit cards accepted. Parking. 
71 Ocean St. South Portland. 799-5418. 
HOMEPLATE. Incredible Breakfast and lunch menu. 
Voted #1 three years in a row! Open 6AM-3PM seven 
days a week. Late nights on Thursday - Saturday 1 1 PM-
6AM. 5 Dana Street. Portland. 
RUSKI'S. 7am-lam. Breakfast all day. Daily lunch & 
dinner specials. Daily happy hour 4-7 w/beer & mixed 
drink specials. 6-page menu. Breakfast, lunch &: dinner; 
what a real neighborhood pub should be. M.e., Visa 
accepted. 212 Danforth St., Portland. 774-7604. 
Don't Let the 
on 
out 





Maine's 1 Authentic 
Oyster Bar 
Mixing Good People, 
Good Food 
and Good Drinks 
for 16 Years 
5 Portland Pier • 772-4828 
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SEAFOOD 
BARTLEY'S DOCKSIDE. Serving fresh Maine seafood, 
pastas, steaks. Home of the 160z. Margarita . Open 7 
days from 1 lam. All major credit cards accepted. Park-
ing. By the bridge, Kennebunkport 967-5050. 
BAY HARBOR RESTAURANT. Serving gourmet sea-
food, steaks, and pastas. Ocean front dining inside and 
out. Free boat shuttle from the Old Port Valet parking. 
Reservations not required . M.e. and Visa accepted. 231 
Front Street. So. Portland. 799-5552. 
J'S OYSTER BAR. Fresh seafood daily. Shellfish &: pasta 
dishes our specialty. Relaxed friendly atmosphere. Sea-
sonal patio dining. M.e., Visa accepted . Parking. 5 
Portland Pier. Portland. 772-4B28. 
LOG CABIN RESTAURANT. Enjoy a scenic drive down 
Rte 24 from Cook's Comer Brunswick to enjoy a pan-
oramic view and fabulous food! M.e., Visa accepted. 
Rte 24 Bailey Island . 833-5546. 
NOUVELLE 
·DAVID'S RESTAURANT. Upstairs casual dining, del~ 
dous food, and raw bar. Downstairs, elegant cuisine. 
Seafood, chicken, beef and pasta entrees. Prepared by 
Master Chef David Turin. M.e., Visa, Arnex accepted. 
164 Middle St. Portland. 773-4340. 
GREEK 
FREE STREETTAVERNA. Authentic Greek food. Family 
recipes and friendly atmosphere. First level- eateryl 
taverna. Second level- smoke free dining. Outdoor 
deck. M.e., Visa accepted. 128 Free St. Portland. 774-
1114. 
PUB FARE 
BRIAN BORU. Lunch daily from 11 :30 AM. Lunch 
specials. Known for really good, homecooked foods. 
Dinner served after 5PM. lrish music. Dine on our deck! 
Parking. 57 Center st. Portland. 780-1506. 
=-----= 
Pemaquid Oysters on the Half Sl-ell I 
Rouelle Monterey County Brut SpaJ!ding Wjne 
=-----= 
Sweetbreads wI Prosciutto & Cream I 
1992 Morgan cnaroonnay 
=-----= 
Halibut fillet wI Raspberry Beurre Blanc I 
1991 Morgan Pimt Noir 
=-----= 
Medallions wI Cracked Pepper & Merlot Satx:e 
Older Vintage Morgan Cabernet Sauvigron 
=-----= 
Assorted Cheeses & Mixed Greens I 
1989 Morgan Cabernet Sauvigron 
=-----= 
Maple Tart I Lastau East India Solera Sherry 
=-----= 
$39.95 per person 
plus Tax & Gratuity, Limited Seating 
For reservations call 773-8223 
$20 deposit required with 
confirmed reservations 
Free Parking Available 
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Bat Out Of Hell II, Back Into Hell 
On Sale Now FOR MORE INFO CALL t·800-MEAT LOAF 
June 16 7pIn 
$25""- .2Q"O· , $18-- New DAte All TIckeu. Honored 
Fri. 
August 26 
7plTI $25-'. $20" 
On Sale Saturday 





Sat. September 3 ?pm. 
$ee', $20', .le' On Sale Sa.ta.rd.ay 
Art & Soul continued from page 20 
clubs 
The Raze (rock) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port 
Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, Portland. 775-1944. 
All Ages Vertl,o (all ages dance) Zootz, 31 Forest 
Ave, Portland. 773·8187. 
saturday 4 
Jazz Duet Bebop's Cafe, 548 Congress St, Portland. 
828-6551. 
Jimmy" the Soul Cats (blues/ R&B) The Big Easy, 
416 fore St, Portland. 780-1207. 
TBA Brian Boru, 57 Center St, Portland. 780-1506. 
Rich Cel.ler, Rano, Kerry Louis. (comedy) The 
Comedy Connection, 434 Fore 51., Portland. 774-
5554. 
TBA Dos Locos Restaurant, 31 India St, Portland. 
775-6267. 
TBA Free Street Taverna, 126 Free St, Portland. 774-
1114. 
Cradle 2 Grave and Spine (grunge/grind rock) Geno's, 
13 Brown St, Portland . 772-7891 . 
Rlppopotamus (g..piece James Brown meets Led 
Zep) Granny Killam's Industrial Drinkhouse, 55 Mar-
ket St, Portland. 761-2787. 
Deejay Ken Gardnar (progressive house) Kaos, 137 
Kennebec 51, Portland. 774-2242. 
TBA Leo's Billiards, corner of Exchange and Fore 
streets, Portland. 780-1111. 
Big Hot Sun (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market St, 
Portland. 774-5246. 
Hot Cherry Pie (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton St, 
Portland. 774-0444. 
The Boneheads (original rock) Raoul ' s Roadside 
Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886. 
Fat Allee (rock) Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St, S. 
Portland. 7674627. 
Truffle (psychedelic rock) T-Birds, 126 N. Boyd St, 
Portland. 773-8040. 
Magic (pop) Tipperary Pub, Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. 
Portland. 775-6161. 
Deejay Tim Shaney (techno/tribal/trance) The Un-
derground, 3 Spring 51., Portland. 773-3315. 
The Raze (rock) The Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port 
Billiards, 39 forest Ave, Portland. 775-1944. 
TBA Zootz, 31 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-8187. 
D.W_ Gill .. the Blues Train The Big Easy, 416 Fore 
St, Portland . 780-1207 . 
Comedy Showc .... The Comedy Connection, 434 
Fore St., Portland. 774-5554. 
Open Mlc (bring your instruments and play) Geno's, 
13 Brown St, Portland. 772-7891 . 
Jiggle the Handle (Steely Dan groove - all day long) 
Granny Killam's Industrial Drinkhouse, 55 MarketSI, 
Portland. 761-2787. 
Deejay Ken Gardner (progressive house) Kaos, 137 
Kennebec St, Portland. 774-2242. 
land. 7 
X-Men .. d Hot Cheny Pie (rock all day) Did Port 
Tavern, 11 Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444. 
Dan Crary and Harvey Reid (folk rock) Raoul's 
Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-
6886 . 
National Headliner Comedy with John Katz T-Birds, 
126 N. Boyd St, Portland . 773-8040. 
Doejay Tim Shaney (heavy dance) The Underground, 
3 Spring St, Portland. 773-3315. 
Jim Duffy (acoustic) Wharfs End, 52 Wharf St, Port-
land . 773-0093 . 
Deejay Bob Look (request night/no cover) Zootz, 31 
Forest Ave, Portland. 773-8187 . 
monday 6 
Laser Karaoke with Ray DOC The Big Easy, 416 Fore 
St, Portland. 780-1207. 
TBA Brian Boru, 57 Center St, Portland. 780-1506. 
Hey MI.ter (rock) Old Port Tavern , 11 Moulton St, 
Portland. 774-0444. 
TBA Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, 
Portland. 773-6886. 
TBA West Side Restaurant, 58 Pine St, Portland. 
773-8223. 
Open Mlc with Ken Grimsley (acoustic) Wharfs End, 
52 Wharf St, Portland. 773-0093. 
tuesday 7 
Open Jazz Jam Bebop's Cafe, 548 Congress St, 
Portland. 828-6551. 
Open Blues J ..... (b.y.o - drum set available) The Big 
Easy, 416 Fore St, Portland . 780-1207 . 
Tuscaloosa (musical comedy) Dos Locos Restau-
rant, 31 India 51, Portland. 775-6267. 
Dosp .. ate Avlkadoz (a little bit of this, a liWe bit of 
that) Gritty McDuff's, 396 Fore St, Portland. 772-
2739. 
Panic (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton St, Port-
land . 774-0444. 
Writers' Open Mlc with Annl Clark and guest (any 
originals) Raoul's Roadside Attraction , 865 Forest 
Ave , Portland. 773-6886. 
Open Mlc with Peter Gleason (b.y.o. jam) Spring 
Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St, S. Portland. 7674627. 
State Street Traditional Jazz Band (New Orleans 
jazz) Steamers at Jordan' s Restaurant. 700 Main St, 
S. Portland. 780-8-434. 
Dread Zeppelin and Heavo ... to MUr&atrold (reggae 
Led Zep with an Elvis impersonator singer) r-Birds, 
126 N. Boyd St, Portland. 773-8040. 
Solstice (acoustic &. electriC) Wharfs End, 52 Wharf 
St, Portland. 773-0093. 
Open Band Jam Zootz, 31 Forest Ave, Portland. 773-
8187. 
wednesday 8 
The Red U&ht Revue (R&8/blues/soul) The Big 
Easy, 416 Fore St, Portland. 780-1207 . 
Musicians' Nlte Out (drink specials for musicians) 
Geno's, 13 Brown St, Portland. 772-7891. 
Elderbeny Jam (psychedelic blues) Granny Killam's 
Industrial Drinkhouse, 55 Market SI. Portland. 761-
2787. 
True Colour (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market St, Port-
land. 774-5246. 
Panic (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11 Moulton St, Port-
land. 774-0444. 
BoBop Jazz Ensemble The Porthole, Custom House 
Wharf, Portland. 
TBA Raoul 's Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, 
Portland. 773-6886. 
Comedy Nlte Steamers aUordan's Restaurant, 700 
Main St, S. Portland. 780-8-434. 
Open Mlc with Cruz (rock night) T-Birds, 126 N. Boyd 
St, Portland . 773-8040. 
Deejay Bob Look (danCing) The Underground, 3 
Spring 51., Portland. 773-3315. 
Electric Open Mlcwlth 'Til It's Bona (b.y.o .jam) The 
Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port Bill iards, 39 Forest Ave, 
Portland. 775-1944. 
Zootz Pirate Radio Nitht with Deejay Pandemo-
nium (alternative. industrial. gothiC dance) Zaotz, 31 
Forest Ave, Portland. 773-8187. 
dance 
clubs 
Kaos, 137 Kennebec St, Portland. Thurs and Suns 9 
pm-l am no cover. Frt-Sa19 pm-3 am with a $4 cover 
on Fri, $5 cover on Sat (includes free beverage 
coupon) . 774-2242. 
The Moon, 427 Fore St, Portland. Open nightly, 8 pm 
on_ .. Tues - '70s night, Sl drinks; Wed - Ladies 
Night, 75* drinks for women; Whacky Thurs - wild 
music. $1.25 drinks; Fri - no cover with valid college 
ID; Fri-Sat, $1.75 drinks, 50* drafts before 10 p.m . 
772-1983. 
Salutes, 20 Milk St, portland. Open nightly until 1 
am. No cover. 7744200. 
T-Blrd's, 126 N. Boyd St, Portland. Sun: comedy 
night; weekdays: special events; fri & Sat: rock & 
roll, dance. 773-8040. 
The Underground, 3SpringSt, Portland. Open nightly 
until 1 a.m. Thurs-Sun: heavy dance (no cover Thurs 
or Sun). Cover for special shows. 773-3315. 
Zootz, 31 Forest Ave, Portland. Techno, rave, trance 
and progressive open house with DeeJayDaleChartes 
on Thursdays. Request night (no cover) with Deejay 
Bob Look on Sundays. 773-8187. 
other 
African Dance CI .... Learn to move to a drum beat 
June 4 from 2-3:30. Usa Newcomb instructs at the 
Casco Bay Movers Dance StudiO, 151 SI. John St, 
Portland. Cost: $11. 871-1013. 
AuthentiC Movement is moving and witnessing our 
body stories. Some authentic movement background 
necessary. Ongoing Thursdays from 5-7 pm at the 
Expressive Therapy Center, 150 St. John St, Port-
land. 871-8274. 
Ballroom Dance The Gorham Dance Club invites 
everyone to a ballroom party and social Saturdays 
from 8-11 pm. Free dance lesson at 7 :30 pm. These 
chem.free dances take place at the Center of Move-
mentSchool of Performing Arts, 19 State St, Gorham. 
Cost: $5. 839-DANS. 
Be,lnnor Bollydanclng is offered by Horizon Dance 
StudiO in a friendly, supportive environment. Call 
878-9414 for location and information. 
Bellydanc. Cia •••• in set and improvisational forms 
are offered Wed from 5:30-7 pm and Sun from 5-6:30 
pm at the Swedenborgian Church, 302 StevensAve, 
Portland. 828-6571. 
Brunch Dance Eat from 10:30-11:30 am and then 
dance it all away from 11:30-2:30 pm June 5 atThe 
Roost, Chicopee Road, 8uxton. The U.S. Amateur 
Ballroom Dancers Assoc. is sponsoring the event. 
Admission: $10/ $7 .50 USABDA members. 642-
2148. 
Contact ImprOvisation and movement jam Mon from 
7-10 pm at 616 Congress St, Portland in the third 
floor studiO and Wed from 6-9 pm at United Method-
ist Church Dance StudiO, 168 Elm Street, off Broad-
way, S. Portland. 775-4981. 
Contraclance with Ellen &. the Sea Slugs the first Sat 
of each month (June 4) at 7:30 pm at Saco River 
Grange Hall, Salmon Falls Road, Bar Mills. Cost: $4, 
$2 kids, $10 family max. 929-6472. 
Contradanco Some More with the Shenanigans 
Band every second Sat at 8 :30 pm atthe Sabbathday 
Lake Grange, Route 26, New Gloucester. All dances 
taught. singles welcome, refreshments available. 
Cost: $5. 428-3986/657-5200. 
Dance From theln.ide Out Expressive movement for 
dancers and non-dancers to discover your body's 
innate wisdom. Five ongoing classes meet weekly. 
Cost: $7 and$9. 772-7549 or883-1035forinfo and 
schedule. 
DATEline Singles Dance takes place every friday at 
Jordan' s Steamer's Lounge (formertythe Merry Manor 
Lounge), Route 1 , S. Portland. Dancing starts at 8 
pm, cover charge, buffet, deejay. No jeans. (603) 
868-2222. 
Do the E&\'ptlan Phenidra Sameh Is offering three 
dance courses entitled "Drums of Passion ... Progress 
from fast hip techn iques to finger c)mbals to slow hip 
techniques and undulations. Next course begins 
June 7 from 7-8 pm. 878-9414. 
Gotta Dance, Inc" 657 Congress St, Portland. Smoke-
and chern-free dances with swing, latin & ballroom 
music Fridays from 9-12 pm. $5. Free parking. 773-
3558. 
Une Dancing for beginners takes place Wed from 7-
8 :30 pm at South Portland Recreation, 21 Nelson 
Road, S. Portland. Umited to 25 people, regi.tration 
now taking place. 767-7650. 
Maine Ballroom, 614 Congress SI, Portland. Every 
Sat 9-midnight. Cost: $5. No reservations required . 
773-0002. 
Maine Ballroom Dance on 614 Congress St, Port-
land, offers s ix-week sessions of dance lessons for 
all levels in International, repertory, country and 
western and other styles. Private and group lessons 
available. June l Q-ll learn the Viennese Waltz and 
the Cha Cha from Eddie Simon. Call 773-0002 for 
specific information. 
Modltatlve Belly Dance Use the body's innate intel-
ligence to swivel your navel on Wednesdays at 7 pm 
on the 3 rd floor of 616 Congress St, Portland. 828-
6571. 
Saturdey Dance Dance the night away ev~ry Satur-
day at Maine Ballroom Dance, 614A Congress St, 
Portland. Dancing for beginners from 8-9 pm; all 
others dance from 9-12 pm. Cost: $5, $3 for begin-
ners dance. 773-0002 . 
Singles Dance Go stag and kick up your heels at this 
Singles Network smoke-free event June 4 from 8 :45 
pm-12:30 am at Father Hayes Center, Stevens Ave, 
Portland. Tix: $5 members / S8 non-members. 1-800-
375-6509. 
Vint",e Donee Workshop Learn to dance 1920s-
style beginning June 3 on Fridays from 8-9 pm at 
Gatta Dance, 657 Congress SI, Portland. Cost: $6 
per person per hour. 773-3558. 
Weddl~ Survival Prepare for such occasions and 
leam to waltz. Gatta Dance offers four 9O-minute 
classes Tuesdays at 8 pm at Tennis of Maine, 
Falmouth. Cost $30 per person. 773-3558 . 
~X0f -1 , 0 , 
events 
Maine FIlm .. Video F.stlval The works of seven 
Maine film and video producers and directors are 
featured in a four·part series at Raffles Cafe Book-
store, 555 Congress St, Portland. The screenings 
run four consecutive Tuesdays at 8 pm. Suggested 
donation: $4. 761-3930. Upcoming films include: 
·'Rails & Trails" by Phillip Thompson June 7. 
'"A Pagan Place" by Kate Kaminski June 7. 
• "Until She Talks' by Mary Lampson June 14. 
Old Port Festlv" June 5 from 11-5-pm Portland hosts 
its Downtown District Did Port Festival. See insert for 
schedule and details. 
Tibet Awareness Project Maine Friends of Tibet are 
sponsoringa series of events to celebrate Spring and 
the cause otnbetan freedom. Call 870-2880 or 892-
6394 for more information. All events take place 
June 4 at the Portland Performing Arts Center, 25A 
Forest Ave, Portland. 
'Talks by Tibetans, 1 pm. features officials of the 
Tibetan Government-In-Exile and Tibetans from 
Harvard University and University of Mass, Free. 
'Traditional Dances, 3 :30 pm. Tiblltan performers 
from the Boston area present dances, Free. 
·Tibetan Bazaar, all afternoon. Arts, crafts, jewelry 
and books related to Tibetan culture are on display. 
Free. 
'Evening Reception, 7 pm. The reception for visiting 
Tibetans is open to all attending the benefit concert. 
Free. 
'Benefit Concert, 8 pm. The concert to benefit 
Tibetan Drphans features Maine jazz musicians Scott 
Reeves, Don Stratton and MacLean & Wing. Cost: 
$12.50/ $10 students. 
art 
openlngs 
The Art Gallery at Six Deering Street 6 Deering St, 
Portland. Opening reception June 3 from 6-9 pm for 
watercolors by lou Bonamarte. Open house to meet 
the artisUune 4 from 11-5 pm. Exhibitshows through 
June 25. Gallery hours: Tues-Sat 11-5 the first two 
weeks of the show, by chance or appOintment the 
third week. 772-9605. 
Tho Chocolate Church 802 Washington Ave, Bath. 
Opening reception June 3 from 5-7 pm for the color 
photography of Donna Kostis and sculpture of John 
Lorence. Shows through June 25. Gallery hours: 
Tues-fri 9-4 pm and Sat 124 pm. 442-8455. 
Danforth Gallery 34 Danforth St, Portland. Dpening 
reception June 2 from 6-8 pm for "Migrant Within 2, ' 
including works by ten artists of Franco American 
heritage. Shows through June 23. Gallery hours: 
Wed, Fri, Sat 11-5, Thurs 11-8, Sun 12-5. 775-6245. 
Lewis Gallery Portland Public Ubrary, 5 Monument 
Square, Portland. Opening reception June 2 from 
noon-2 pm for "The Animal Kingdom, " contemporary 
and antique paintings and original prints depicting 
exotic and familiar creatures of the wild. Exhibit 
shows June 1-30. Gallery hours: Mon, Wed, Fri, Sat 
9-6; Tues, Thurs 12-9. 871-1758. 
PSO's Women's Commtttee Designers' Showcase 
2 Hemlock Lane, The Woodlands, Falmouth. Gala 
preview night June 3 for show of traditional and 
contemporary styles by 18 local home designers, 
Show June 5·June 26. 7674542 or 7674055. 
Raffles·Cafe Bookstore 555 Congress St, Portland. 
Opening reception June 9 from 5 ,30-7:30 pm for 
"Extraordinary Women of Maine," an exhibIt of black 
and white photographs honoring six Maine women by 
Amanda Jones. Exhibit shows through June 30.799-
7937 . 
around town 
African Imports and New England Arts 1 Union St, 
Portland, "Recent Acquisitions/ New Dimensions." 
tradit ional African arts, works by modern artists from 
Nigeria and New England and rare carvings. Hours: 
10-9 Mon-Sat, 12-6 Sun. 772-9505. 
The Art Gallory at Six Dearing Streot 6 Deering St, 
Portland. New paintings in oil. pastel and watercolor 
by Frank Federico show June 3-25. Gallery hours: 
Tues-Sat 11-5 the first two weeks of the show, by 
chance or appOintment the third week. 772-9605. 
June 3 from 6-9 pm open house June 4 open house 
to talk with artis t. 
Black Moon Gallery 339 Fore St, Portland. Works by 
Judy O'Donnell and Brett Morrison and sculpture by 
Jack Langford currently show. Gallery hours: Mon-Sat 
11-7, Sun 124. 774-4423. 
Cardamon Cafe 388 Cottage Road, South Portland. 
Pastels and other works by Ruth Bowman show 
through June 5. Hours: Daily except Mondays. 
Christine's Dream 41 Middle St, Portland. New 
works by painter Andy Curran, paintings by Jody 
Dube. Shows until further notice. Hours: Mon-Fri 7-
2 :30, Sat-Sun 9-2. 774-2972. 
Corporation Art Gallery Eye Care and Surgery Center 
of Maine, 53 Sewall St, Thompson Point. Portland. 
Works by the Casco Bay Art league and Maine artists 
Evelyn Winter. Charlene Lee. Shirley lewis and Sylvia 
Dyer. Hours: Mon-Fri 8 am-5 pm. 883-5669. 
Danforth Gallery 34 Danforth St, Portland. "Migrant 
Within 2," including works by ten artists of Franco 
American heritage shows through June 23. Gallery 
hours:Wed, Fri, Sat 11-5, Thurs 11-8, Sun 12-5. 775-
6245. 
Dos Locos 311ndia St, Portland. "Images of Mexico, " 
photographs by George Riley. Hours: Sun-Thurs 11-
10, Fri-Sat ll-midnlghl. 775-6267. 
bchan,e Streat Gallery 7 Exchan,e St, Portland, 
Miniature images of Old Orchard Beach by R. N. 
Cohen. Gallery hours: 10-6 daily. 772-0633. 
Frost Gully Gallery 411 Congress St, Portland. Group 
show of gallery artists . Hours: Mon-Sat 12-7, or by 
appointment. 773-2555. 
Gltchee Gunvne Cafe 486 Congress St, Portland. 
"Of the Heart," paintings by Mary Lavendier. Hours: 
Mon-Fri 9-4. 780-8809. 
Greenhut Gallorle. 146 Middle St, Portland. Pastels 
by Kathleen Galligan show through June. Gallery 
hours: Mon-Fri 10-5:30, Sat 10-5. 772-2693. 
Jameson Gallery and Frame 217 CommerCial St, 
Portland. Anna Thurber's unique deSigns, paintings, 
sculpture and pottery by Gerry Geltman and paitings 
by Michael Bierman and Cynthia McMullin show 
through June 15. Gallery hours: Mon-Sat 10-5. 772-
5522. 
Jewel ... Work 30 Exchange St, third floor, Portland. 
Cooperative showroom of original, contemporary 
jewelry designs by nationally exhibited artists. "Spring 
Ring" exhibit shows through June 3. Hours: 10-6 
daily. 773-6824. 
Jewell Gallery 345 Fore St, Portland. Worl<s by 
gallery artists, including Bill Jewell and Cynthia 
McMullin. Hours: Mon-$at 10-5, or by appOintment. 
773-3334. 
June FItzpatrick Gallery 112 High St, Portland. 
" Resh Out; recent figurative work by Carto Pittore 
shows through June 11. Gallery hours: Tues-Sat 
noon-5 pm, Thurs noon-B pm. 772-1961. 
Lowls Gallery Portland Public Library, 5 Monument 
Square, Portland. ' The Animal Kingdom,' contempo-
rary and antique paintings and original prints depict-
ing exotic and familiar creatures of the wild show 
June 1-30. Gallery hours: Mon, Wed, Fri, Sat 9-6; 
Tues, Thurs 12-9. 871-1758. 
Art & Soul continued on page 26 
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KNOW YOUR RIGHTS! 
Accident victims can afford medical 
treatment and proper legal counsel. 
FREE SEMINAR on the rights of injured 
people in Maine presented by members of the 
legal and medical professions 
Tuesday June 14th or Wednesday June 27 
7pm 
Limited enrollment Please call to reserve your space_ 
775-0028 
Whether you're lookins lor that 
ideal accessory to complete your 
wardrobe, or that knockout outfit 
lor a nisht on the town, we have it 
all- at a price you'll loye' 
... for 11 fantastic 
years in the Old Port! 
Have a great time at 
the Old Port Festival 
Please experience Recoup® 
Reconstructor .. , the 
essential product for 
maximum hair repair! 
• Significantly increases the 
hair's tensile strength, shine 
and manageability 
• 100% pure essential oil 
aromatherapy fragrance 
• 100% vegan- absolutely no 
animal by-products 
HAIR-
B EJ[c/rang' St_ • Portland. 775-Z555 
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26 Casco Bay Weekly 
Put in your 2 cents and 
receive a prize worth 
more than 25 times that. 
Come in before June 5th 
and fill out a survey telling us 
your thoughts about the store 
(good and bad). 
Everyone who fills out a survey 
will receive a free secret gift. 
You will also be entered 
into a drawing for some great 
prizes including a set of towels, 
a $50 gift certificate, 
computer jewelry and 
a gift basket filled with 
personal products. 
Wish us happy anniversary, 
and you get the gift! 
122 Cumberland Avenue • Portland, Maine 04101 • 775-0493 
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:? DAV D! l 
Twin Lobsters $12.95 roll. Hutt« 
Luncheon Specials 11-4 
Early Dinner Specials 
from $5.95 Mon-l1,"ow. 11·1 Fri " Sal. 11"; 
71 Ocean St., 
Just over the Million 
799-5418 
MARTIN'S POINT HEALTH CARE CENTER 
2nd Annual 
Saturday June 11, 11 :00 AM - 3:00 PM 
331 Veranda Street (ovedoolling Casco I3a y) 
PORTLAND 





~ PARK AT K MA RT F,A.L.MOVTH ~ ~KE A "RE-E S"\lOTLE ';'0 Vf'<AN PA so: ! 
P,(),]·:":·T 
Health Center Tours. Face Painting Juggler & Stage Show • 
Free Raffle for all Attendees • Free Blood Pressure Checks 
Health & Nutrition Talks • Safety Demonstrations 
Free Raffle For Poster Participants To Enter • Free Food 
Poster Contest Prizes Courtesy of BlueCross BlueShield of Maine 
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art 
Thos. Mo.er Cabinetmaker'. Showroom 4 15 
CumbMand Ave, Portland. Photographs of Quaker 
life and still life by Stephanie Sala. Hours Mon·Sat 9-
5 pm. 774-3791. 
Nancy Mar,oll. Gallery 367 Fore St. Portland. Works 
by j ewelers, Sam Shaw, Terri Logan, Reiko Ishiyama 
and Michael Boyd show through June. Gallery hours: 
Mon-Sat 10-9, Sun lHl. 775-3822. 
Naturally Maine 5 1/ 2 Moulton St, Portland. Water· 
colors by William Denicco, earth visions by Andrew 
Ruel, photos by Christine Gallant and watercolor 
prints by John DimillO currently showing. Hours: Sun· 
Thurs 10-6, Fri·Sat 10-9. 774-0808. 
On Balance 4 Milk St. Portland. Photographs by Colin 
Malackie show through June. Hours: Mon.fri 9-50rby 
appOintment. 772·9812. 
Photo,raphy Co-op 547A Congress St, Portland. 
Hours: Tues & Thurs 12·7, Sat 9-5, or by appoint· 
ment. 761·2113 or 773-8830. 
Plnetree Shop and Bayview Gall.ry 75 Market St, 
Portland. Wor1< of sculpterClaude Schmutz. watercol · 
ors by new artist Sandy Wieland and others show 
through June. Gal lery hours: Mon-Sat 9 :30-5:30. 
773-3007 . 
Portland Museum of Art Seven Congress Square, 
Portland. Hours through October 31:Tues-Sat 10-5. 
Thurs 10-9, Sun 12·5 . Admission through June 1: $5 
adults / $4 senior citizens and students/ $l youth 6-
18/children 6 and under are free . Admission June 1· 
Oct 31 $6 adults/ $5 students and seniors/ $l youth 
6·12 years. Museum admission is free 10·noon the 
first Saturday of the month and 5-9 every Thursday 
evening. 773·ARTS or 1-80Q.63S4067. 
' The Scott M . Black CollectJon A sampling from 
Scott 8lack's 19th- and 20th-century paintings and 
sculptures, including wor1<.s byChagall and Toulouse-
Lautrec. Ongoing. 
'Domlnlque Blain Exhibit ion features installations 
that address concepts of oppression. military action, 
intimidation and subjugation. Shows through July 3 . 
"From Courbet to Motherwell: 19th- ..,d 20th-
Century European and American Art Paintings. sculp-
tures and works on paper by Monet, Renoir t Picasso, 
Matisse and other masters of the past two centuries. 
Ongoing. 
"Juned Art Show Works of painting, sculpture, jew-
elry and photography by the museum's Docents 
(museum guides) are on display through June 19. 
• Alex Katz: Four Painting. The four large paintings 
by one of Maine's foremost painters Include recent 
examples of landscape and figurative work. Shows 
through June 5 . 
- Maps, Myth. and Monsters: Imac" of Fant .. y 
and History on Early Maps Maps are modes of visual 
communication that have many levels of meaning. 
This exhibit explores the images used in early maps 
and includes thirty maps and ornamental atlas title 
pages dating from 1493-1782. Shows through June 
26. 
'Ellen Rothenber,: The Anne Frank Project 
Rothenberg's monumental structure is devoted to 
the demystification of Anne Frank's life and tragic 
death. The work examines issues 01 discrimination 
and genocide as well as triumph over extreme cir-
cumstance. Shows through June 5 . 
"'Vincent'. Journey A porcelain life mask Sculpture 
by Paul Rodrigue commemorating the struggles of 
people living with AIDS. Ongoing. 
·Work. by William .,d Mar,uerlt. ZorllCh Approxi. 
mately eight sculptures and 27 wor1<s on paper by 
two of the most important artists working in Maine 
this century. Shows June 4-October 2. 
Raffles Cafe Book.tor. 555 Congress St, Portland. 
' Extraordinary Women of Maine,' an eXhibit of black 
and white photographs honoring Six Mainewomen by 
Amanda Jones shows through June 30. 799-7937 . 
Renalssanc. Antlqu •• .,d FIne Art 221 Commer· 
cial St, Portland . Nineteenth-century paintings, ma-
rine antiques. 18th- and 19th-century Oriental fur· 
nishings, sterling silver and paintings by Terry Wolf 
and John Dehlinger. 879-Q789. 
Richard Parks Gallery 288 Fore St. Portland. The 
hand·tinted photos of Jerilyn Caruso. Gallery hours: 
Mon-Fri 10-5:30. Sat 10-5, Sun 12-4. 774-1322. 
Tha Stein Gallery 20 Milk St, Portland. Wor1<s by 65 
nationally recognized and emerging contemporary 
American studio glass artists including Peter Andres, 
Rick Eckerd, Melanie Guernsey, Robert Mickelsen, 
Thomas Scoon, Robert Willson and Leah Wingfield 
currently show. Gallery Hours: Mon-Sat 11-6, Sun 11· 
5 . 772·9072. 
5t1A_ Books 19 Pieasant St, Portland. Polaroid 
photographs by Tom Marino currently on exhibit. 
Hours: Mon-Sat 10-6. 871-0480. 
UnlY.rslty of Southern Maine Portland Campu. 
Cent.r 92 Bedford St. PorUand. Exhibit of art work by 
USM students currently shows. Hours: Mon-Frl7·10, 
Sat·Sun 10-7. 780-4090. 
W •• tbrool< Colle,. Stevens Ave, Portland. "Selec-
tions from The Westbrook College Collection" in-
cludes works of art by regional. national and Euro-
pean artists of historic and contemporary impor-
tance. Shows through June 5. Gallery hours: Mon-Sat 
10 am-5 pm. 797·7261. 
YWCA 87 Spring St. PorUand. "Family Portraits' by 
Claire Oppenheim show through June 24. Gallery 
hours: Mon·Sun 9 am·5 pm. 874-1130. 
other 
Art In the Dark: "Maine Su .. I ..... R.m .... ber the 
HoIoc .... t· A documentary film created by the Holo-
caust Human Rights Center of Maine focuses on the 
memories of one liberator and eight Holocaust survi-
vors who settled in Maine following liberation from 
Nazi concentration camps. A discussion led by a 
liberator and a survivor preceeds the screening. 
Takes place June 2 at 7 pm at the Portland Museum 
of Art. 7 Congress Square, Portland. Free. 775-
6148. 
Artl.ts Needed Coastal Arts Collaborative is looking 
for local working artists interested in having groups 
of students visit their studios as part of a studiO lour 
day. They are also looking for artists and art educa· 
tors to teach 1-4-week art sessions in July. The 
program stresses multi-cultural diversity and inter-
disciplinary arts. Students ages range from 8-18 
years-old . 934-2728. 
Benefit Print Sale The Maine Children's Cancer 
Program is selling limited edition prints of 'Reflec· 
tions, Portland, Maine" by local watercolorist David 
W. Clough. Proceeds from the sale of the first 300 
prints (in a 50O-piece run) will be donated to the 
program. Prints are available at the program offices 
in Shop'n Save Plaza, 295 ForestAYe, Portland. 775-
5481. 
Creatlye Arts Propam Portland Recreation offers 
classes In drawing and painting for senior adults 
Tues and Fri from 9 :30 am-12:30 pm at Northfield 
Green Community Room. 147 Allen Ave. Portland. 
874-8793. 
J.w.lry Show Five contemporary Maine jewelers 
exhibit and sell their work June 3 from 1-8 pm in the 
Banquet Room at the Snow Squall restaurant. 18 
Ocean St. South Portland. 772·1197. 
Learn to Us. Your Camera L. Murray Jamison offers 
basic technical and aesthetic instruction to improve 
your skill as a photographer. Small classes and 
weekend workshops. Individually tailored. 871-8244. 
Maine ArtsSponaor ...... oc. Conference The annual 
conference includes speakers from the National 
Endowment for the Arts. the Association of Perform-
ing Arts Presenters and the Arts Extension Service, 
a performance showcase, workshops and panel 
discussions. Takes place June 2 . starting at 7:45 pm 
at Sebasco Lodge. Sebasco Estates. Contact Sue 
Finn at 626-3277 . 
Maine CoIle,e of Art'. Continuing Studies Pro,ram 
offers several courses this summer including Ceram-
ics; Beginning Drawing; Beginning Photography; Be· 
ginning Oil Painting; Hatmaking; Graphic Design; 
Jewelry and Metalsmithing. Call for course start 
times and fees, 775-3052 . 
Open Slide NI&ht The Union of Maine Visual Artists 
(UMVA) invites artists. craftspeople and anyone in· 
terested in the UMVA to attend an open slide night 
the second Friday of each month at 7:30 pm at Jay 
York Affordable Photo, 58 Wilmot St. Portland. Bring 
slides for discussion/feedback. 773-3434. 
"Paint Your Heart Out" is a watercolor class for 
adults offered by Maine artists Jane Wray and Elaine 
Tselikis Saturdays from 9-ooon at Southern Maine 
Technical College. Fort Road, S. Portland. Beginners 
to advanced artists can work with this fine art 
medium in a fresh and non--intimidating studio atmo-
sphere. Registration ongoing, fees do not include 
supplies. 767·9500. 
Slide Lectur. on Prints The Portland Public Library, 
5 Monument Square , Portland presents a lecture on 
ancient and modem prints. Takes place June 7 from 
6:30-7 :30 pm in the Rines Room olthe library. Free. 
871·1758. 
smarts 
"Anchor oHhe Soul· A one·hourvldeo documentary 
about Black history in Maine is aired June 9 at 7 pm 
at the Portland Museum of Art. 7 Congress St, 
Portland . A panel discussion follows. Free. 
DI.culSlons at the Pigrimage Bookstore, 441 Con-
gress St. Portland. June 4 Marie Laveriere-Boucher 
discusses call igraphy as an historical religious art 
and conducts a hands-on workshop in basic lettering. 
Fee: $25. 772·1508. 
Forum on the Ann. Trade David Hart, executive 
director of Peace Action Maine is the principal speaker 
at a public forum to speak out against the arms trade 
June 7 at 7 pm at the First Parish Unitarian Universal· 
ist Church. Congress St. Portland. 772-0680. 
Intercultural Illscus.lon Group meets Mondays at 7 
pm at the Center for Intercultural Education, 565 
Congress St. Portland. Volunteers are needed as 
well. For more information. drop by the group's 
offices or call 7 75-0547 . 
Lendln, Ubrary USM's Portland Women 's Center 
seeks donations of women 's literature, both fiction 
and nonfiction, to stock the ir lending library. Dona--
t ions may be made Mon-Fri from 8 am-2 pm at the 
center in Room 40, Payson Smith Library, Falmouth 
Street. Portland. 780-4996 . 
Lesbian .,d Gay Parents are needed to participate 
in a study examining the effectiveness of communi-
cation in families with lesbian mothers and gay 
fathers. tf you feel your voice has been silent or 
silenced in this culture, please speak up by becom· 
ing a partof this research. $15 per hour stipends are 
provided to interviewees, all information will remain 
confidential. Call Dr. Richard West at the USM 
Department of Communication at 780-5410. 
Maine Writer. and Publlshe .. Alliance offers wor1<· 
shops with established writers on the craft and 
business of writing in diverse genres. June 4-5 from 
10 am-6 pm Dianne Benedict teaches a workshop on 
'The Craft of Fiction." Cost: $55 MWPA members/ 
$65 for others. June 11 from 10 am-3 pm Julie 
Zimmerman and Denis Ledoux lead a workshop on 
' Mar1<eting Your Book. " Cost: $35 MWPA members/ 
$45 for others. SeSSions are held at the Maine 
Writers Center. 12 Pleasant St, Brunswick. 729-
6333. 
The Portland Ob .... atory Climb the 104 steps of 
Portland 's 87·year-old signal tower to catch a birds· 
eye view of the city. Regular Observatory hours 
(beginning June 3) are Fri & Sun 1·5 pm and Sat 10 
am·5 pm. 774-5561. 
SCORE Service Corps of Retired Executives, a volun-
teer organization supporting small business, holds 
seminars regulartyfrom 1-4 pm at66 Peart St. Room 
211, Portland. Next workshop is "Howto Really Start 
Your Business" June 7 . There is a nominal charge. 
772·1147. 
Art & Soul continued on page 28 
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- -Iohn Nlar1:tin. Spoakor 01 
the Maine House. , 993 
-- John Martin 
is not Speal(er 
o. the House.~ 
- AI Ola ... on Journalist 
and notad crank. , 994 
AI Oiamon gets it right, Look for his profiles of 
gubernatorial candidates in Casco Bay Weekly"s 
Voters" Guide, All the information you need 
between two covers, 
On the streets, .June 9. 
o. U .1. 
Know Your Rights 
Free Seminar 
With 2 licensed attorneys present 
to answer your questions. 
• Do you need an attorney? 
• Should you request a hearing 
with the Secretary of State? 
• Might your license be suspended? 
• What about fines? 
• Will your blood alcohol content 
affect your case? 
• Free information packet with the 
latest laws & updates. 
To be held in Downtown Portland 
Wednesday, June 22, 1994, 7-9pm 
Call: 772-9053 to register 
June 2, 1994 27 
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Big Sounds From nil Over Presents 
Saturday, June 18, 8 PM 
Portland Performing Arts Center 
25 A Forest Ave. 
Tickets: $16 • For Tickets 
Call 774-0465, or at Amadeus Music 
Sponsored by Ihe Nalional Endowment lor the Arts. 
the Lila Wal lace-Reader~ Digest National Jazz 
Network, Embassy Suites Hotel, Well and WMPG. 
An Evening with Tony Bennett 
First Maine appearance In 30 years 
Saturday, August 6, 8:00 pm 
C t, rodl At, 'rtv' ~T ~ roes Jr :,Ju' r ~ 
Don ~qron 
Pla~s the music of Micke~ Hatz 
The hottest clarinet in jazz leads an all-star IO-piece 
hlezmer orchestra. 
"Multiculturalism is a two waq street, and Don Oqron 
is popping wheelies." 
-Atlanta Journal 
"That's dreadlochs, not side lochs." 
-New York Times 
What Do All These Personal 
Ads Have In Common? 
The advertisers are all "Physically Fit", like to 
"Exercise" and are" In Shape" and" Healthy." 
Casco Bay Weekly and Bay Club now offer you a 
chance to meet that special someone and get yourself in 
shape at the same time! 
Place your FREE Personal Ad during the month of 
June, accompany it with this ad, and become eligible to 
recieve a FREE 6-month Membership to Bay Club! 
Ilft1!') :£\1) 
I "'{44 ~ "J 
personals 
Persona' Ad must be recieued by June 30th. Advertiser must use Personal Ca1t~ and must include 
a copy of this ad at placement. Call 775-1234 for more details. Drawing on July 1, 1994. 
Art & Soul continued from page 27 
sports 
SK Road Race Camp Fire Boys and Girls Hitinowa 
Council is hosting its annual 5K road race and 
quarter-mile Youth Fun Run June 12. Race-day regiS-
tration starts at 7 :30 am, the little-legged runners set 
off at 8:30 am and start time for the 5K is 9 am. Fee: 
57 pre-registration/58 race-day registration. 883· 
8977. 
Flshlnc Tackle Tun.Up The University of New En-
gland is hosting a workshop on maintenance, repair 
and proper rigging of different kinds of tackle. Also 
hear the word on some good spots for fresh and sail 
water fishing. Bring your rods and reels June 2 from 
6:30-8 pm to the St. Francis Room of the Ketchum 
library on the UNE campus. Cost: $4.S0/$2 children 
under 12. 283-0171, ext. 122. 
The Golf Privltege Card The American Lung Associa-
tion and Maine golffacilities are offering a $6O-dollar 
pass for one round of golf at 50 different greens 
throughout the state. All proceeds benefit the Ameri-
can Lung Association. Write the American Lung 
Association of Maine, 128 Sewall St, Augusta, ME 
04330 or call 1-800458-64 7 2 for purchase or a free 
brochure. 
Major Leacue Roller Hockey This is what they do 
when the Ice melts. Hockey on wheels is here fortl1e 
season. The New England Stingers have upcoming 
games at the Cumberland County Civic Center (One 
Civic Center Square, Portland) on June 5 at6 pm and 
June 6 at 7 pm. Tix: 58-$12/55 children and seniors. 
775-3458. 
Seadog Ball Games The Dogs are playing at Hadlock 
Field, 271 Park Ave, Portland June 3-12 . Mon-Fri 
games start at 7 pm and on Sat·Sun, the first pitch 
nies at 1 pm (or shortly thereafter). General admis· 
sian: $4adult/52 seniors and 16 & under. Reserved 
seating: $5 adul1/54 seniors and 16 & under. 879-
0945. 
workout 
Lap Swims at the Portland YWCA, 87 Spring St, 
Portland, offer great exercise in a light-filled pool 
wanmed to 83 degrees F. Fees include lockers, 
showers, towels and saunas. Cost: $3 per swim for 
YWCA members, $4 per swim for nonmembers. 
Membership is open to men and women ages 18-59 
for 535 per year or 530 for those age 60 and older. 
Save money with a Swim Club Pass, at $95 for 3 
months, $1S0 for six months, or 5250 for a year. 
874-1130. 
Pool Hours Riverton PooI,1600 Forest Ave, Portland: 
Every Mon-Fri from 12:15-1:15 pm; every Sat from 
12:30-1:30 pm ; every Man, Wed and Fri from 6:15-
7:30 pm. Open swims 7:30-8:45 pm Mon & Wed; 
6:15-8 pm Tues; 1:30-3:30 pm Sat. Reiche Pool, 
166 Brackett St, Portland : Every Tues & Thurs from 
12:15-1:15; every Mon·Wed & Fri from 4 :30-6 pm; 
every Thurs from 4:30-6:30 pm. Open swims 6:30-8 
pm Thurs. 874-8793. 
Teen Open Gym Teens ages 13-18 play basketball, 
floor hockey and more at Portland gyms and commu-
nity centers. King Gym: Tues 6-8 pm (middle school 
age), Thurs 6-8 pm (high school age). Jack Gym: Tues 
& Thurs 6:15-8 pm. Peaks Island Community Center: 
Tues & Thurs 6-8 pm. Cummings Community Center: 
Mon-Thurs 6-8 pm. Reiche Community Center: Man 
& Wed 5:15-7 pm. Riverton Community Center: Man 
& Wed 6-9 pm, Fri 7 :30-9 pm, Fri 6-7 :30 pm (for 
grades 6-8). Cost: 50¢ . 874-8873. 
USM Ulellne Aerobic. lifeline offers three options 
to bounce into shape: Walk/Jog/Aerobics, Step 
Aerobic Plus and Aquatic Fitness and Aqua Aerobics 
(non-swimmers welcome). All sessions start June 13 
and registration deadline is June 6. Call 7804170 
for costs and work..aut schedules. 
Women's Self Defense Clinic Learn techniques from 
Taekwondo to feel safer on the street. Proceeds 
benefit the Taekwando Jr. Olympics in Chicago, 
Illinois. Takes place June 7 from 6-9 pm at Riverton 
Elementary School cafeteria. Suggested donation: 
$1S. 247·3855. 
outdoors 
Casco Bay Bicycle Club Roll out the skinny wheels. 
The Great Scarborough Marsh ride (15·25 miles) 
sets off Monday evenings at 6 pm from the Dunstan 
School restaurant, Scarborough. The Pizza ride (with 
pizza and social hour following) begins at the 
Scarborough Shop-n-Save plaza parking lot Thursday 
evenings at 6 pm. 828-0918. The Yanmouth rides 
leave from the Shop n' Save Plaza, Yarmouth every 
Wednesday at6 pm for a moderate-paced 13-2O-mile 
ride through area communiUes. 865-9558. Helmets 
are required. 
Garden Space for Rent Grow vegetables or flowers 
from soil at Westbrook Odd Fellows. Westbrook. 
Funds go towards local charity groups and scholar· 
ships. For more information call Philleighlon at 854-
4558 or Wm Ma~es at 839-4470. 
Gorham Trails Inc. needs more members to support 
its efforts to improve trails and historic ways in 
Greater Gorham. GTI recently secured easements 
making 48 acres of private land accessible for new 
trails which will benefit hikers, cross-country skiers, 
horseback riders, mountain bikers and snowmobilers. 
To partiCipate in GTI'S efforts, call 839-4644. 
Maine Outdoor Adventure Club offers trips and 
events to people of all skill levels, beginnerto expert. 
Weekly walk around Back Cove everyTues & Thurs at 
6 pm (meet in Payson Park). Upcoming trips include 
a hiking trip to Katahdin June 11·12. For events and 
club membership info call 781·7454. 
MS Ughthouse Tour June 4th the Maine Chapter of 
the National Multiple S<:lerosis Society is holding 
organized bicycle rides of 15 and 25 miles. Both 
loops start and finish at Portland Headlight. There 
are catered rest stops along the routes as well as a 
picnic at the end of the rides. Cyclists doing the 25-
mile route should arrive by 9 am (treat it like a race 
if you like) with the 15-mile group starting later. 1· 
800-639-1330. 
Osprey Watch Hear about these birds and marvel at 
their smooth flight June 5 at 2 pm at Wolfe's Neck 
Woods State Park, 106 Wolfe's Neck Road, Freeport. 
Wheelchair accessible. Free. 
community 
Bean Suppah Fill 'er up with beans, hot dogs, 
coleslaw, American chop suey, brown bread and pie 
June 4 from 5-<l pm at the American Legion, Route 
100, Gray. Cost: 54 adults/$1 .50 children under 
12/ children under 5 are free. 657·3614. 
Bingo Nights Thurs at 6:30 pm at the Hillcrest 
Community Center, 126 Route 1 , Scarborough, ben-
efit the Sta~ight Foundation of Maine, which grants 
wishes to seriously ill children. 883-2512. 
Clean Up Day Brtng gloves and help remove what's 
dirty from Portland's waterfront to prepare for sum-
mer and the Waterfront Festival. Trash and guck 
gatherers meet June 11 at 9 am at the Whale Wall 
next to Casco Bay Ferry Lines. 799-8574 or 761· 
8225 . 
Fabulou. Rsh Chowder Luncheon. at the South 
Freeport Church vestry on South Freeport Road. S. 
Freeport . every second and fourth friday of the month 
from 11:30 am·l pm. AII-you-<:an-eatbuffet for $4.S0 
per person includes fish chowder. slaw. corn bread. 
dessert., and a beverage. Chowder available fortaka. 
out for a mere $3.50 per pint. 865-3659. 
Fotlow the Row of the Casco Bay The Casco Bay 
Estuary Project is sponsoring a talk by oceanography 
professor, Neal Pettigrew on how the waterin the Say 
moves and the ways this information can be used for 
future management of the Say. Takes place June 9 
from 7·8pm at the Machine Tool BuildingAuditorium, 
Southern Maine Technical College, South Portland. 
828-1043. 
Friend. oftha Maine Youth Center are meetingJune 
8 at 7 pm in the Staff Dining Room, Maine Youth 
Center, 675 Westbrook St, South Portland to dis· 
cuss fund-raising ideas. All concerned about the only 
juvenile correctional facility in the state are encour-
aged to attend. 854-9872. 
HoI.hH)ne ChaUenge The Big Brothers/Big Sisters 
of Greater Portland is holding the event June 11 from 
noon4 pm at the Muddy Rudder Restaurant in 
Yarmouth. Golfers pay a small fee for a shot at 
winninga 1994 Ford Explorer. a new set of golf clubs 
and other prizes . All proceeds benefit Big 8rothers/ 
Big Sisters of Greater Portland. Rain date, June 12. 
846-3082. 
Lawyer. for the Poor The Hospitality House of 
Hinckley. Maine, is recruiting lawyers state-wide to 
represent (without prior payment) low-income citi-
zens who have been denied governmental assis-
tance. Call 453·2986 or 1-800-438-3890 for more 
information. 
Low-.lncome Housin, Issues Portland Fair Housing 
EducaUon and Outreach Project is holding a summit 
to discuss obstacles and possible solutions to low-
income people getUng and keeping decent housing. 
Takes place June 8 from 3-4:30 pm in Portland City 
Hall's State of Maine Room, 389 Congress St, 
Portland. All are welcome. 775-010S. 
Old Port FestlYal Volunteers Festivities are sched-
uled for June 5 and organizers hope to enlist 60-70 
volunteers to help with managing information booths, 
assisting the entertainers. face painting and general 
public assistance. Call 780-8229 if you can help. 
Picnic St. Mary's Couples Club is holding a picnic 
June 5 starting at noon at Range State Park, Route 
26, Gray. Bring your own picnic, charcoal is provided. 
Park entrance: $3.S0 per adu11/50.50 under 12/5 
and under free. 797-6127 . 
Preble Street R"ource Canter Actlvttl •• include 
newsletter meetings Tuesdays at 10 am; community 
meetings Wednesdays at 10 am; art groups open to 
anyone feeling the urge for creati,,,, expression 
Wednesdays at 11:15 am; activity committee meet· 
ings Thursdays at 10 am; and advocacy meeUngs 
Thursdays at 11 am. 
Public Breakfast Eat cheap. Eggs, juice, coffee, 
sausage and muffins are on the menu June 4 from 
7:30-9:30 am at TutUe Road United MethodistChurch, 
Cumberland. Cost: $3 adults/$1.25 children . 
Ral" Forest Yard Sale The children of Hamlin EI· 
ementary School have gathered books, clothes, 
toys, sports equipment and more to sell and support 
The Children's Rainforest, Inc. There will also be 
games, a raffle and plenty of food. Takes place June 
4 from noon to 4 pm in the gym at Hamlin Elementary 
School, 496 Ocean St, South Portland . 
Ronald McDonald House Benellt Weekend Meet 
members and mascots from the Portland Pirates and 
the New England Stingers, the Portland Police Crime 
Dog, • McGruff" and the Portland Fire Department 
Dog, ·Sparky- June 10 from 1·3 pm at the Spring 
Point Marina, South Portland. An auction and raffie 
follow from 3·5 pm. All proceeds benefit the Ronald 
McDonald House in Portland. 775-6328 or 767-
1200. 
St_ Mary'. Bean Supper Beans are taken at St. 
Mary's Parish, Westbrook on June 11 at 5 pm. Cost: 
$4 adults/51.50 children under 12. 854-8932. 
TraMure Sal. That's "treasure" as in used furniture. 
appliances, housewares, sports equipments and 
more. The sale benefits a Sister Parish in Haiti and 
is held June 4 from 8 am·l pm at the Sacred Heart 
Church, Yarmouth. 848-6964. 
Vlctorta Mansion Ruggles S. Morse made a load of 
money in New O~eans between 1846-1885 and in 
1858 he had workers build himself a mansion at the 
comer of Danforth and Park Streets in Portland. The 
massive stone building is open for tours for the 
summer Tues-Sat from 10 am4 pm and Sundays 
from 1·5 pm through Sept 4. 772-4841. 
Volunteer Opportunltle. The Convention and Visi· 
tors Bureau needs a volunteer to work at their visitor 
information center. This is a four-hour per week, one 
and one half-month commitment. Springbrook Nurs· 
ing Care Facility of Westbrook needs volunteers to 
help with their scheduled bingo games. Call the 
United Way at 874-1000 for more information and 
opportunities. 
Westbrook Tocether Days Bee" Supper Live to· 
gether, eat beans together. The full·menu supper is 
June 4 from 5-6:30 pm in SI. Mary's Parish Hall, 
Westbrook. Cost: $3 adults/ $2 seniors and children 
under 12. 854-8932 . 
family· , 
Back Cove Family Day They' re closing off Baxter 
Boulevard and having a party. The June 12 event 
includes Tim Sample, Guitarist Jim Gallant, the 
Bellamy Jazz Band, hayrides, trolleyrides, a card· 
board canoe race and inner tube race in the Back 
Cove, fireman's foam (whatever that means), 
rollerblade hockey demos, food, a petting zoo and 
more. Festivities happen between 11 am4 pm at 
Payson Park and the Back Cove . free admission . 
874-8793. 
Children's Museum of Maine offers exhibits and 
actiVIties for children of all ages. Hours: Mon. Wed, 
Thurs, Sat 10 am-5 pm; Tues & Sun 12·5 pm; Fri 10 
am-8 pm. 142 Free Street, Portland. Admission 
$3.75, free to the public Fridays from 5-8 pm. Pre-
registration and additional fees required for some 
activities. Call for speCific dates and times, 828-
1234. Some upcoming activities include: 
·Please Touchl An exhibit which especially invites 
blind, visually-impaired or physically-confined audi-
ences to experience through touch the features of 
famous personalities, the beauty of a dancer's step 
and the strength of an athlete. Shows June 9-July 9. 
• Myths ofthe Renal.sance Storytelling about magi· 
cians, inventors, unicorns and springtime. Mon from 
10:30-11:30 am. 
• Explorer. Club for kids age 7 and older meets Mon 
at 3:30 pm. 
'Dacta !.ego Club for kids age 6 and older meets 
Tues at 3:30 pm. 
• Pee Wee SCience for kids ages 3-6 meets Tues at 
1 pm, Thurs at 11 am and 1 pm. 
'Camera Obscura Learn about light and optics with 
this wild new exhibit. 
'P_rmakln& Wed and Sun in the first floor paper 
mill. 
.Sclence Show Explore scientific principles 11 am 
Wed, 11:30 am & 5 :30 pm Fri. 
Creative Reaource Center The center at 1103 For· 
est Ave, Portland hosts regular activities for kids. 
June 3 is jewelry-making for children ages 5-10 from 
3 :304:30 pm. Cost: 55/child. June 2, 9 and 16 is 
bead necklaces for children ages 3-5. Cost: $2.50/ 
child. June 4 is castles and doll houses for children 
ages 5-12. Cost: S8/child. Also June 4 is sun 
catchers for children ages 3-7. Cost: $2.50. 797-
9543. . 
Discovery Room at Maine Audubon 's Gilsland Fanm 
offers exploratory activities and interactive displays 
focusingonthe natural history olthe fanm. Open year· 
round Sat from 10 am4 pm and Sun from 1-4 pm. 
118 U.S. Route One, Falmouth. Cost: 51, kids 50 
cents. 781·2330. 
Portland Public Ubrary invites children and parents 
to enjoy its upcoming programs: Preschool Story 
Time June 6 at 10:30 am. Finger Fun For Babies June 
8 at 9:30 am, Tales for Twos June 10 at 10:30 am. 
The library's Used Book Sale takes place June 4 from 
9 am-3 pm. All events happen at the library, 5 
Monument Square, Portland. 871-1707. 
health 
Community Health Services holds monthly health 
screenings for children ages six and under. June 3 
the Visiting Nurses Association is on hand at the 
Gorham Methodist Church from 9 am-12 noon. There 
are nominal fees. Call 775-7231 or 1-8004794331 
for an appOintment. 
Preparation for Breastfeedlng Brighton Medical 
Center is sponsoring a 2-hour workshop for any 
woman planning to breastfeed. Class is held June 8 
from 7-9 pm in the house staff dining room at 
Brighton Medical Center, 335 Brighton Ave, Portland . 
Cost: $10 (includes informational packet). 879-
8458. 
Spiritual Education Classes are offered at Light of 
the Moon, 324 Fore St, Portland. June 2 Christine 
Nelmes offers a demonstration on holographic 
repatterning at 6:30 pm. Cost: 525. 828-1710. 
Tour the Maternity Ward Mercy Hospital is leading 
tours of their family-centered maternity unitJune 6 at 
7 pm. Free. Call to arrange a tour atotherUmes. 879· 
3550. 
etc 
6AIIyei Wortd'. Largest Garage Sale June 4 from 9 
am4 pm at the Cumberland County Civic Center 1 
Civic Center. Portland. Admission : $0.50. 775-3458. 
Africa In Crtsls African Fellowship Intemational and 
Friends are holding an African dinner and fund-raiser 
on June 12 at Woodfords Congregational Church 
Hall, 202 Woodford St, Portland. A prayer service 
happens between 4-5:30 pm. followed by the dinner, 
singing by the African Fellowship Choir and celebra· 
tions for the recent Democratic elections in South 
Africa. Cost: $10/childrenunder16free. 879-9829/ 
772·5496/774-0702. 
Car and Truck Show Vehicle owners are buffing up 
their fenders to compete for awards in categories of 
antique, custom, sport, (oreign and classic models. 
Check out the wheels rain or shine June 5 from 10 
am·2 pm at Scarborough High School Athletic Field, 
Scarborough. Admission: 52 adults/ children under 
12 free. 883·9222. 
Cathedral Parish Fair White elephant sales, a scavo 
enger hunt and a ziti dinner all happen June 5 from 
11 am-8 pm at the Cathedral Guild Hall, 317 Con· 
gress SI. Portland . 
The Chlnes.American Friendship Assoc. is holding 
its annual meeting and pot luck supper (or members 
and guests June 5 at 4 pm at the lion's Clubhouse, 
Two Lights Road, Cape Elizabeth. 799·1691. 
Kore ..... RaYorad Yard Sale June 4 the yard sale 
happens from 9 am-5 pm and Korean meals are 
served continuously from 11 am-5 pm at the Korean 
United Methodist Church of Maine, 100 Westbrook 
St, South Portland. Donation forthemeal: 55 adults/ 
$3.50 children . 797-6633. 
Uleguard R&-certlflcatlon The American Red Cross 
is offering a re-eertification course for expired life-
guards June 5 from 10 am-2 pm . Pre-registration is 
required. 874-1111. 
Magic Drum The Swodenborgian Church invites you 
to an evening of drumming, singing, chanting and 
dance the first Thurs of each month at 302 Stevens 
Ave. Portland. Bring drums, shakers, bells, ratUes 
and other instruments for making sacred sounds; 
and readings, songs and meditations to share. Cost: 
55 donation. 799-9269. 
Music Swaps Portland Folk Club invites you to share 
a song or a story in a supportive atmosphere every 
first and third Tues at 7:30 pm at Swedenborgian 
Church, 302 Stevens Ave. Cost: $1 donation. 773-
9549. 
Peace Thru Power A women 's personal defense 
program eliminating "victim behavior· meets the first 
Tues of the month in 8runswick. 725-9463. 
Picnic The Holy Cross Church Parish is sponsoring a 
picnic at Fort Williams Picnic Shelter June 3 from 5 
pm-8 pm. Tables and charcoal grills available. 799-
0757 . 
Plant S.'e The Garden Club of Scarborough is putting 
some of their garden work up for adoption June 4 
from 9 am·ll am at the Historic Hannewell House, 
Black Point Road, Route 207, Scarborough. 883· 
5056. 
Power Boat Worgh~ Southem Maine Technical 
College is holding on<Hlay workshops on Saturdays 
and Sundays June 4-12 and July 2·3 on small boat 
handling for power boaters. The session includes a 
9 am·12 noon class at the Desk Shop of SMTC 
Waterfront and a 1·5 pm ·'ab- on Casco Bay. Stu· 
dents receive a certificate that may reduce boat 
insurance premiums. Cost: $82. 799-3976 or 767-
9524. 
Rare Roek. The Maine Mineralogical and Geological 
Society present their annual Rockhound Roundup. 
Minerals, fossils and rocks: see them, buy them, 
touch them and win them June 4-5 from 9 am·5 pm 
in the USM Gymnasium, Falmouth St, Portland. 
Admission: $1.50/children under 12 free. caw 
, /uhe 2, 1994 ~9 
The Old Port Exchange Restaurant and Lounge Association 
presents 
§j _I The First Annual Great Old Port --:~I H ~:U _ reasure unt 
v 
~ t-\ouse ~t love bui/i: .. , 
® 
Saturday, June 4, 1994, 3:00 PM 
Local businesses are invited to participate in the Great Old Port Treasure 
Hunt to kick off the 1994 Old Port Festival. Sponsored teams dress in 
costume and race around the Old Port gathering clues which will lead 
them to the TREASURE. The treasure chest includes gift certificates to any 
Old Port business, a pair of Fischer skis courtesy of Budweiser, and other 
great prizes. Prizes will also be awarded for best costumes. All participants 
are invited to a big party after the hunt Don't miss out - this event should 
be a blast! And it's all for a good cause! 
• Open to any business or organization in the Portland area. 
• Entrance fee is $50 per team. 
• Teams consist of 4 to 8 members, (All mem bers must be over 21.) 
• All proceeds benefit the Portland Ronald McDonald House, 
S i 9 n Up to day! Contact Steve Briggs at 772-1983 
SfXJnsored by: IlftHlj:f\lj 
JUST ADD 
BACARDI Budweiser. IW4gnPj lUNG or JHJ£JU", 
"Where Good Friends, Fine Foods & 





Join us Sunday· June 5th 
••• Old Port Festival Specials ••• 
160% Pete's Wicked Ale - 1.75 
160% Pabst 
160% Bloddy Mary ---
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10 V2 hr_ .how with Ii •• do ... , 
'. rabbit. & fr.., Inagle t,ieks. 
;;rCall Vandinl atl?54-17 4.g o 'The Children'. Magician' 
St., So. Portland 
773-1453 
EVERY 
WEDNESDAY 6:30 PM 
FRIDAY (.It .. noonl 1:00 PM 
SATURDAY 1:00 PM 
SUNDAY 6:30 PM 
3 GAMES OF CHANCE 
SPECIAL EVERY WED, .. SUN 
NIGHT a FRI, AFTERNOON 
12-18 card! S10whh 1 ""otg.., 
24 ca,d, 512 with 1 ""otgun 
30-36 card! S15 with 1 ""otglll 
42-48 card! $16 with 1Ihotglll 
SUPER BINGO 
Sund.y, June 5 
$35 ptg 24 eord. & 2 shotgun. 
$50 ptg 36 eord. & 2.hotguns 
"CHILDRENS BIRTHDAYPARTIES"I12hr. 
show w/1ive doves, rabb its, free magic tricks. 
Call Vandini, The Chlldrens Magician, 854-
1743. 
ADOPTION IS A GIFT OF LOVE- Warm New 
England couple seeks white newborn. Let us 
help you by providing secure home with slay 
at home Mom. Call Sandy and Kent at t -800-
675-5457. 
floridalOisney weekly rental. Sleeps4-8, beau· 
tifully furn ished, kitchen, living room, pool, 
brochures a.ailabe. 453-6190. 
fREE CLASSlfIEDSI?1 That's right... Every 
purchase of three weeks of The Sure Sell 
Classifieds gets you the fourth week fREEI 
Call 775-1234 for more details. 
GUEST HOUSE on old estate overlooking 
frenchman's Bay. Sleeps 6. Close to Acadia 
Park. $600lwk. (207)-422-3735. 
rideshare 
I'LL PAY GAS & TOLLS Portland to Gray week-
days. Call 761-0460. 
pass this paper on 









1,..2 High SI. SuHe 315 Portland 
help wanted 
$l,OOOiWEEKLY stu"lng env.lopes at home. 
For fREE details, send SASE: P.O. Box 2469-
KL, Aston, PA 19014. 
AIRLINES HIRING- $300-$1 ,000 weekly! 
Ticket Agents, Flight Attendants, Customer 
Service, Baggage Handlers. Many olher posi-
tions. Local or relocation. For application & 
information , 1-800-647-7420, ext A915. 
AmNTION COLLEGE STUDENTS- $9.25 to 
start. National firm has 100summer positions 
In Portland. Ad.ancement potenllal, PIT or fl 
T, flexible hours, scholarshipflnternships, all 
malors may apply. Calltoday! (207)878-2422. 
CNC MACHINISTS needed for immediate Iong-
term openings In the Greater Portland area. 
Please call National Employment at 1-800-
367-5696. No feo. 
COMPANIONIPERSONAL CARE ASSISTANT-
Couple as live-in to elderly woman . 
Oamarisco"a area. Nonsmokers. references 
requ ired. 839-5466. 
fAMILY HELPER NEEDED every other week, 
3:30pm-6:30pm., 57!hr. car essential. Please 
call 828·1489. 
fAX IT! 775-1615, THE SURE SELL 
CLASSlfIEDS! 
HIRING NOW! House of lloyd/Christmas 
Around The Wortd. No Investment. great pay. 
Need phone & car. For more Information call 
Pat 1-282-0927, collect. 
HOME PARTY DEMONSTRATORS-Open oys-
ters w/real pearls Inside! Vantel Pearls Is look-
ing for demonstrators In your area. Income is 
fantasticl There is no investment! Kit & train-
ing provided. 1-800-275-3828. 
INTIMATE CONVERSATION LINES NOW HIR-





New position to start mid-July_ Responsibilities include 
recruiting, screening, training, evaluating and managing 
volunteers and volunteer programs and all related 
administration. Posilion requires B.A. or above or 
equivalent experience; writing and computer proficiency; 
excellent interpersonal skills; creativity; compassion and 
sensitivity to HIV; comfort working in diverse & gay-positive 
environments. Knowledge and experience with HIV preferred_ 
40 hours, some evenings and weekends. Salary in low $20's, 
great benefils_ Send cover letter and resume by June 15 to: 
The AIDS Project, Search Committee, 22 Monument Square, 
5th Floor, Portland, Me, 04101. NO CALLS PLEASE. 
& 
Maine Public Broadcasting 
MARKETINGfDEVELOPMENT 
PRODUCER 
Full-time position based in Lewiston for energetic, organized, 
creative, self-starter to produce on-air promotional/marketing 
spots for statewide public television. Applicants must have 
two years broadcast television production experience which 
includes directing and editing. Bachelor's degree in 
broadcasting preferred_ Must have ability to work under 
pressure, flexible work schedule, and working a collaborative 
environment 
Send cover leller and reswtle 10: 
Human Resources Department 
MarketlnglDevelopment Producer Search 
Maine Public Broadcasting 
65 Texas Avenue, Bangor, Maine 04401 
Applications will be accepted until position is filled. Review 
of applications to bcgin Junc 15 , 1994. Women and 
minorities are encouraged to apply. 
An Equal OpporiunitylAffinnative Action employer. 
OPEN HOUSE REPRESENTATIVE'S WANTED. 
formoredeta ils call l-207-879·9839.6-7pm. 
Also booking part ies. 
POSTALJOBS- Start $11 .41Ihr. foruam and 
application inlormation, call (219)-769-8301, 
ext ME 519, gam - 9pm , Sunday - friday, 
U.S. POSTAL & GOVERNMENT JOBS, 523/hr. 
plus benefits. Now hiring . 1-800-224-0659. 
business opps 
WORKATHOME-Fortune500companynoeds 
help. $500-$900. per week .. sy! PTIFT, will 





NEED HELP tN YOUR HOME? Hard-working 
housekeeper, reliable. many good current ref-
erences. 787-3933 Lau rie. 
TWO fEMALE OWNERIOPERATORS of Naples, 
Florida, guesthouse seek summer positIOns. 
LPN and teacher. Experienced: companion, 
ch ildeare, house keeper/cook, Cd retaker, driver, 
health conscious and reliabl •. Reply: Cape 
House, P.O.Box 10292. Naples, f133941 
child care 
BRING YOUR CHILO to a happy home seUlng 
to spend their days. Central Scarborough lo-
cation, excellent relerences. 883-5043/883-
2302. 
NEW SO. PORTLANDDAYCARE- Toddler/pre-
schoollkindergarten programs offered. Meals. 
snacks, fun & learning. Call 799-7696. 
WILL BABYSITfor20-30hrs. No crowds, rea-
sonable rates. Fun, learning, llama environ-
ment. Very experienced Mom wi preschool 
background. 772-9539. 
roommates 
AVAILABLE NOW- USM area, f/p roferred, WI 
0, parking, night owls O.K. MUST HAVE A 
JOB! $300lmo. includes al l, 773-7701. 
BACK BAY AREA- Looking to share house wi 
M-F, N/S. Nice house w/decks, washer/dryer. 
$285!mo .•. 874-1090. 
BIG ANTIQUE CAPE to share, walk to Willard 
Beach, DiW, WID, storage, nicely fumished. 
great neighborhood. $2501mo.+ 1I4heat. 799-
2654. 
BOLTON ST.- Mature NIS to share quiet 2BR 
apt. WID. Nlpets. $75/Wk. heated, security. 
775-5745. 
COMMUNITY? Social activist Christian house-
hold (Quaker-Mennonite) has neighboring 
space available. Large studio room, $JOO/mo. 
Separate entrance. private bath, own small 
cooking space, soyou can be separate or part 
of larger group. 774-7058. 
DEERING CENTER- 4BDR's to share wlNlS, 
progress ive, single Mom, seeking same or 2 
qUiet, mature adu lts. WID, cat. 5350/mo .•. 
761-4054. 
FINO A ROOMMATE IN THE SURE SELL 
CLASSlfIEDS- Call 775·1234 now and place 
your 15-word ad lor as liUle as $6.75/Week. 
HELP- ROOMMATE LEAVING! Need MIF to 
share sunny. spacious Easlem Prom area. 
5237/mo . • 112 util ities. Call Sarah at: 879-
0302. 
HIGH ST. S.PORTLAND- 2BDR., M1f, N/S, 
23., WID, dishwasher, gas heat. $265.+utils. 
Dan, 799-4674. 
LOOKING FOR MATURE t.4If to share lallle 
apartment in Portland's Eastern Prom. Deck. 
washer/dryer, oil, N/pets. $t 92/mo . • f13 utili-
ties, 828-1398. 
MARTIN'S POINT AREA- Seeking GM, N/S, to 
sharo 2BR house, garden, parking, beach. 
871·9940. 
NEW GLOUCESTER- Pmate suite, I 860 cape, 
serene setting. shared gardens. fields. woods. 
$300lmo.926-3217. 
PAYSON PARK AREA- 2 roommates to share 
large house. Lotsof room.$3501mo.everything 
included. 772·6741. 
PORTLAND- female N/S to share furnished 
3BDR., 2-bath, WID, dishwasher, sundeck, 
harbor view. $2651mo .• 113 utilit ies. N/pets. 
828-0468. 
roommates 
RICHMOND- 2 professional lesbians looking 
for anotller to sharo spacious antique cape. 
Easy access to 95. Lots of garden space. Pets 
negotiable. Sense of humora must. $275!mo. 
.113 utils. 737-8153. 
SACO- Drug-free non-drink .. s to share cozy 
house with sober, working musician 14 yrs. 
ANNA. $300/mo .• sec. includesalt. 283-1241 . 
SCARBOROUGH- Roommate wanted to share 
4BR house with 3 males, $2061mo. Parking, 
deck. 883-6637. 
SHARE COUNTRY HOME- 30 minutes from 
Portland, with GM. Quiet. peaceful area. 51701 
mo. inclusive. 353-2392. 
STATE STREET- MIF, chemical free. Intown, 
par~ng, storage, sl<ylights, harbor ~ew. $300/ 
mo. Includes heaVHW. 774-33t4. 
USM LAW SCHOOL AREA- Spacious apart-
ment, quiet neighborhood, N1S, $312.501 
mo .112 utils. Security deposit. Available 611. 
774-1183. 
WEST END- MIf share large 2BDR. condo. 
Walk to MMClUSM. Available now. $3251 
mo. includes everything. 871-7036. 
WOODFORD AREA- Large, beautiful Victo-
rian, 2BDR.apt. Parking , hardwood 1I00r.;, 
porth, WID, f, N/S. $350/mo.includos H/HW. 
828-1495. 
YOU LIKE? Quiet. country, lakes, sun deck, 
horses? Nice clean furn ished room wilh one 
o1her Male. Real nice house 35min. from 
Portland. Don't miss outl 693-6776. 
apts/rent 
56 MELLEN STREET-l BDR., hardwoodlloors, 
Ide bath, sunny, new kitchen, privata back-
yard. 54251mo. Heat & hot water includ.d. 
773-8422. 
EAST END- 1 BDR. apartment. VieW, newly 
decorated, ceiling fans, pumpkin pine 1100rs, 
study, parking, $5501mo, +utihtiesJsecunty. 
relerences. 775-9t 65. 
EFfiCIENCY IN BRICK VICTORIAN- Secure, 
hardwood floors, sunny, heated, laundry, stor· 
age. 52851mo. Call 828-1426. 
FESSENDEN STREET· Modern, spacious 
3BDR., 0" street parking. $7501mo. Laundry 
on premises. Available 7ft. 799-1433. 
fOREST LAKE- 1 BDR., winterized, furnished 
co«ages. Beach, dock, 20mins. 10 Portland. 
Weekly, seasonal, yearly. 774-4255. 
MUNJOY HILL- Sunny, heated, 2BDR. Off-
st",et parking. $5501mo .• $550 security de-
posit. Would like malure couple. Avail. 611. 
773-2352. 
SOUTH PORTLAND, Harrtet St.- Sunny lBR. 
3rd Iloorapt. near Coast Guard Station. 54001 
mo. +utils. (electriC heal). Phillips Manage-
ment. 772-5345. 
TO RENT YOUR APARTMENT fAST, and to the 
highest caliber tenants, call 775-1234, THE 
SURE SELL CLASSlflEDS, and reach over 
100.000 people throughout Greater Portland! 
1r 775·1234 FAX: 775·1615 VISA/MC ACCEPTED 
categories 
o bulletin board 
o 10111 & found (free) 
o rides hare (free) 
o help wanted 
o buslne .. opportunHles 
o poaHions wanted 






o art lI1udloa/rent 
o 1I10rage/rent 
o busin ... r.ntal 
o rentlls wanted 
oreal ell1l1e 
o land for sale 
o mobile homes 
o auctions 
o body & soul 
o inll1ructlon 
o business servicel 
check one 
o profe .. ional a.rvicee 
o financial 
o lIuff for nle 
o garage,lyard sal .. 
o antiques 
o give 1fWJl!j (lree) 
OWlnted 
o arte & crafts 
o holidJl!j gin. 
o theatre arta 






o summer clmp. 
o bed & br .. kfasl8 
o publicationa 
Oanlmall 
o lagal notic .. 
o dlling services 
get it to us 
By Phone: 775-1234; or for long distance 
1-800-286-6601 (visa/mc) 
By FAX: 775-1615 
By Mail: The Sure Sell 
P,O, Box 1238 
Portland, ME 04104 
By Hand: 561 Congress St. , Portland 
deadline 
Monday, 3PM, pre-paid 
your ad: 
5 Place my ad in the hands of over 120,000 readers of Casco Bay Weekly, Maine Times, and Penny$aver! 
Call nS-1234 to inquire about other zones and rates. 
fine print 
ClaSSified ads must be paid for in advance with cash, 
personal check, money order, Visa or Mastercard . Lost & 
Found items listed free. Classified ads are n()O--refundable 
CBW shall not be liable for any typographical errors, 
omiSSionS, or changes In the ad which do not affect the value 
or content or substantially change the meaning of the ad . 
Credit will be issued when VIable error has been determined 
within one week of publication. 
CBW 
Phone#: ________________________ __ 
Name: __________________________ _ 
Address: __________________________ _ 
o visa 0 me exp, date 
# 
FIRST 15 WORDS: 
Check One 
o Casco Bay Weekly-$9/Wk. 
Additional words @ 25e wdlwk: $ 
O The Sure Sel!-Casco Bay Weekly, Maine 
Times, and Penrty$aver-$l6/wk. 
Additional words @ 50¢ wdlwk: S 
o Buy 3 weeks, 
get the 4th week 
t5 
25 
FREE: $, ___ __ 
o Wheels Deal 
$25/ run 'il it sells: S __________ _ 
(15 words; vehicles only! 
(call lor details 
rooms/rent 
WESTENDTOWNHOUSE-Clean,comfortable, 
qui.t. Professional home. $3101mo., security, 
references. Call 775-5022 or 326-8810. 
seasonal rental 
8ELGRADE LAKE REGION- Cozy, 2BDR., wa-
tortront coUage. Pertect g.l-away. Groal for 
swimming, canoeing, horseshoes, bass fish-
ing, ",st, relaxallon. $3OO1wk. (207)-775· 7549. 
CUNDY'SHARBOR,BRUNSWICK-area,3BDR. 
couage on water, private. S300/wk. +security. 
Reserve before June 151. for discount. 
(207)688-4737. 
DAMARISCOTTA RIVER Saltwater Cape· 3BR, 
2 balhs, sundec~ tidal cove with kayak and 
canoe available for island adventures. 54751 
wit (207)644-8817. 
GEORGETOWN- Shorefront cOUage, pmate 
beach, 2BR, sleeps 6,lully-equipped, no moor-
ing. 5400/Weekly. A.ailable June/JulylSep-
tember. Call 442-8519. 
Moose watching, family vacations In Maine 
mountains. lakefront log cabins or wilder-
ness campsites. Remote outdoor lover's para-
dise. Cabins: $275-$3751weelt Color brochure, 
The Last Resort, Box 777MT, Jackman, Maine 
04945, (207) 668-5091/1-800-441-5091. 
(Zone VIt) 
PEAKS ISLAND- Steal away to fully equipped 
CO'lJ victorian cottage. Sunset water views. 
Experience the romance of Caso Bay. Short 
walk to sandy beach, lerry, village. 5425/Wk. 
(207)766-2385. 
RUSTIC CABIN overtooking beautiful private 
beach on Casco Bay's Long Island. 54OO1wk. 
Call Beth 879-6072. 
SEBAGO LAKE- 2BDR. conage. $300/wk. 
Sleeps 6. Please call Wanda, (207)854-3966. 
SO. HARPSWELL- Spacious, 2BDR., older 
home, ocean views, porches. piano. swim· 
ming, b .. ch. June, July, August, $5001wk. 
(207)-833'6193. 
VINALHAVEN ISLAND- Remodeled , old 
fisherman's co«age. B .. utiful view 01 bay. 
Fully equipped ki1chen. Bathroom w/washer/ 
dryer/shower. Can sleep up to six. 54OO1wk. 
(3t2)-477-3287. 
onices/rent 
OfflCEISTUDIO SPACE AVAILABLE- Share 
space in attractIVe. profeSSIonal environment. 
9Osq.ft.-t 55sq.ft ., $97-$192/mo .• utils. Con-
ference room, fax, kitcnen, elevator, parking 
avallabl • . call Donna, 774-4977. 145 Newbury 





FALMOUTH FORESIDE- Studio use only. 2 
sunny rooms wlwaler view available for artist 
in home. $200/mo. 7BI-4931. 
pass this paper on 
to a friend 
real estate 
$66,5001 HUGE FEDERAL HOME. Historic 
details intact. Needs major restoration. Roger, 
Century-21 first Choice, 854-8491 . 
BIRCH POINT, West Bath- Y .. r-round, deep 
watertront home for sale. 2BR, 1.5 bath, eat-
in kitchen, laundry room, woodstove, new 
appliances, large wrap-around deck, heavy-
duty dock and Iloat, excellent views and sun-
sets. 5160,000. 443-4478. 
Professional Office 
Building Offering: 
• Excellent Downtown Location 
• Some Rentals as low as 
$1201 mo. heated 
• Some Suites wi Ocean Views 





EXECUTIVE RELOCATING SEEKS RENTAL-
Cape Elizabeth area, furnished, 2-3BDR. Ref-
erences, no pets. Paul H. 775-4800. 
NIS PROfESSIONAL seeks 2I3BDR. home In 
greater Portland afaa to rent or rent w/option. 
Prefer 112 acre or greater. 799-7396. 
CUSHING ISLAND, CASCO BAY- Three bed-
room coUage, 1 112 baths, on white sand 
beach. View 01 harbor, Portland. Common 
tennis courts, docks. Deep water mooring 
available. Nature preserve, No personal ve· 
hlcles. No blcycles.ldeal forchildren. Total 1.8 
acres, 212 frontage (155' beach). Pmate 
Island. Asking $ t 90,000. Call (207)'833-6891. 
FLORIDA NEAR DISNEY- Smart BUY, Inc. In-
vestment homes, income properties, com-
mercial, lakefront, golftront. Realtor 1-800-
637-6887. 
I ~The Best of ~~~!, ~I~~~!~ I 
real estate 
FORECLOSED AND REPOSSESSED Homes 
and properties! HUD, RTC, IRS, DEA, and 
other govemmentagencies. listings for your 
area. Call toll free! 1(800)436-6867, ext. R-
t553. 
fREEPORT- 3-4BDR. cape on Sequoia Drive. 
Three miles to conveniences, nice acre lot, 
deck. $103,000 firm. 865-4411 for appt. 
KENNEBUNK- Keepallyoureggs in one basket 
where you can watch them closely. Multi-use 
property in downtown Kennebunk recently 
zoned commercia1. 10 room colonial provides 
large living quarters above space for office or 
business. Additional building wnour apart-
ments yields suff icient income to support 
entire property. Offered for $169,800! Contact 
owner (207)-985-7669. After June to, (902)-
245-4883. 
OWNERS, BROKERS! Advertise your house 
before MORE qualified buyers for LESS! Call 
775-f234 to inquire about The Sure Sell 
Classil ied's a"ordable Photo R .. I Estate sec-
tion. 
PORTLAND, CHEVERUS AREA- Charming, 
sunny bungalow. Large lot, quiet street. 2BR, 
1 bath, sunroom, hardwood floors, expand· 
able aUic. New appliances and gas. $99,900. 
Call owner- (207) 729-1251. 
S.PARSONSfIELD- 45min. west of Portland, 
4BDR. +, colonial, fireplace. garage, 5.08acres. 
598,000. 793-4111 . 
TOPSHAM-Charming, passi .. , solar Cape wi 
indoorgarden,ln middle of 4.6acres.lncludes 
24'><32 ' building for shop, studio, guest cot-
tage. Asking $115,000. Realtors welcome at 
2%. (207)-729-5205. 
WANTED, NATURAL SPRING; interested in 
purchasing property, 30. acres wlnatural 
spring. (preferably d .. eloped) wlSO. gallons 
per minute capacity throughout year. Call 
(201 )804-6098. 
WIN A HISTORIC HOME fOR 51 OO! forinfor-
mati on call century 21 First Choice Realty, 
(207)-854-8491 . 
condos lor sale 
$39,900! OLD PORT CONDOwnoft bedroom, 
condos lor sale 
WEST END· Spacious 2BR condo with gas 
heat, attached tosunroomand parleing. Owner 
financing at $62,500. Kathy Phill ips, Bay Re-
alty. 775-3838. 
WEST END- Spacious, sunny, 2 bedroom 
condo w/eaHn kitchen. bay windows, gas 
heat, parking. $63,900. Rita Yarnold, Bay Re-
alty. 775-3838. 
mobile homes 
OON'T PAY $60,000 for a 64X28 home when 
we have one at 539,000 with fireplace, Island 
~tchen, DiW, 6' walls, paddle fan, 3BR, dining 
room and huge living room . We have park 
space, we take anything in trade. and we can 
oven finance land and water and sewer Instal-
lation too. Daily 9·8, Sunday 1 0·5. LUVHomes, 
1 mile from lunrnpike, 1049 Washington St., 
Rt. 202, Auburn, ME. 
REDUCED! $9,950. Owner wants offers. 
14'x70', 2 large BDR's. Laura Byther, ERA 
HomeSellers. 774-5766/pager 759-4231 . 
WAR AGAINST LANDLORDS- Stop paying 
rent! You can own today, for less than rent. We 
have parle space, we take any1hing in trade, 
and we can even finance land and water and 
sewer installation too. A brand new 3BR Is 
only 517,995. Less than what most cars would 
cost. (603)826-5118. Daily 9-8, Sunday 11-5. 
LUVHomes, 1 milefromturnpika, 1049Wash-
ington St., Rt. 202, Auburn, ME. 
body" soul 
"WHATS GOING ON?" A Tarot reading can 
illustrale, illuminate, and va lidale your situa-
tion. Jeanne f iorini, 799-8648. 
A SENSUAL, relaxing oil massage using 
candles, soothing music, my hands. Counsel-
ing available. Ashley, 761-1924. 
ANITA LANDINO, CHT. Hypnotherapy. Heal 
abuse, relationship 1ssues. Empower your-
self. Unl .. sh creativity,joy, confldencel (207)-
780-083t. 
exposed br~kwalls, high ceilings. Very unique ."nstruction 
and cheaper than rent! Rita Yarnold, Bay Re-
Jlme 2, 1994 31 
body" soul 
CARD READINGS, Astrologlcallnterpretatlons 
& crystal gazing by Mystic Revelations. Pri-
vate appointment or parties. Call 797-2621. 
DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE- Karen Austen, 
M.A., L.M.T., Licensed Massag. Therapist. 
Alleviale chronic backaches, headaches, neck 
and shoulder sti"ness, sciatica, stress, Im-
prove flexibility, muscle tone, clrtulatlon, ath-
letic pertormance. By appointment, 865-0672. 
OR. ZHAO MEI- The Chinese Healing Arts 
Center. Qi Gong Classes. call for Information, 
775-1142. 
HORIZON STUDIO-OngOing sessions in Con-
temporary Egyptian Dance. Call for Inlorma-
tion.878-9414. 
KNEAD YOUR KNOTS! Therapeutic Massage 
for relaxation. Gift certificates, sliding scale 
available. Peggy Muyco, 757-8015. 
MASSAGE WORKS! Enjoy a soothing mas-
sage or Shiatsu. Lisa Bouchard, 286-84f6. 
AOBTA, SacolPortland o"ices. 
NEUROMUSCULAR THERAPY rell.veschronic 
muscle pain. Swedish massage: Physiologi-
cally healtlly, deep relaxation. Ilona SII"rman, 
CMT,871-1300. 
ON GOING WOMENS THERAPY GROUP-wel-
coming new members. Take charge of your 
life with the support, caring and aSsistance of 
other women. Tuesdays 6:30-8:00pm. Insur-
ance reimbursable. Debra Boxer. 883-3922. 
PSYCHIC PREDICTIONS by OORA- Unravel 
the secret mystery of psychic phenomenon. 
35 years experience. 874-1942. 
SHIATSU & THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE. Keith 
Hintz by appointment. 761-8294. Old Port . 
First time client discount! 
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE- Heanh promoting, 
combat holiday stress and chronic pain. Gift 
certificates available. Marti Lay, 892-5375, 
828-0818. 
TRANSSEXUAL & GENDER DYSPHORIC SUP-
PORT GROUPS. Bi-monthly meet ings, $351 
session. limit S/group. Call for interview, 871-
0950. 
lty.775-383B. _____________________ _ 
CASCO BAY VIEWS from this excellent Victo-
rian East End With all the expected features. 
Asking $94,900. Rita Yarnold. Bay Realty. 
775-3838. 
'DARKROOM & PORTRAIT STUDIO RENT-
ALS ·BaSIC Photo Classes ·Private Lessons 
'Live figure Models. Call 879·2560. 
ADULTS READ BEmR - Adult Learning Op· 
POrtunttIOS. free/Confidential. Call 1-800·322-
5455. 
Try tIle Sure Sell: 
Long Island, Maine 
Olarm.ing Antique: 8 rooms 
2 kitchens, 3 twin bedrooms. 
wood, oil and electric heal 
DEERING OAKS- Huge 2BR condo lor only 
532,000 with HIHW Included in monthly fee. 





NEXT COURSE JUNE 7 
CALL 878-9414 FDR INFO 775-1234 
Excellent condition. Two private 
beaches, three minute walk. 
$89,000 
SUBURBAN 2 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE 
CONDO in private location. Great conditIOn. 




• Garden DesJcn 
• Plantln, 
• Maintenance 










• Experienced &. dependable 
• Local &. long distance 
• Small &. large loads 
• Excellent references 
• Bes! rates 
CAU 774-2159 ANYTIME 
NASTY~~_J 
COM P U lSI V E let E " N I ~j (i 
aod OIhel ~te ~ HMeI'S 
... and other life support services 
If you've ever cleaned up for 
the cleaning people ... or worse, 
cleaned up after them ... 





BUSINESS SERVICES DIRECTORY • 
:.;.: 
NEED HELP WITH 
HDUSEKEEPING? ~ 
A G ... Jt~ Gllrllted ~ 
B ... d I WiJJ Tlml 
Weekly 0 Biweekly 0 References 
642-5045: Pally 
J & J BUILDERS 
New Building, Remodeling 
& Landscapi ng 
Joe Cyr 799-5214 
Mark Greer 729-9880 
Free Estimates' References 
,----------ll'l~ 
Bill leClAIR tr~ 
Home Repair Service pf'O;\,l;1 
Repair or Rep/ace . ,;! !. 
· Leaks . Gutters 11\ 
· Roofs . Chimneys v'~\ 
· Ceilings ' Gen. Carpentry /P
W
" 
References 775·2511 ~ II 
Free Estimales .. 
Creative Carpentry 




• Timber Framing 
761-2488 
.• *****;..: •• *~**.*.** ... 
REMODELING SPECIALIST 
.~. 
iBAXTER'S~~~1 : . ~ . 
itt: WEPAYCASni From The Roof To The Porch & In Between 
• Kichens • Additions • Windows 
• Vinyl Siding - General Construction 




.; t ' " for mililary Clothing ~ 
. :.. '" and Surplus l' .1 . It:~( 1400 Washington AV8.: 
.. .::.; Portland 797-2621 .. 
* ...... ~**.**-~*****.* .... 
Speciolizing in HiFi Stereo & P.A. Installation., 
Custom Speoker Design & Consultations 




Bornstein & Hovermale 
Attorneys At Law 
165 Commercial Street Portland 772-4624 
Toll Free Outside 1-800-772-4624 
I 
871-7133 
CASCO BAY LAWN CARE 
Commercial & Residential 
• Crass cutting 
"Spring yard cleaning 
oMulching .Sweeping 
'Shrub pruning 
642-5598 or 883-7923 
Free Estimates. Fully Insured 
K Professional Grounds Maintenance 
C Reside:nti:al & Commercial 
Complete Lawn .Maintenance 
Packages starting at S299 per year 
Ken 929-863 1 Chris 929-4126 
Free Estimates Est. 1988 
People's Painting 
Interior • Exterior 
25 Years Experience 
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instruction 
e SAVE - A - HEART 
"J!_ ~ 'P."if 
Adult, Infant and/or 
Child CPR in )'OUT home 
·CPR/Choking Management 
• American Heart Assoc. 
Certificate 
• FleXIble Schedule 
• First Aid Training 
• Competitive Fees 
773~9305 
GOLF LESSONS· Fwe Hourlesson, wilh go~ 
professlon.I.$49. WestertyWinds, 854·9463. 
professional servo 
Charles B Melcher 
Portrai1.8 , W~ddin«8 & Evenl5 
Portland. Maine 
207775.6301 
call fo,. portfolW r~ 
'l1!ANSSEXUAl Et GENDER DYSI'I-lORIC 
SUPPORT GROUPS 
Explonng one's rOle. gender, sexualitY. 
spirituality & life purpose 
Bimontflly meetings. 5-6 30pm 
$35 per session Umlt 6 per group 
CALL FOR INTERVIEW - 871-0950 
GRAPHIC DESIGN/ILLUSTRATION· Present a 
professional Image .... business stationary, 
brochures, newsleners, catalogs, menus, etc. 
Afford.ble rales. Slerllng Siudios, 721·3095. 
MUSIC FOR WEDDINGS , RECEPTIONS· 
Michael Katz, Classic.1Il Guitarist, Instructor 
USM, Call for private audil ion, 773·1133. 
RICHARD LEWIS, MSEd., LPC, NCC, • Indi-
vidual , Group, Couple & Family Counseling. 
Call lor Group offerings, 780-8301 . 
RICK LYNCH, M.A. Openings In Men's Group. 
Tuesdays, 5-7p.m. Portland , 874-0681 
business services give away 
DRIVEWAY SEALING· Cl1Cks filled, small holes 
repaired. Free estimates, reasonable rates. 
871-5891, leave message. 
EXCAVATING. LANDSCAPING, sepllcsyslems, 
dirveways, paving, 101 cleaminG. demolition, 
etc. Quailly work, reasonabl. rales T Z L m 
772-5667. 
EXPERIENCED MOVER- SmalllUrge loads. 
Locally, long dislance Garages, basomenls, 
attlcsclean.d. Excel~nl ref"encos. Low rates. 
774-2159. 
FAX YOUR AD TODAYI 775-1615. V,salMC 
accopted. 
GENERAL LAWN CARE· Lawn mowing, rak· 
ing, tnmmlnglrees & brush, Reasonable .. los. 
883·4985 or 657-2148. 
GRAFFIK JAM- Logos, labels & posters by 
professional comic book letterer. Cheap rates. 
Eric 774-9566. 
GROUND WORK· Garden deSign, planting, 
mamtenance. improve your soil at an afford· 
able rate. Contact Hannah Edmunds, 874-
2365. 
J & J BUILDERS. New building and remodel-
Ing. Free estimates, references. CaU Joe 799-
5214 or Mark 727-9880. 
JOHN CZAJKOWSKI &ASSOCIATES, Carpen-
ters. Fine carpentry, restorations, 
cabinetmaking. renovations. Reasonable rates, 
references, insured. 773·7613. 
KC PROFESSIONAL GROUNDS MAINTE· 
NANCE ·Complete Lawn Malnlenance Pack· 
ages starting al 5299/1ear ·Landscaplng Ser· 
vices "fertilization Programs ·Handyman 
Services. 929-8631/929-4126 . . 
KING WINDOW WASHER· Residential and 
commercial cleanmg also available. Free Bstj· 
mates. 839·4226. 
MIKE'Z TREE & LANDSCAPING SERVICES-
Repair damaged trees! Pruning, removal of 
dangerous limbs. tops, trees, leedlng , 
stumpgnndlng OeslgnJinstallatlon 01 gardens, 
lawns, and fences. Certified Abonstlland· 
scaper, Insured. 883-87461799·0689. 
NEED ELECTRICAL WORK DONE? Besl deals 
on service ellanges, "Fuses to Breakers", 100 
AMP, $375-$425. COiling fans- you buy, I 
assemble and hang, Anything electrical, no 
job too big or small , Quailly work .1 very 
reasonable rates Free estimates MasterElec· 
fritlan, insured, GenYs Electnc, 773·5897. 
PEOPLE'S PAINTING- Inlerlor, exlenor. 25 
years experience, Insured, Free extlmates, 774· 
7254. 
SEWING & ALTERATIONS at WINWOOD'S 
Conv'nlenl So. Portland localion 0" RI.I . 
Hours M/TIW 8-6, Sat 2-6, evenings by ap-
polnlment Call Wlnnona .1774-4041 
TG LAWN & YARD CARE· Spring yard cl.an· 
Ing and mowing S8Mces, Free estimates. CaU 
761-0872. 
FEMALE CAT, Byrs .. in perlect heanh. n.u· 
tored. Must lind good homo, w/accoss to 
outdoors. 854-1881. 
wanted 
DESK MODELS OF SATELLITES, SPACE 
CRAFT, ROCKETS & LAUNCHVEHICLES.Also 
space memorabilia, Call 1·800-897-9195 
Unen tablecloths and napkins, old and Imper· 
fect. Call Debb, 871-1641. 
WANTED· Siudeni looking for affordable, good 
running, sl ickered vehicle Call DaVid, 772-
0138. 
arts .. crans 
CRAmRS WANTED- 71h annual craft fair 10 
bene',t Naples Business AsSOCiation scholar· 
ship lund July 2-4. 693·6365. 
theatre arts 
Auditions lor THE LADY fROM DUBLIN (A 
Portrait 01 Calherine McAuley) to be hold atlhe 
McAuley Performing Arts Center,631 Stevens 
Ave., Portland, onJune 7 & 8at 7:00pm. Show 
dates are July 15-17. Call Bob Dem"sat 797-
4652 for more information 
music 
PIANO SERVICE· ProlesSional. roglstered lech· 
nictan- Joseph's Plano Service Joseph Bacica, 
RPT, PTG Member. Call 883-00101 1 (800)' 
924-9085, 
SPIN DOCTORS- New music! Tourdates! Call 
(718)518'3210. 
TIRED SPEAKERS? WAXE THEM UP! Repair, 
robulld. cuslom deSign; specializing In car 
slereo. Call Rob, Lenkspeak. 871 -7133. 
wheels 
-SPRING- FOR TWO 1976 TR·7 TRIUMPHS. 
To drive or parts Sl ,9001B 0 for pair. Bruce 
775·6189. 
"RUN YOUR WHEELS 'TIL THEY SELU " 
For 525 The Sure Sell Will advertise your car 
until yousell n, Call 775·123410 plleeyourad. 
VisaIMaslerCard accepted. 
AUDI 100, 1989- All power, new Ilres, well 
malnlalned Book: 510,000, asking S7,500/ 
B.0. 563-8167. 
AUDISOOOS, 1988- Red. immaculate Inside! 
out, no aCCIdenlslrust. AulomallC, depend· 
able. 130K,$4,000/8 0774·05761791 ·4446. 
business services items for sale 
BMW 320i, 1980- Runs good, needs work on 
frame. 51 ,50018.0.871 -0504. 
BUICKSKYHAWK 1989- 1 owner car, excep-
tional cond ition Recent overhaul and tune-
pu. 4·door, stereo, AC. tapedeck. Garaged 
Since new. 64K. $3.900. 781 -3518. 
·FOR SERVICE PROfESSIONALS you can trusl 
to do quality work, don'llorget to look in the 
BUSINESS SERVICES DIRECTORY .very 
week! 
'HANDYMAN MIKE· Carpenlry. painting. ex-
terior/intenor, large or small. Insured Call 
797-4428. 
A·I SPECIALIZING IN LEAKS· Repair/replace. 
Roof , chlmneY,ceilings, walls, guner Carpen· 
try/paint. 28 years experience. Relerences. 
775-2511. 
AITENTION. LAWN MOWING DONE by re-
sponSible, dependable adult, have mower, 
Grealer Portland area. Call 871-8082 
CASCO BAY LAWN CARE- Grasscuning, spring 
yard cleamng, mulching, sweeping , shrub 
pruning. 642·5598 or 883-7923. 
COME HOME TO A CLEAN HOUSE! Friendly, 
dependable, qualify service, Cali lodayl 871-
7150, Free estimates, 
CREATIVE CARPENTRY- Cuslom woodwork-
ing, additions, renowlions, kitchens, restora· 
lions, furOliure repair, Ilmberlrame. STEVEN 
SAUER, 761 ·2488. 
DC. PACKING & MOVING SERVICES. Free 
estimates,reasonable rates, excellent refer-
ences. Ask for Donald Carman al 871 ·0543 




'Yard Care *Landscaping 
W:883-8207 Fr • • 
B:759-5047 Conaultation 
P.T.'S MASONRY 
o8fick, lOCk, Stone I concrete 0 
-5Iate 100ft. 
• Fully Insured • Free Estimatcs 
IIMIOI 
RESUME & DATA ENTRY 
HELP IS NOW AVAIlABLE 
PROFESSIONALLY [A<)ER PRINTED 
RFASONABLE RATES 
coil 775-3688 
4 HANDMADEITABEL·MODELSw.dlsh Inkl. 
looms, $35 each or SI2510r 4 Call 775·1995. 
BLACK & DECKER buffer/polisher, profes-
sional qualify , 575, Craftsman shop vacuum, 
3.25HP, 16 gallon, S75. 774-0072. exl2316, 
or 761-1868. 
CHILD CRAFT Maple sleigh cnb and changing 
table wllh manress 5 years old. 52501B,0. 
879·7629. 
DESK: METAL. TWOrrONE BROWN. Middle 
two nght drawers. 48'w x30'd x28 112'h, plus 
execul lve chair, 550. 883·5746. 
FUTON FOR SALE, ash lram., double bed Size, 
conon manress, 5150/B O. Call 772·1281 , 
leave message, 
INSTANT PRIVACY- Or as ornamentallrees. 
Hemlock, Pine, Spruce. 2'-12 delivered Irom 
planlatlon to you. SAVESS$! InSlallation ava il· 
able Call 883-3904. Also: Bark mulch deliv-
ered 
MEDICAL EQUIPMENT- Eleclric and manual 
wheelchairs, . Iectnc hospital bed, trapeze, 
vanous supplies Call 774-0640. 
MUST SEE! SI.eper sola, now 5250. Scandi· 
naYlan teak 3 PIOCO wall unn, now S500 Teak 
dining table & cha ir set, now 5250. Call Mike, 
883-3359. 
PEUGOTTRIATHALON 14-speedlouring bike 
Excellenl condition. 5100; L.L.Bean bike rack, 
520. 883·0768. 
PING-PONG TABLE- Must sell Two monlhs 
old, excellent cond ition. Comes with lour 
paddles. 5150, Ilrm. Call 773·3017. leav. 
message, 
ROSS MOUNTAIN BIKE· Never used, still in 
box, light, overs ized aluminum frame , 
Shimano compon.nlry. Usl 51.000 asking 
S700. 799·3510, 
VEGETARIAN GUITARS lor financially chal-
lenged carnivores. Moose Counfy Music, 574 
Congress St., Portland. (207)761 -8084. 
yard sales 
CADILLAC EL DORADO, 1972- 2·dr., HIT, 
Vinyl roof, AlC, leather Interior, 28K original 
miles, new paint. Has to be seen to be appre· 
Claled. Asking S8.000. Will consider lrade lor 
older PIU. 647·5704. 
CASE HYDRO TRACTOR· Modol222 mower 
w/plough. Asking 51.200 or best off". call 
883-3134, 
CHEVROLET CAPRICE CLASSIC 1986- Cos-
melic work needed bul will provide depend-
able transportat ion, One owner, New Ilres & 
safety Inspection sticker unlll 4195 Asking 
$1 ,200. 799·2055. 
CHEVY I·TON VAN 1985· Good condil ion 
SI ,500 Ilrm. 865-3216. 
CHEVY 112 TON PICK·UP, 1983· 4x4. Fisher 
plow. 43K mil es, cap, AmlFm. 550001B.0. 
839-6675, 
CHEVY CAMARO 1987· V-6, .uto, T-tops, 
AMlfM cassene. 87K, rally wheel,. ext, condo 
$3,0001B.0, 883-8932 
CHEVY CAVALIER, 1987- 2-door, auto., Ami 
Fm, onglnal owner, clean, great student car. 
52,8001B.0.767-6182. 
CHEVY CHEVELLE SS, 1957· 3961350, origi· 
nal red, black 100erior Rebuin, 63K. 513,0001 
8.0. 283·0874. 
CHEVY MONTE CARLO SS, 1983· Excellont 
conditIOn, white, all power, Garaged winters , 
305N8. $4,000. 839-3295. 
CUTLASS SUPREME 1981 · 32K on new mo-
lor, new t ires, n.w painl, ect. 51 ,25O/B.0 
774-0068, .fter 6:00 774·3037. 
CUTLASS SUPREME T-TOP 1984- New; 
stICker, exhausl. b .. kes, lune-up, 011 change, 
wheels. 52,600. Ilrm, 883-3453. 
DATSUN 310. 1982· 4-door. aulomallC, Ami 
Fmcassene,116K.Runsswell, cosmeticbody 
damage. S600. 775·3694. 
DODGE ARIES 1985- Runs like a charm, new 
tires and banery, greallor parts. Make me any 
offer. 774-5795. 
OODGE CARAVAN GRAND LE 1988· 80K, V·6, 
auto. air, stereo cassette, 1 owner, roof raCk, 
melallic blue. $6,7001B O. 767·3815 
DODGE CHARGER SE, 1977- 57K milos, Ami 
Fm stereo. rear defrost Needs work , $4001 




CALL FOR Q!JOTE 
761-7000 
AUTO, MOTORCYClE 
AJ.Y., R.Y. MOTORHOME 
MONTHLY PAYMENTS 
242 ST. JOHN ST .. #144 
PORTLAND 
progFP.oi/s·I<=1 [ZJ 
DODGE DAKOTA SPORT CLUB, 1993- Excel-
lenl condilion. V·6, 5·speed, Slereo, uphol-
stery. Low mileage. 513,500. 767-3221. 
DODGE PICK·UP 1952 -R.bullt molor, 1958 
Plymouth Fury Convertible-Great runners. 
Must sell. B.O. 883·8436 
DODGE STEALTH 1991- Black, loaded, 23K, 
slored WInters . Prestige alarm, mint condl· 
tion. S14,5OO/B.0. 882-7894. 
DON'T PAY MORE THAN S25 to soli your 
v.hiclel Tho Sure S.II ClasSillOds will keep 
yourcar, truck, bus, RV, or motareyle running 
unlil ll sellsforonly 525! Call 775-1234 or FAX 
n to 775-1615 V,SalMC accopled. 
FAX IT! 775-1615, THE SURE SELL 
CLASSIFIEDS! 
FORO BRONCO 111987· 4x4, 84K, dark blue, 
5-speed, AMlFM cassene. New exhausl. Very 
nice! $4,2951B.0. 774·6177. 
fORD ESCORT WAGON 1986- Blu., 4-dr., 
auto, NC, good condn,on. 595018.0. Call 883-
1004 
FORD PROBE 1993· Perlectconditlon. 5-spd., 
11 K miles, As ki ng 511,800. Call 934·0245, 
FORD RANGER XLT 1987· 5-speed, exlended 
cab , w/cap, bedllner. Well malnlained, one 
owner. $3,500. 874-9521. 
FORD TAURUS WAGON 1988- Fully loaded, 
good condition, very clean. $5900. Call Jim 
883-5801. 
GEO PIONEER 1992- Convertible. 45K, AM/ 
FM cassette, phone, airbag , full servu;;e his· 
lory. First SMOO 655·5332. 
HONDA PRELUDE S.I 1988· Red, standard. 
loaded, moonroof Must see, runs great. 
S6,2001B.0. 833·5373, even ings. 
HONDA PRELUDE, 1985-Auto., sunroof,mid-
nlghl blue. maintenance records, excellent 
condil ion. 110K. $3.19518.0. 775-2221 . 
JAGUAR XJ6, 1984· Pearl white, burgundy 
leal her Inlerior,AlI options. 57.500. 783-33361 
783-3729. 
JAGUAR XJ6, 1986- Black, Ian leal her, 46K. 
Al l factory opllons This car Is mint! 512,900. 
783-33361783·3729. 
LINCOLN TOWNCAR 1989- Loaded! New 
snows, excell ent con dillon, 81 K, 57,500. 637· 
2681 or Adnen 1-800-998-6968. 
MAZDA PROTEGE, 1992-Whlte, 5-speed.31 K. 
AlC. casseU., AmlFm, big Irunk! ServICe 
records, $8,500. 772·3047. 
MERCEDES 3000, 1978· "Beautnul-, many 
.xlras. Mechan~ 1 1y .xcell.nt. Book S5000, 
leaving area, asking S2,99518.0. 284-0375. 
MERCEDES BENZ280'SEL, t 971 -C~ssic long 
wheelbase sedan Rust·free Carohnacar, Mint 
onginal dark olive paint over Ian lealher, 
sunroof, A/C, power everything. 107K one-
owner miles . 57,500. 985-3001. 
MERCEDES BENZ 380, 1984- One owner, 
Sl iver, blue clolh Inlenor. Alilaclory options. 
512,500. 783-33361783-3729. 
MERCEDES BENZ 450-SLC, 1977- Whll,. tan 
lealher All oplions, one owner,512.900. 783· 
33361783-3729. 
MERCEDES BENZ 560 SEC, 1988- BlueIBlue 
leather, super clean southern car, Must sell, 
526,900/8,0. Wili conSidertrade, 1·633·5778. 
MERCURY SABLE 1988- Power everything, 
black w/gray leal her. 52,90018.0. Must be 
s .. nI854-5139. 
MGB 1974· New Inlenor, 61 K, Slored winlers, 
serviced every spring, runs great, sticker. 
$3,500. 828·0774. 
MITSUBISHI PASSENGER VAN. 1990- Fully' 
loadedl Under 40K. Excellent cond ilion Inside 
and out. 59,0001B.0 . 767·9855. 
MODEL A ROADSTER, 1930 • Sireel Rod, 
steel body, Chevy powered, 90'1. compleled. 
For more Inlormalion call 783-6978. 
MUSTANG CDNlVERTIBLE 1973· New lop, 
strong mOlor, solid car. $3.000 firm, 854· 
8396. 
NISSAN 200SX. 1984· 5-spd .. AlC. new ex· 
haust , no rusJ. runs great 52,000/8 O. 799· 
1173. 
OLDSMOBILE CUTLESS C IERA 1986· Loaded 
w/options, excellent condItion, $2,500/8,0, 
Call 773·1201 , keep lrylng 
Buick Century 'B4 - - -- - - $1,600 
Mitsubishi 
p/uTurboO.'83--- - --- $1,600 
Mitsublshi 
Cordia-L'86------ -- -- $1,500 
Cougar'B4 ----------- $1,500 
Sub.ru G.L '82-- ------- $750 
Lincoln Town Car '78 - - - - - $700 
Nissan Sentra '83- - - - - - - - $750 
Honda Accord '82 - - - - - - - $800 
Ford F 100 '77- - - - - - - - - .. $850 
Tempo '85 -- -- - ------- - $950 
Plymouth 
DiplomatWgn. '81----- .. $450 
Horizon '82 ---------- - - $350 
DENMS 
66 Warren Ave 
773-2961 - 878-0619 
'We Take Trade & Finance" 
OLDSMOBILE VISTA CRUISER WAGON 1977-
PIS , PIB, PIW. Impress your friends. Only 
$500. Call 767-4303. 
5MB 900 1983- 140K, new brakes, dark 
brown. hatchback 51,900. 892-7340 or767-
4394, leavo mossag •. 
SAAB 900 1987- 3·dr., red, 131K highway 
miles, standard, good cond~lon. 52,800. Call 
828-4972. 
5MB 900,1983- 1141<, good cond ition. New 
dutch, shocks, tires, brakes 52,5001B.0 Call 
772·7919, 
SATURN SL-l, 1992- 4-doorstandard, PIW, 
P/locks, crUise-control, cassette, 49K, $8,7001 
B.O 879·7019. 
SUBARU BRAT, GL. 1986- 4WD, sunrool, CB, 
maroon, only46,000 mllos. 52,9001B.0. Con-
tacl Jeff , 934-1290. 
SUBARU LEGACY SEDAN 1992· 4dr., blue, 
ABS,aJr,crulSe,poworwindows.28K.SII.400/ 
B O. 582-3816 
SUZUKI GS 550 1985 MOTORCYCLE- Engine, 
sprockel, chain, Irame & many parts. S195. 
Call 863-5708. 
TOYOTA CELICA 1989- 30K miles, NC, NT. 
Exceptional condition w/all optional equip-
ment $8,0001B.0. Call 766-5182. 
TOYOTA CELICA GT. 199t- Liftback, auto-
mal iC, loaded w/options. we ll maintained, 
512,00018.0. 873-2211 or 872-8289. 
TOYOTA SUPRA, 1984· 5-spd. , 6-cyl., A/C, 
sunroof, power everyth ing, 85K, very reliable. 
Neods clulch Asking $3,500. 773-3717. 
TOYOTA TERCEL 1988-Blue, 5-door, auto, AI 
C, AM/FM, cassette. 4-speakers. ,unrool, good 
condition, 51 .800. 879-1675. 
VEHICLES UNDER 5200! Cars auctioned by 
IRS. DEA. FBI nationwide. Trucks , boats, 
motorhomes, computers , and more! Call toll 
Iree! 1 (800)436-6867, exl A-1581. 
VEHICLES UNDER 5200! Cars auctione~ by 
IRS, DEA, FBI, nalionwld •. Trucks, boats, 
motorhomes, computers and more! Call loll 
lreel 1(800)436-6867, exl.A-1581. 
VOLKSWAGON RABBIT 1982- 4-door, runs 
good, good tires, Brakes, front brake IlOes, 
Sfruts & water pump all new lasl year. Needs 
header pipe. Good for parts or needs some 
TLC. 55001B.0. 829·3424. leave message. 
VOLVO 240 DL WAGON 1982-Standard lrans-
mISsion, OlD. Greal cond il ion. 52,200/8,0, 
772·3901 . 
VDLV0740WAGON 1988-SlivorlBlack leaifl". 
aulomatlC, 3rd seal , power sunroof. fully 
kladed. S I 0.40018 .0. 865-2261 . 
VW BEETLE, 1974- Blue, good, solid engine. 
$600. 781·4931. 
VW GOLf 1985· 4·door, 5-spd., NC, 9OK. 
Excellenl runn ing condition. 51 ,700. Call 774· 
9836. 
VWSCIRCCCO, 1983-1 55,000 highway mil es, 
well·maintalned, excellenl condition, new in-
specl lon sticker. 51 ,800. Sole owner will per· 
mIt buyer mect1anic inspectIon for senous 
buyers. Black exterior. black leatherseals. Call 
773-7162 days, evenings belore 8, leave meso 
sage il necessary. 
boats 
··SELL YOUR BOATFORONLYS25W· Sure, 
it's worth much more than that! But, for only 
S25 The Sure Sell wili advertiseyourboal uOl11 
you sell itl Call 775-1234 lor more informa-
tion. VisalMC accepled. . 
BAYLINER 228 MONTEREY FLYING BRIDGE 
CRUISER 1981· Volvo Penta 2251/0. Deplh 
finder, VHF, compasses(2-upper and lower 
helm), Li le jackets, 110lation devises. fire ex-
tingUisher, tharts and pck stands for winter 
slorage 57.1 00. (883·4793 after 6pmJ883-
3965 days) 
BOSTON WHALER 1962· 13 ', w/ 18HP. 
Johnson. (recenlly tuned) 1992 Load-Rite 
lrailer. Great deal. 51.80018.0. 767·4801. 
BOSTON WHALER S.S.LTD.· 15', Bimini lOp, 
48 EVlnrude, Irailer. Low hrs .. excellentcondi· 
lion. 57,795. 839-3903 
BROADWATER- 30 ', 318 Chrysler mOlor, 
sleeps 6, full balh, w~railer. 52,500. 772-
4835. 
BROADWATER- 33, 31 8 Chrysler molor, 
sleeps 6, lull balh, back deck. S8.000/8 O. Call 
257·40191257·2931 
boats 
BRUCE ROBERTS 25 ' Off-Shore Sailboat· MD 
7A Volvo Pent .. diesel, 110S saildnvo, VHF, 
ADF wheel steering, h.ad, galley, 6'2' head-
room and more. Evaluallonol 515,000,asklng 
SI3,000.729·4730. 
BUCCANEER,27' · Diesel, wheel, VHF, Ilasher, 
4 salls, trailer, electric anchor winch. Fully' 
eqUipped, ready. $10,900. 767-2601/799· 
7213. 
CADOREm 1987- Full canvas, 1985 35HP. 
Mercury mol or, 1987 Shorelandor trailer. 
$5,695. Like new. 549-5214. 
CARVER 1986- 26' Montego, galley head, 
'Ieeps 4, dual vonages, full canvas, 260 
Men;rulser, oxceileOl shape. 517,000/B.0. 877-
7097. 
CENTERBOARD SLOOP 16'- pine, cedar. ma-
hogany aver oak, Bronze fastened. Good sails, 
316SS conlerboard, excellent condil ion 
52,500. w/galvanlzed trail". DICk, (207)363-
4168. 
CHAPARREL 22' 1987· 260 Mercrulser, VO. 
fu ll canvas, VHF, deplhsounder, exlras, galva· 
nlzed lrail". 515,900. 625-4721. 
CHAPARRELSIGNATURE23' 1990- Mldcabin, 
260hp .. Mereruiser, 2OOhrs .. Load-Rne trailer, 
exc.llent condition. 528,500. 626·0975. 
CHRIS CRAFT 1966-28 ' SeaSkiff cabin cru iser, 
Flubndge, dual stallon, largelun. lower and 
bow walk, head, galley, sleeps 4, 350 Chevy V 
8, n.w SS shaft, spare pro. 510,000 736· 
2315. 
CHRIS CRAFT CONSTELLATION 1959· To· 
lally rebuilt throughoul , 28hrs. on engine, 
Iwin GM·283s. Can be seen In freeport. 
510.000. 353-9680 after 4pm. 
CHRIS CRAFT CONSTELLATION 1959- To· 
tally rebu in Ihroughoul, 28hrs on .ngine, 
twin GM·283s. Can be Seen In Freeport. 
510,000. Call 353·9580 after 4pm. 
OORY MODEL 8'- Excollent for OfflC., bank. 
reslauranldlSplay. Sieve 799-1198 8·8'3Oam. 
or after 7:00pm, 
ECLIPSE 1985· 17 Fu ll canvaswalklhruwind-
shield, 140hp. Johnson OIB, P~l rt trim, 0/ 
rigger, Fl1lnder, aux. molor brackot, skis 
S7,000 645-4078. 
FOUR WINNS 1990· 180 HorIZon, 175 VO. 
Bowrider, sklls, lifejacket. AMIFM cass radiO, 
511 ,250/B.0. 738-4021 
fRIENDSHIP SLOOP 24 '· Fiberg lass, spartan 
bUI usable. 56.500 775·2936. 
INTERCEPTOR 250 BY-CLASSIC- 25', lull can· 
vas , 3,000Ibs .. 350 Chevy mOlor, 800hrs., 
many electronics, many, many new features. 
At the mom.nt moored off In Winlerport. Call 
lor and • . $15,000 w~ra il er . 223-5983 
KELLS 22 ' SAILBOAT- 4. 'ills, porta potty, 
sleeps 4, Dell trailer, 2 anchors, lots of extras. 
Call 946·2185 55.000 firm. 
KENCRAFT 21 '- C.nler consol. , 120hp, Mer-
cury inboard/oulboard. VHF. LORAN. fish 
finder, anchor, RODE, elc. Load Rile Iral ler, 
verygood condrtlon. 59,900. Cali after5,3Opm, 
622·7036. 
M.F.G. 1972- 16 boat w~rall". No molor. 
SI ,8OOIB.D. 799·0654. 
MACH 1 MAGNUM, 25 ' 1989-454 Mercruiser, 
cuddy cabin, deplh finder, relrigeralor. Fresh 
waler on ly. 150hrs. on boal, wllh trailer and 
lots more. 518,500. Nice boat 892·6020. 
MAKO 22', 1982- 200hp Mariner wISOhrs., 
VHf depth, LORAN, galvanized Tandem trailer, 
excellenl condnon, 518,000. 265-2646. 
PEARSON SLOOP, 26'- Very well·equipped, 
Genoajib, storm jib, spinnaker, new main, 9.9 
Johnson, depth, knot, compass, VHF, LORAN. 
Must soli, bought larger boat Asking $8.500/ 
B O. 829-5794. 
PIERSON 30· 1976, 30 ', AtomIC 4, lour salls, 
el.ctronlcs and more Call any time, 583· 
6311. 
PRIVATEER 22', 1989· Center console, com· 
pass, fish-finder, depth-finder, fender, can-
vass top, aux, OB bracket, storage boxes, 
115hp Manner, Cox Tandem lraller. Loss Ihan 
75 total hrs., always kepl under cover, 512,995 
firm. After 5pm. Buy of the season, don'l 
hesltale. 278-8086. 
SKI BOAT, 16', 1987- 70hp Tohalsu, Load Rile 
trail" . One owner, one driver. $4,500. 784· 
2703. 
SPORTCRAFT· 25' l iberg lass. lIO, 228h.p., w/ 
t .. iler. 59,SOD. Call (207)·878-3622 affer7p.m. 
STINGRAY 1990· t7' MercrulSer, on. owner, 
130hp" fu ll canvas, AMlfM cassene, depth 
finder, compass, Cru ise master, EZ load trailer. 
Boat looks and runs like new. 59,000. Call any 
l ime, leave messag', Will call back. 445-2243. 
SYLVAN BOWRIDER 15' 1982-W/198I90hp. 
Johnson molor and l in trailer. $4.90018.0 
693-3588. 
WOODEN BOAT· Rebuilt 19' w/cabln, Gray 
manne mOlor, 4·cyl • • lraller, 51 ,800. 772· 
4835. 
recreation 
CHARTER OF 27' PEARSON or Calalina sail · 
boat Fu lly-equipped, moored In John's Bay In 
South Bris to l Harbor. $425-S500/wk. 
(207)644-881 7. 
ISLAND81KE RENTAL- Brad's Bike Shop, 115 
Island Ave. at Peak's Island Mercanlile. Turn 
len Irom lerry. (Also art, T-shirts, good coffee, 
used goods, snacks.) 766·5631 
LIBERATE 
mEAifO" 
Group'" Individual ~SIOns 
Maryann. Bock - 879-6141 
. , .. -
. '. 
Weekly. Wellness. Directory 
,.: c' .:- .": '" . .. . '. ,'.' . • .... ..,,, .c'. . ..•. .'" 
780_8301 
Richard Lewis MSEd, LPC, NCC 
IndiVidual, Group & Family Counseling 
Bnef therapy, clinICal hypnotherapy, famty ISSUes, trauma. 
anxiety/stress, sportslperfonnance enhancement. 
73 Deenng St 
Suite 20 I, Portland 
Donna Godfrey, M.s., L.C.P.C. 
Assistance in recognizing 
destructive patterns in your 
life, overcoming fear 
and living hfe joyfully. 
846-1260 
Currently forming psychotherapy & couples groups. 
Hours t:r appointment. 
ALCHEMICAL HYPNOTHERAPY 
COUNSELING 
- ALL AREAS -
J. Bunker Andreasen, H .Ed. 
PAS T lifE R[CIRESSiON • S fRESS REdUCTION 
EMOTiONAL ClEARiNy • INNER CHild/Guld~ WORk 
ANITA LANDINO, CHT • (201) 7BO-OS}) 
. :'" . " . 
. . . GOLDEN SCHOOL OF 
I I 
TAl CHI CHU,AN .' ... .-.. ' 
VITAL ~ 
" . 814-2986 947-1022 TAl CHI FORM SELF-DEFENSE .', . 
. ',' ~.~~r~!liCS @' ~ . 
. . Cleanmg Up? I·. 
Painting? 
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Make your life like 




First hour FREE! 
Fran Sayers, Ph.D, 
774-2012 
'.' Cheryl Fuller Aronson, 
PORTLANO f~ BANGOR 
~ 
InTouch ". ' .. 
A med~atQIV Blending 
exercise • with Fixing Up? : . . ':. , MA,LCPC Psychotherapisl 
Massage . . 
I ~ ProCessional . . . ' , "_ . 
"'-t: ~ Associa t es .. ' . ' . . '; ' , 
rOIl (. , : ' , 
tooing opposing 
lhe body force in 
& calming order to 
lhe mind. control n. 
STRESS REOUCTION - LONGEVITY 
HEALTH -INTERNAL ENERGY fLOW 
Come to Vital Balance for . 
" ITLC for your sore muscles. ,'.; .. 
... By Appl. 874-6008 
'. Woodford's Corner Portland 
., '. ',0 
.. :: .... . '. Lisa Bussey, M.A., L.e.p,e. . .. 
"A System Prornotlng Balance 
on a Physical and Splr~ual Level" 
-Gene Gold«! 
( '! :T( 'JI '/ 1 'L. 'f) 
M.~ 5S:~ (,'F 'T'I{'F'!I,'l1' IS'T 
Certified Eating Disorders Specialist 
Therapy for Women 
- Eating -Relationships 
-Body Image-Sexuality 
Jndl"lduals .. Group 
775-7927 
• to"" 
. . ' 
I ':' . , , 
., ' . 
616 Congress SI. 3rd ftoor' 772-9039 







Is It part of your life? 
:MusdeWorf(§ 
''){Uzl'''9 fMassl1fl' jor'EfI'11J 'lJoif;f' 
. Suzanne 'Wliite ." r, 
/.:'\'1"0, SWwfuh,Spon & t\\r;.] 
.. , , •• U' ,., :". .; . . '. 
. . .. IIIiIIl \ ' • • - . '" . '.: .. .  ." ..... . --- ... . ' . 
, 'J(turc"uucufIlT'TIitfIlP!I ,,~/ 
!I.,:I :.: ... :: .. '.: .. :.(.~ . >.::': ~ A ~ . 
~ KEITH HINTZ ~. 
::::: 399 Fo re S treet, Portland=::::: . 
~. , .. 
0---' 
Cristina Christensen, RN 
· nuwring massage 
· energy balancing 
· guided imagery 
· Jin Shin Do Acupressure 
· 774-2550 . 
, ,,~, .' . .' 
, '. ',~, 
: ' : ~ . " 
" '-, 
-'. : . ; ' , ' . ' , ' 
June 2 HOLOGRAPI-llC REPATIERNING 
with Christine Nelmes 6:30pm -$25 
June 4 
JlU\e8 
LIGHT OF THE MOON 
Celebrates their 1st Year Anniversary 
Party with 10% off. 
DR DEEPAK CHOPRA 
U.SM. tickets amilable Im-$20 
324 Fore Street, Portland, Maine 
207-828-1710 OPEN DAILY 
- 761-8294 by appointment::: 
:=:.O'U .... OUT FIASTnM( (lIlNT DISCOUNT.::: 
who WaDI 10 OOQSukr q\Utu ag 
12 weeks, beglnnmg In June 
Mondays, 5:00-6:30 
Lim ited to 8 people 
BETSY 
HOOD, M.A. 
Uceosed Subs:Ia.acc Abuse Counselor 
829-3221 
LICENSED CUNICAL PROFESSIONAL COUNSELOR 
REAUli' THERAPY CERTIFIED 
NEW MEMBERS 
• Art of Inlimacy Group 
Now women only, Relationship Issues 
Mondays 6:30-8PM 
• Women's Overweight 1751bs+) Group 
Based on Gen"" Roth's approach 
Thursday, 5-6:30pm 
Facilitated by Rache' Sager, LSAC 
19 !'RCliPOCf Snm 




Anxiety & Dcpression 
Jungian Onenlation 
774-4436 
H,)"r., By Appo:nlnlcnl Only 
· .' .. ," . . . ,.: .: _ ... ', 
Heart in Hand. 
BodYW<>'i whok "U 
Andrea E. Price 





: • :.. • Therapeuhc & Swedish Massage c. 
, , • Renexology :. 
• PolarHy Therapy 
• Back & Neck Therapy 
• Pre & Postnatal Massage 
Cherie Howard RMT, NTS 
Nuural Therapeutic Specialist I:, 
Yarmouth '. 
846-1482 
Grea/ for OvelWorked Gardeners I:. 
.. '. 
1/ YOll are thillkillg about self-illlpr(J'l'clIlcnt, tl~f tilly OIlC of thc 1.WWlIS health practitiollcrs/olllld ill Casco Bay Weekly's We/bless DirrctOlY, 
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CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ANY CBW PERSONAL 
(Calls cost 1,49/min, Must be 18 or over. Touch-tone phones onty. Casco Bay Weekly 207 -775-1234) 
wome .... men 
!GO AHEAD AND CALL, and be sure and leave 
a message! Just because the advertiser hasn 't 
left a greeling on·l lne yet doesn 't mean that 
they don't wantlo hearfrom YOU! t ·900·370· 
W41 (St.49/min, tSt). 
26 Y.O. MISCHIEVOUS IMP SWF looking lor 
an equally fun-loving mischIevous man. Must 
be adventurous and willing to take chances. 
Anything Is possible. " 3005 (6/22) 
5'2", EYES OF BLUE with dark brown hair. 
Enjoys the simple pleasures of fr iends and 
lamily. Loves motorcycles, walks on the beach, 
dancing. an imals. Very spontaneous. "3035 
(6122) 
A LONGER AO WORKS WONDERS! On FAX 
FREE THURSOAYS you can have 45 words 
absolutely FREEl FAXJ is 775·16t5. 
ALERT SWF, 36, seeks SM who is sell·aware, 
and has a spiritual outlook on life. I'm tall, 
physically fit, and aUractiv •. Inward I'm inde' 
pendent, educated, creative, sensitive. and 
passionate. Ready to share life's adventures 
with a similar, unique, and humorous Indi-
vidual. " 2964 (6/t6) 
AM I CRAZY? I ENJOY YARD WORK! After 
swealing in the yard, I love to dine and dance. 
Can you keep up? I'm fit, peme, ,nd a v.ry 
young 43. Call if you are a NIS, optimistic, fit. 
" 3039 (6129) 
APPLICATIONS ACCEPTED for posilion of 
soul·mate. Cualifled candidates (SWM, 35· 
43) possess sharp mind. kind heart,and tinan-
cial security. Externallactors of unfortunate 
importance are height, w'ight, and aUractlve· 
ness. Opllon fortenure pending. " 3043 (6/ 
29) 
BEAUTIFUL BRUNETIE SEEKS her Indiana 
Jones. You: 40s, well·educated professional, 
outdoors person. animal lover, playful. adven-
lurous, traveller. Me:diUo. Together. we share, 
communicate, grow. Call me!" 2991 (6122) 
BUSY SWF, 37, GRAD STUDENT, exercises, 
needs to learn to play again. Enjoys travel, 
outdoo". Curious. Full·figured. Seeks open· 
minded, fun SWM, 30·45. " 2975 (6/15) 
COLLEGE STUDENT seeking summerlun. Just 
returned tram U.K., trying 10 get back on track. 
I ne.d an active, bright guy w~h a senso of 
humor to show me a good time. 
" 3071 (716) 
EVERYDAY NORMALSWF SEEKS SWM, 34t, 
with some evening and weekend time free for 
endless possibilities. I'm comlortablewith the 
beach or theatre. Everyone could use a new 
friend. Maybe open some new doors. Hey, 
let's chat , you never know! " 3070 (7/6) 
EXECUTIVE WOMAN WITH hefty salary seeks 
Interesting man wilh similar tax burden to 
indulge in life's luxuries. No workaholics, 
please. " 2960 (6/t 6) 
FORTY-SEVEN YEAR OLD lun·loving. NIS, 
blonde. DWF seeks kind. sens itive, indepen-
dent, NIS,outgoinggentleman with great sense 
of humor, for lun and frolic. " 2989 (6122) 
FUN·LOVING SWF looking lor SM buddy, 27· 
40, to explore Maine ttlis summer. Interested 
in sun & fun? Call! Smokm and couch pota' 
toes need not apply! " 3018 (6122) 
HANDYMAN WANTED: Forfull·figured 4Oy.o., 
single, new homeowner. Humorous, fun, into 
music, positive aUllude, honesty, US, LiC! 
Genllemanly va lues respected I 
" 3004 (6122) 
HELP US! Fun couple With SWF friend seek SI 
DWM to complete innocent foursome for boat-
inu, tennis, dinners. etc. Tall, slender. attrac-
tive, bright, funny, in early lOs. (Not a bow· 
wow ... just boyfriendless.) You are tall . dark 
and handsome, NIS, professional, in early 
30s. No kids. Call now· she won't last long! 
Good value! " 2987 (6122) 
HOME IMPROVEMENT, ANYONE? Seeking 
SWM, 28,37,10 help me renovate 125yearold 
house, while sharing homecooked meals, 
plentyol beer, pluS added benefit of Inendshlp 
or possible relationship with SWF. young 35, 
BIIBI, 5'3', 1 t 5'. " 3016 (6/22) 
LOVE ISABOVEALL lheglft of oneself. Tall OF, 
46, delights in: making things, Violets. rela-
tionships, Costa Rica, walking the dog. No TV, 
no touctl -tone phone. Please write! CBW Box 
296. 
MY PERFECT DATE SWF, 3D- Ruby's , Ex· 
treme. Aerosmith orSting concert, Dewey's or 
Gritty's after. laughter, conversatIon, respect 
and honesty. You're NIS, 28·38, gentleman. 
" 3044 (6129) 
PETITE OM, 37, dark brown hair,looking lor 
somebody who likes children, horseback 
riding. walks on beactland quiet times. Friend· 
ship, possible relationship. " 3003 (6122) 
POGUES, THOREAU, TV TRIVIA! SWF, 2f, 
seeks goofytheatncalalternative punk rocker. 
WackYlmpe",onations preferable. Newtoarea· 
is there a scene here? I'Illumble for you. Riot 
Girl . " 3OS9 (7/6) 
PROVOCATIVE WOMAN, 53. looking for ..... 
mantic fun , dating toward commitment. 5'9", 
divorced, bright, intuitive, artistically cfeat ive. 
Enjoys walks, concerts. movies, gardens, 
museums, and more. Vocationally focused, 
seeking responsive, bright man as soulmale. 
" 3042 (6129) 
SAIL AWAY WITH ME! EnthUSIastic and ener· 
getic sailor seeking able·bodied seaman for 
fasllimes on Casco Bay. 35-45t . " 3040 (6/ 
29) 
SEXY CUP OF SUNSHINE· Call SWF, 19, Ph~h· 
ite, vegetarian. R .. ds personals for kicks. 
Looking tor romance, sunflowers. anda good 
cup of joe. You 20·26! " 3072 (716) 
SOFT MUSIC, CANDLELIGHT and haute cui· 
sine. You are between 35·55, enjOy gardening, 
boating, hiking, reading, concerts, and mov· 
les.Pleasecallme, rvebeenwa~ing . " 3041 
(6129) 
SWEEP ME OFF MY FEET! Looking lor 20·25 
yr.olds wtlo are romantic, sincere, and funny . 
I'm f 8, BrlBr, pretty,and like trying now things. 
I promise I'm worth it!" 2976 (6/15) 
SWF, 25, SEEKS PDOL PARTNER- Would 
prefer someone who doesn't shoot welt or at 
least won' make me leel bad about lOSing. I 
am 5'11·, smoker, short red hair, greal sense 
of humor and hips from hell. Looking for a 
smoking, LiC friend. " 3045 (6129) 
SWF, 33, ATIRACTIVE, outgoing, never mar· 
ried, would li ke to meel tall, 6't, aUractive 
professional thai Is young at heart, 2S·35, and 
loves to dance. " 2988 (6122) 
TIRED OF THE BAR SCENE· Mature, Intelli· 
gent, senSitive, humorous, confident, roman-
tic, easy-going and aUractive 23y.o. SWF seeks 
24·2By.o. SWM NlS With same qual ities. In· 
terested in conversation. reading. sa iling, trav-
ell ing, fun, and the outdoors. Don't bOlher 
caUingJt you need a mother or think you're 
God. " 30S0 (7/6) 
WILLING TO TAKE A RISK? Appealing blue· 
eyed blonde SWF profesSional, 32, Iswilling to 
take a chanc. on a NIS, charming SWM pro' 
fessional, 29·3S. " 2961 (6/16) 
WARM, SPIRITEDWF, humorous, cute, inde· 
pendent single mom, 32, NIS , student, enjoys 
hikmg, reading. conversation, flowers. travel , 
and simple pleasures. Seeks companionship 
01 peaceful man. " 2992 16122) 
WANT TO TURN THE COLOR UP· Well·read, 
intelligenl, artistiC, gardener, starting gradu-
ate school, looking for some fun times: tlik-
ing, fishing, exploring. Like the movies, bar· 
b-que,laughing wtth friends, seeing the world. 
Looking for gentle, SOlid, easy-gOing man 
with eclectic mterests and good sense of 
humor." 2963 (6/16) 
WHERE DID ALL THE GOOD MEN G07 Coun· 
Iry girl trapped in cily lilelooking for cowboy 
for rescuing. DWF, 5', BIIBI, looking lor 25· 
32. Must like children. " 296216/16) 
WOULD LIKE MALE, friend ly, honest, 45·55, 
who likes to lake hfe easy, who beheves Ihat 
"all work and no play makes Jacka dull boy!" 
Love to cook and sarve him I " 2990 (6122) 
menc ... women 
'IWASAFREE MAN IN PARIS,I feltunfeuered 
and alive ... ~, would like to aoain. Creative. 
funny, communicative, mature man seeks taU, 
dark·haired, mature woman w~h easy smile, 
slrong hands, conversation skills. Dance like 
Ihe Tin Man, but "'Ilnitely no Cowardly Lion. 
Fire signs only. " 3054 (6129) 
ACTIVlST WRITER, 40s· Both you and I are: 
loving, responsible, interesting, Intelligent, 
sensuous, very good·looking, and terribly 
modest. So what's the problem? Why the 
personals? Because romance is hard to l ind 
lor slng le-agains. No maner who you are or 
whal you ' re like. So ca ll . Plea ... 
" lOt 9 (6122) 
ADVENTUROUS SIDWM, 34, enjoys the out· 
doo", walks on the beach and home life. 
Seeks S/DWF,lntelligent, attractive, fit, 20·40, 
for fr iendship, possible relat ionship. Kids ok. 
" 3009 (6122) 
ADVENTUROUS, ATIRACTIVE SWM, 5'1 0', 
t 65#, 32, BrlBr. Competitive cyc list, outdoor 
enthusias1, danCing. beach walking. garden-
ing, anything new. Senitive and affectionate. 
Seeking intelligent, attractive, healthy female, 
26-33. Friends Ilrst. let's have some lun! 
" 3073 (7/6) 
ANY SINGLE MOMS OUT THERE? Happy, 
heanhy and employed single dad of two. 31. 
Looking forfrlendship, fun, maybe more. Age/ 
looks unimportant. Call , let's get together. 
" 2969 (6/16) 
ASTRONOMER, TEACHER, fem," ist, 48, well· 
read and traveled , act ive , at 
tractive. athletic. seeks a wise. wItty. well-
educated woman who IS both fit and trim. 
" 2994 (6122) 
AWFUL, WICKED, NICE DWM, 3D, single dad 
of one, competll ive weightliner, 5'11 ', 1901, 
hardbody. likes readino. summer lun. Seeks 
re liable, nice, SI DF . US, UD ok. 
" 2993 (6122) 
BIG GIRLS WELCOME· SWM, 26, N/S, seeks 
SWF. I'm heavyset, very maturo, 3rd sMt 
worker and college student wtlo IS only a linle 
strange . love outdoors and fish ing . 
" 3046 (6129) 
DWM, 45· Photography. flowers, WCll,light· 
houses. Pirates. Sea Dogs, reading, conversa· 
tion, beaches, folk music, Nancy Grtt1l1h, John 
Gorka, Dave Mallen, Vermont, tlumorous, fun· 
lOving, mental health prolessional, Red Sox, 
ho"eshoes. Geary's, seeking 30·45y.o .. In· 
tense, spontaneous friend . Light baggage,low 
fear. attlletic, fun- loving, grinn ing, Cosmos 
~dy . " 2998 (6122) 
FREE TO GOOD HOME! One singlewhiteteddy 
bear, (a great big cuddly one), with sad hazel 
eyes, brown hair, tnm beard and mustache, 6', 
37y.o. Believes in the power of mUSIC and 
emotion. Needs caretaker and playmate tor 
~sting relationship. " 3075 (7/6) 
GOOD· LOOKING, intelligent, 39, 5'1 f ', 193', 
likes Red Sox. video games. exercise, movies. 
read ing, news & po lttics. NIS. LiC, heanhy, 
seek,"g aUractive SIDF, 29·39, with Ilk, Inler· 
ests. Greater Portland. " 2997 (6/22) 
person 01 the week 
m ... w 
FREE TO GOOD HOME! One single white 
teddy bear, (a great big cuddly one), with 
sad hazel eyes, brown hair, trim beard and 
mustache, 6', 37y.o. Believes in the power 
of music and emotion, Needs caretaker and 
playmate for lasting relationship. 
1r 3075 (7/6) 
Each week, a Casco Bay Weekly personal ad is chosen as CBW's "Person 
of 1he Week" and wins 2 tree movie rentals from Videoport. 
BRAINS ARE BEAUTIFUL· I admire intelh· 
genceand competenceand I'll becomlortable 
holding your hand. tlyou can still be childlike 
and playfully foolish, call thIS SWM, 37,and be 
yourse~. I'm childless, NIS, aware, respon· 
sible. Commitment-oriented romance 1ull 01 
gentle, Intimate eye contact." 3078 (716) 
CAN WE PLAY? Serious musician' blues col· 
lector, blues pianist, clarinetist and some· 
times hornist· would like to meet SWF cellist, 
20·35. I'm often funny, somelimes difficun, 
never ordinary. In reasonable shape and witl-
ing to travel, unwilling 10 deal with children or 
smoking. Calilhe number and play me some· 
thing. " 30t3 (6122) 
CLEAN· LIVING SWM, 29, 5'6', 1501, BrIBr, 
handsome, caring. senSitive, healthy, em-
ployed, N/S, LiC, seeks shorter woman, 22· 
28. interested in stock car raCing, pool, coun-
try music, ocean, laughter, cuddling. Com· 
panionshlpnriendship first. Communication 
and honesty essential. Must be NIS , drug· 
free . LeI's have lun! " 3002 (6122) 
COMPASSIONATE. HUMOROUS SWM. 3D, 
5't t ', 168#, educated, well· travelled and ath· 
letic SWF, 22·31, for friendship & outdoor 
activities. Romance? " 3008 (6122) 
DREAMER IN SEARCH OF seeking woman 
between 30·40 who can laugh at the absurdi· 
ties of life. Like to take long walks, enjoy QU iet 
times. am a hopeless romantiC and you be, 
too. Linlethings mean a lot. Love to laugh and 
find beauty In the simple thmgs. 
" 2999 (6122) 
HANDSOME SWM, 30s, 6'1', fSOI, NIS, reo 
sponsible, thoughtlu l, generous, charming, 
interests Include movies, books, sports & 
beaches, seeks very pretty, fit, unselfish SF, 
25·35. " 3036 (6122) 
HARD NOSED DREAMER, 39, crosses all cui· 
lural boundaries. Spontaneous. impulsive. 
pass ionate. genuine sense ot humor. Seeks 
dynamic woman without preconceived e""ec' 
tatlons. Goals: inlellectual conversation & 
makng each other ~ugh . " 300t (6122) 
HERPES GOTYCU DOWN? Affectionate, hand· 
some, athletic SWM, 34, 6'3', 200#, seeks 
OUractive, athletic lady. 25·35, who seeks com· 
passion & understanding. " 2965 (6/16) 
I AM LOOKING for a wife , ok? You must be 
blond, 5'6' or 5'S', 130# to f401, ok? I am 
from Port Coquitlam, BC. " 2968 (6/t6) 
LOVE HAPPENS ... In the meantime, I'm look· 
Ing to meet and make new friends wh ile wait· 
Ing to connect with a partner and IIfemate. I'm 
a good·looking, active , alhletic 49years young 
professional DWM who enjoys Ihe company 
of beautiful, intelligent, autonomous, physl· 
cally fit. Independent woman. "305516129) 
LIFE IS TOO SHORT· SWM, 29, Bval, wililry 
anything once. variety is the spice. love base-
ball, beaches, the Blues and nightlife. You are 
20'40, comfortable with appearance, a thinker, 
uninhibited. imaginative and smile with your 
eyes. " 3083 (7/6) 
I'M TIRED OF WAITING· SWM, 24, NIS, LiC, 
looking for a very special SF for a slow and 
lasting relat ionship. Ideally you are t 9·26, 
medium to long straigtlt hair, slightly above 
average weight or less. sincere. intelligent. 
kmd. You are probably shy and usually don't 
read the personals and rarely consider an-
swermg one. I am a bit stly at first but willing 
to take chances, 5'tO', 200' with a teddy bear 
build and average looks. Modest. thoughtlul, 
unconventional, extremely honest, caring . I'm 
a college graduate wrth a sense 01 humor and 
a great job. I enjoy swimming, biking , mOVies, 
music, camping, hiking and keeping "you" 
happy. You can wrtte or tall so there's no 
excuse. All letters will be answered. Personal 
Advertiser '308, P.O. Box 123B, Portland, ME 
04t04. " 3079 (7/6) 
IF YOU ARE INSINCERE, emotionally unstable, 
dlsolute, and most Importantly' you can 
wallopp a tennis ball, leel free to cal l. 
" 3050 (6129) 
MESSAGE IN A BOTILE· Lost on a desert 
island for 12 yea". Back In town. Sincere, 
handsome SWM, 35, stlmulallng, carlng,sen' 
sual. romantiC, seeks sleek, intelligent, youth-
lui, radiant woman . Send me a IIfelinel 
" 3076 (7/6) 
MY ATLAS OF MAINE MAPS IS OLD· Seeking 
SF to share newer edition, love of outdoors 
(canoe, bike, hike, tennis), and Portland's 
culture. Professional SM, 41 , sense 01 tlumor, 
broad interests. wistles to meet fit, profes-
sional college grad, SF, 10 explore Portland 
and outdoors. Ride the ferry to Peak's after 
work? Summer in Maine Is ,hort. Play hard I 
Personal Advertiser '309, P.O. Box t 23S, 
Portland, ME O4t04. " 3090 (716) 
NOT LACKING AMINO ACIDSIBut need herto 
show rna moderation. SWM, 26, into fitness, 
running, and culinary creation. Seek SWF, 19· 
27. Into same. Must respect herself. Let's 
workout I " 2967 (6/16) 
ONE WOMAN MAN· 5S, 6', t751, HzlBr, N/S, 
NlD. Would like someone to gotochurch, read 
Ihe Bibl. , pray with. Go to beach, fairs. " 
30S1 (716) 
OUTDDORSMEN, SWM, 40, NIS, eaSY'golng, 
homebody, affectionate, athletic, likes most 
sports, runmng, hiIoong, worlOng out, long 
walks, hockey, fistling , nature, an imals, seeks 
SWF. " 3020 (6122) 
PASSIONATE ABOUT WOMEN· DWM, 40t, 
light on lop, seeks lije companion. EnjoyMalne, 
hiking, camping,love cuddling, hugging, ~ss· 
ing, "oh yes cooking". EnjOy all typesolwomen. 
Call. " 3049 (6129) 
PROFESSIONAL SWM, HANDSOME, Intelll· 
gent, humorous, 34, tall. Interests: h i~ng , 
biking, tennis , scuba, coffe lalk, seeks aUrac· 
five, outgoing SF, 22·32, unencumbered, lnto 
traveling. Let's get togetherl " 30S6 (716) 
RACING DWM SEEKS FEMALE, over 40, to 
enjoy watching Beech Ridge, Indy, Busch rac· 
ing trackside. or explore White Mountains, or 
enjoying sa lling, or exp lOring area . 
" 305 f (6129) 
RESOLUTION-BE MOAEADVENTUROUS! Did 
ballOOning. Plann ing raning, SkYdiving . Got 
any suggestions for us? SWF, 6'3', 215', Brl 
BI, warm heart, athlet ic, professional, dancer, 
listener, sense of humor, personal grow1h, 
skiing, runner, su its, jeans, concerts, theatre , 
active. romantic. You: looking formore aut of 
life! " 3006 (6122) 
SEEKING THAT SOMEONE SPECIAL· SWM, 
25, incurable romantic gentleman seeking 
petite female, 18'27, lor friendship, then pos' 
sible long-term relationship. Call for more 
info. " 3085 (716) 
FREE FOUR-WEEK PERSONAL AD WITH PERSONAL CALL® 
How to respond to a personal ad: 
Just call 1-900·370·2041 any time, 24 hours a day, from any touch-tone 
phone! Enter the four-digit 'II" number of the ad you wish to respond to, listen 
to the greeting, then leave a response. (An advertiser may not have recorded 
a greeting by the time you call . You may stillieavea message on that person's 
line.) The date at the end of the ad is the Ii'st day to reply to that ad. You may 
also choose to "browse" through all ads in a specific category (companions 
and others not available to "browse"). Calls cost Sl.4g/min. You must be 18 
or over. 
To respond to a CBW Box #, address mail to Casco Bay WeekoY, P.O 
Box 1238. Portland, Maine 04104, making sure to print the three-digit 
CBW Box # clearly in the lower left· hand comer of the envelope. 
How to place your personal ad: 
To place a FREE ad with Personal Callilil, fill out the coupon and mail or 
FAX ~ (775-1615) to us. Offaxing, please photocopy the coupon first and then 
fax it. The newsprint doesn't reproduce welL) The deadline for placing 
personal ads is Friday at noon. FREE personals ads are 25 words or less 
Oncluding headline), and run four weeks. Others. Companions, and Lost 
Souls ads are 2-week ads and run at a cost of SI per word. Personal Callilil 
ads w~h more than 25 words cost 50¢ per additional word. We'll send you 
a four·digrt 'II" number (to appear in your ad) and a security code for exclusive 
access to your responses through an 8DO-line at no cost to you. Ads w~hout 
Personal CaUiIil cost .50 per word plus mail-forwarding or P.O. Box charges. 
CBW Box #s and P.O. Box #s cost $20 per two-week ad. Ads may be paid 
for with Visa, MasterCard, local check or cash. 
How to use your Personal cau® mailbox: 
Mer you receive your'll" number and private security code, you may 
record your personal introduction. Use your introduction to tell more about 
yourself than your ad does. Give your first name, but DON'T give your last 
name. phonenumberor address. Make sure you ask your callers to leave their 
names, phone numbers and the best times to call them. All introductions are 
reviewed by CBW and go on line within 24 hours. 
25-Character Headline: includes spaces, be creatjve! 
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD 
Your Ad: first 25-words FREE with Personal CaU® 
Guidelines: 
Personal ads ate available for s ingle people seeking relationships. Ads seeking to buy or sen sexual 
serVices will be refused. No full names, street addresses or phone numbers WIll be published. Ads 
containing ex plich sexual or anatomical language will not be published. We reserve the right to edtt. 
refuse or recategoriza any ad. Advertisers must be over 18 years of age. 
category/Rates: 
FifE I·WEEl ADS $1 PEl WOlD, 2·Wm ADS 
o others Owomen .. men 
omen .. women 
o women .. women 
Omen .. men 
o companions 
o lost souls 
Confidential Information: 
tyJe cannot print your ad without it.) 
phone: 
name; __________________________________ __ 
address: ______________________________ __ 
city: __________________________ . ______ _ 
state: zip: __________ _ 
First 25 words & headline 
with Persona) CaU®: FREE 
add' i words @50¢ each: _____ _ 
Without Personal Call® 
aU words @ 50¢ each: 
others, lost souls, or 
companions@$1 perword: ______ _ 
CBW Box or P.O. Box (add $20): __________ __ 
Total : ______ _ 
-'" 
me .... women 
SINGLE FATHER, 40, 5'T, t45', aUractive, 
quiet. down to earth, smoker, NID, seeking 
similar femal. lor long·term relalionship, 
Sanford area. " 3048 (6129) 
STILL SEARCHING FOR THAT special friend· 
Ship. She's 30'40, pellte, NIS, aware, able to 
laugh and enjoy life. She loves holding hands, 
silk, and Teddy Bearsl " 3007 (6122) 
SUMMER CRUISES ON CASCO BAY· SWM, 
40, seeks NIS, S/DWF, 28-35, as fi"t mate for 
hiking, camping, boallng and searching for 
lost lreasure on desert.d islands. Musically 
inclined a plus. Children ok. " 30t 1 (6122) 
SUMMER PLAYMATE WANTED· Pi .... be 
friendly SWF, f S'30ish, prefty, long hair, gar· 
g.ous legs, relationship possible. I'm pOlite, 
safe, well ·liked, toned body. Call for interests. 
" 3077 (716) 
SUMMER SUCKS ALONE· I'm 21 , SWM. Look· 
Ing for a relationship for all seasons. Do you 
like to hear the Earth breathe?Lel's go sit and 
listen together. " 3084 (7/6) 
SWM, 22, looking lor girl, 22·30, lor fun, 
adv.nturous good times with a lot 01 romanc. 
and caring. " 2970 (6/16) 
SWM, 23, 6'2", Bval, looking for SF who 
enjoys outdoo", camping. Looks don' mat· 
ter. 18· ?yrs. Let's do happy hourtogethorand 
talk. " 3012 (6122) 
SWM, 26, 5'11', lOO1,lIkes mountain biking, 
fishing, camping, hiking, skiing. Also enjoy 
dancing and dining, seeklitSWF, 21·3t, who 
also enjoys such things, for dating relation· 
ship or just friendship. " 2995 (6122) 
SWM, 32, 5'8', 145#, honest, caring, profes· 
sional, enjoys ouldooractivities, movies, con-
certs, beach walks. Seeking SWF, NIS, for 
Irlendship lirsl, posslbl. relationship. 
" 2996 (6122) 
SWM, 34, 6', 165#, BrlBr, anractiv" sensitlv, 
10 olhOB. Enjoys whit. waler kayaking, hiking, 
outdoo". Looking lor bright, down to earth, 
sensible SWF. " 3074 (716) 
SWM, 6', 170', 38, seeks S/DF, 25-40, for 
completely meaningless relationship. N/s and 
no heavyweights. " 3087 (7/6) 
SWM, 6'2', 195', easygoing, romantic, enjoy 
sports, danCing, dining out, fun times, seek 
SWF, 24·37, slim, attractive, carino, for pos' 
sible relat ionship. " 2966 (6/t6) 
TIED UP IN PORTLANO HARBOR is a gor-
geous sailboat named -Anne Louise-, after 
her owner's Sisler. She wants a single female 
se rious sailor to help her single male ownerto 
love thll coast of Ma ine. Be a fr iend! 
" 3000 (6122) 
UPJlEAT AND OOWN TO EARTH· SWM, 49, 
tall, dark, and handsome (with a good sense of 
humor and a tew gray hairs), physically and 
emotionally fit. CUlIur.Jly diverse, spontane-
ous, and playful seeks that combination of 
warmth, Intellect, adventure, and pizzazz in a 
countarpartwho Is 38·48, tali, slim,aUractlve, 
independent, and humorous, 10r long-term 
relationship. " 3047 (6129) 
WAITING TO MEET YOU! 44, 6', GrlBr, NIS, 
attractive, profeSSional, well-educated. finan-
claUy secure, affectIonate, sane DWM seeks 
hea~hy , long·term "Iationship and lots of 
cI1emlstry with a S/DWF. I enjoy summer 
outings, weekend getaways, movies, skiing, 
candlelight dinners, music and my 8y.o. daugh· 
ter. " 3053 (6129) 
WANTED: ATIRACTIVE, slender redhead or 
brunette tor fun, romance. passion, with a lean 
Italian man. Are you W.I.B.? Go for it! 
tr 3010 (6122) 
WIFE WANTED- SWM, 37, 100 busy trying 10 
make a living to enjOy Ine. looklng for SWF 10 
turn th ings around . " 3052 (6129) 
YOUNG AT HEART DWM loo~ng forSM, 30-
45 yea" young to explore fun, sun, and finer 
limes of summer In Maine. Mld·coast region. 
" 3082 (7/6) 
ZYGOTESI?! Someone Is looking for you! And 
they're searthing In the Pmonalsl Place your 
own POBonal Ad now and receive a 25·word 
,d and FREE PERSONAL CALL for 4 weeks! 
Use Ihe coupon provided to pl,ce your ad & 
discover that love Is only a phone call awayl 
wome .... women 
AIN'T IT THE TRUTHI Lne begin"t 40. AUrac' 
tive, active, cool gal with cockeyed way of 
looking at the world seeks togetherness with 
like·mind,dwoman. NoRush Llmbaughdavo-
tees or Bi's, please. Personal Advertiser '310, 
P.O. Box t238, Portland, ME O4t04. 
COMPANION to share in all areas of my life. 
Am open-minded. honest, sincere. A person 
who builds lifetime Irlendshlps. 
" 3037 (6122) 
LOOKING FOR A COSMIC CONNECTION? I'm 
a cusp-born Pisces/Aries, Scorpio rising, moon 
in Virgo. If your ascendant matches my moon 
(orvice·virsa), call! " 30f4 (6122) 
LOOKING FOR FRIENDSHIp· GWFlooklng for 
friendship with other GWF, 23·30. Go 10 mov· 
les, and enjoy good conve"ation overa cup of 
cappuccino. " 3088 (716) 
NEWCOMER to lesbian community would like 
to get connected bul is shy aboul aUending 
lectures. events, dances, etc. alone. Is there 
anyone else out there in a similar situation? If 
so, give me a call. Perhaps we could strike up 
a frl.ndshlp and help each other out. 
CBW Box 297. 
SBF WISHES TO MAKE FRIENDS· I'm In my 
lOs, 5'6', 1301, attractive, outgoing, love 
movies. dancing, and making friends. Call me 
so we can go lathe movies." 2971 (6/16) 
THIS INTELLECTUALLY ground,d,lifeaffirm· 
ing, bookish, attractive, art·focused, domesti· 
cally Inclined, generous·h .. rted Lesbian, 52, 
NIS, .. eks someone passionate about hiking, 
mentally alive, emot,onally resililant, whose 
nature reans toward committment and wor1c-
Ing through conflict, and who is, above all, 
transforming towards being joyful about who 
she Is. Personal Advertiser #299, P.O. Box 
123S, Portland, ME 04104. " 3015 (6122) 
WHERE'S MYOUEER GIRL? I'm 24and ,earch· 
ing for a funny, honest, cute, articulale dyke 
who doesn't live In the ba". Seeking LF, 22· 
28. " 3034 (6122) 
me .... men 
GM, 40, STILL LOOKING for younger GM to 
35. into caring, sharing. walking, talking. ten· 
demess, love, ouldoors, massage, honesty, 
hugs, touching, dining In/out, movies, dayl 
weekend trips, laughter and being wnh that 
someone special. Hopefu l relationship. 
" 3093 (7/6) 
GOOD·LOOKING 38y.o. HUNK seeks 18·3By.o. 
I'm 5'11 ", BrIBr and moustact1e. Enjoys mo-
torcyc les and wearing leather. No ferns con-
sidered. " 3025 (6122) 
GO HUNK, 27, trapped in Jay Leno's body ... 
Portfolio includes: autumn. buddha, candles. 
Or. Pepper. Eurythm ics . Freudian slips, 
geneology, hounds (basseU), ice, junking, 
KentuckY, latex, minutes (60), naps, on ions, 
Prozac, quiche, radio (talk), sobriety, torna· 
dos, USM, vitamIns, X-mas, yesterday. Ziti. 
CBW Box 298. 
GWM, 29, NIS, PROFESSIONAL, aUractive, 
ca ring, honest, 6'3', 205#, into working out, 
movies . dining, being spontaneous. Seeking 
aUractive GWM, 29·44, NIS, masculine, car· 
Ing. honest, knows what he wants. 
" 3026 (6122) 
GWM,30,5'11 ', t45', BrlH" seeks very mas, 
culine GWM, 28·35, gentle, ind.pendent, 
strong·willed , healthy, into reality, NID, hon· 
ost relationship·mind.d. " 3061 (6129) 
HI. I'm a 3ty.o. profossional, 5'tO', f55#, BV 
BI, phys ically tn. Looking lor someone 29-35, 
In shape. adventurous and outgoing . 
" 3029 (6122) 
HIVt WM looking forolherof same to talk and 
associate with. I drink, smoke, karaoka, am 
34. Quiet times and out. Need someone. 
" 3059 (6129) 
HCLL YWDOD BOUND· Can you deal with it? 
Eccentric, bold, beauliful & total~ we ird, but 
worth thelri!>, Babe, let's get it on. lhestranger 
the beU,,! " 3058 (6129) 
I'M NO ANGEL, CUT TO CHASE· GM, 6'1' , 
175#, strong·willed, paSSionate, wise and 
naiva, simple and complex. Gatta make hay 
while the sun shines. Thanks! " 3092 (116) 
LOOKING FOR DOMESTIC, Wild side, caring, 
undOBlanding, one on one, no couch potato, 
West End, I'm 40, active, loving, honest, just 
a normal, hairy·chested, graying, dark haired 
man. " 3057 (6129) 
MACGYVER LOOK·A·L1KE. Me: 31 , thinker, 
searching, kind, Inlo conve"allon, books, 
movies, summer, beauty, love. You: 18·30, 
thin, Intelligent, cheerful. into simi!aror com-
plimentary. " 3056 (6129) 
real uzzle Btl 0011 Rubin 
Westem sieve 
You've probably forgotten most of 
the last million years. Here's a refresher 
course. 
Each of these lettered historical scenes 
stands for a date bejow (which may just 
be an approximation). See if you can 
match them up. 
_ 1,000,000 BC 
_ 14,000·9500 BC 


















OLDER MAN WANTED· 42y.o. prefe" 6Oty.o. 
for reliable companion. I am honest. kind, 
healthy, averag.·looking man. Money Is not 
an Issue. Acceptance is. " 3060 (6129) 
CUIET, STRONG, sensitive, woodsman·type, 
tall, masculine, tit, clean-living, NIS, spiritual, 
looking lor lellow adventurer to explore the 
wilds of Maine on foot and In canoe. " 3023 
(6122) 
REDHEAD WANTEO (orfacsimile) for outdoor 
summer adventures, bywell-built, activeGWM, 
30s. You be trim, easy·golng, Independent. 
" 3024 (6122) 
SEEKING FRIEND & LOVER· Fllrtatlousyouth, 
23,S'S', f45#, Bval, looking to experience 
"The way life should be" with man, t 8·26, 
proportionate to height. " 3030 (6122) 
SEEKING SENSUAL SUMMER· GWM, 27, 
5'1 f ' ,165#, fit. seeks romancew/regularguy, 
non'bartype,lnlo S .. Dogs, soft·sorv.cones, 
surt & sun, snuggling, simpl. pleasures. " 
3027 (6122) 
STABLE, MATURE, mid·autumn, wishes to 
meet early to mid·sprlng GWM, straighl·act· 
Ing and NIS a must. Color Immaterial. Friend· 
ship primary aim. " 3022 (6122) 
STEREOTYPE BREAKER SOUGHT· Do you 
exist in Southern Maine? You: 25·36, very 
masculine, mature, fi1,l'1andsome. Your life is 
almost together. You demonstrate intelligence 
w~hout effort. You are you"e~. Me: 36, 1501, 
profesSional, fn, very clean·cut, good·look· 
lng, secure. Into many things, call for d.tails. 
" 3091 (716) 
STILL WAlnNG· Looking fon 35y.o. frl,nd to 
go camping, swimming, long rides In the 
country with. l'm35, dark hair, blue eyes, 6'2', 
2201. Let's meet. " 302f (6122) 
STUDENT-FATHER, 57, 6', blonde/sliver, cu· 
nous interests. Enjoys art, dancing, all music. 
Loo~ng for love and affectionate relationship. 
You be, too. Let's discuss us. " 3031 (6122) 
TARZAN SEEKING TARZAN· Not Janel Fil 
GWM, 27, 6', ISOI, bright blue eyas, profes· 
slonal, educated, everyday pe"on and enjoys 
life, seeking similar GM. " 3028 (6122) 
others 
BEAUTIFUL, DOMINANT MISTRESS seeks 
submissive men and crossdressers. tr 3095 
(6/8) 
I WANT FANTASY FULFILLED· SWM wants 10 
watch two lesbians or BiFs geUing it on. I'll just 
watch or participate. I would appreciate ttle 
experienc •. Be discreet. " 3094 (6/8) 
SEEKING OTHER BiSEXUAL couple or pe"on 
to have greattimeswllh. He: 38, 6', 175#; She: 
3t , 5'1 0',145'. Both good·looking. Please be 
28·39 and fit. " 3062 (617) 
lost souls 
ANGEL- Je vIens amour ,, 'vous a'ia plage. Je 
fdore. Can you hear it!? " 3096 (6/8) 
dating services 
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penpals, FU L COLOR 
photos + bio-data + ALL 
ADDRESSES inc!. Very 
Low cost ... Great resultsl 
Contact for free info: 
·:·ISLAND PEN PALS .:. 
P,O, Bo\ 860-C ~ 






'I SEXY PORTLAND GIRLS wanl to get 
naughty with you! Nameslhom, #'s. 
1(900)737'7278, ext. 512. 1St, $2.95/mln. 
ElWDC. 
AmNTICN L1VEPSYCHIC!!! t ·90D-725·9000 
ext. 4829. $l.99/min. Must be I By". ProCall 
Co. f·602·954·7420 . 
ATIENTION LOVERS· Call now, t ·900·945· 
4400 ext. 4f94. $2.99/min. Must be 18y". 
old. ProCaIl Co. 1·602·954·7420. 
AWESOME AMBER LIVE! f (900)226-3330S2· 
$l.99/MIN. t (800)898·HOTT, instanl credit. 
t(SOO)216-LISA MiC·V, 18t. 
adult services 
BEAUTIFUL, EROTIC, SEXY, hom,y, lIve and 
waltingloryoull·900·285-ll808. $2.50t/min. 
Must be 18y". 
BISEXUAL? Bi·Curious or Bi·Experienced. 
$2.951Min. 18t. 1·900·S20·2323. 
DROWN IN ECSTASY, SWEET AGONYI 1· 
800·72-ERICA. S2.99/min. VisalMC 
HOT PARTY LINE! 1-800·B27-6662. S2Imin.· 
No credil card needed! 18+. Call our Directory 
of Services: 305·525-5433, ext. 9t22. 
LIVE PSYCHIC t on t , t ·900·725·9000 ext. 
3670. $l.99/mln. Must be t 8yrs. old. ProCal1 
Co. 1·602·954·7420. 
LONELY? CALL TONIGHT! t ·900·945·4400 
ext. 5581. S2.99/min. Must be 18y". ProCall 
Co. 1·602·954·7420. 
SPORTS ENTHUSIASTS! HAVE FUN WITH 
OUR SPORTSIENTERTAINMENT LINE· TO· 
DAY!!! 1·900·486·7700, ext. 1112·15. $2.99 
per min. Must b. 18 yea". Procall Co. (602)· 
954·7420. 
STEAMY 1·0N·l ECSTACY! Hot menu $2· 
$3.S/min. f8t. t·800·747-4739. 
:: ... : .... : 
.: :.: '.:' 
DIRTY, HOT, WET 
SEX LIVE I 
EROTIC, WILD .. KINKY 
1-900"HOT-DUCK 
(468-3825) 
bed a breakfasts 
Sullivan 
Harbor Farm 
Escape to a charming 
B &. B fn a circa 
1820 house on 
Frenchman's Bay 
• Full Breakf .... t 
• Close to Acadia 




NEW BODK· "Main. Mining Adventures", C.J. 
Stevens, author of "Gold Mining In Maine-, 
presents daz~ing panorama· the world ofmln· 
erals and metals. Adventures Include mother 
lode of tourmaline, billion dollar copper dis· 
covery, mammofl pockels of amethyst. Easy 
Instruction on whe.,and howto find minerals 
and gold. Many locations listed, 210 pages. 
St2.00 includes tax, shipping. MasterNisa 
accepted. John Wade, Publisher, Box 303, 
Phillips, ME 04966 or call (207)639-2501. 
Can you solve the Real Puzzle? Two 
winners each week will receive free passes 
to 'The Movies'. Prizes will be sent by 
mail. Drawings are done at random . 
Contestants are ineligible to win more 
than one prize in a four-week span. Only 
one entry is allowed per person per week. 
Solution to 
All entries for this week's puzzle must be 
received by Wednesday, June 8. The 
solution to this week's puzzle will appear 
in the lune 16 issue of Casco Bay Weekly. 
Send your best guess to: 
Real Puzzle #225 
Casco Bay Weekly 
551 A Congress Street 
Portland, ME 04101 
"{his week's winners are Brian Treadway 
and Mike Swanton. 
Real Puzzle #224 
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Certified Blues ·Iegend. Originator of New Orleans R&B in the 50'5. Grammy nomination 
1986. Wrote and scored hits with Mardi Gras standards-"Big Chief" and "Street 
Parade". Other 50'5 and 60'5 hits include "Lonely Lonely Nights: "TriCK Bag: "A Mother's 
Love: and 'Come On and Let the Good Times Roll" (the latter recorded by Hendrix and 
Stevie Ray Vaughan). 
Audioquest Recording Artist ... 
Fat Possum Recording Artist ... 
R.L.B 
JUKe Joint Hero from Oxford. Mississippi. Featured in 1990 film "Deep Blues". Student of 
Mississippi Fred McDowell.. "Discovered" durin~ 1960'5 field recordings. "The real deal" The Chicago 
Tribune . • A rhythm fiend 's paradise"-The Boston Phoenix. Solo slide electric guitar! First New 
England appearance. . 
MIGHTY SAM 
McCLAIN 
Voted best Blues Artist in Boston. Here's what Rolline Stone said .• Give It Up for" ••• (MORGANFIELD'S) promises 
Love is the R&B comebacK of the year. From the red-clay rumble that pours out to be among the premier 
of his belly to the aneelic melisma .. McClain comes off as the great torchbearer of f . h. 
deep soul." venues 0 Its type an~ ere In 
the Northeast." .. ,and very special guests, Portland's own 
-Portland Press Herald, May 19, 1994 
BAR-B-Q BLUES BOYS 
••••••••••••••••••• 
++$10++ 
Special Grand Opening 
Ticket Price 
Now On Sale At Box Office 
121 Center Street, just across from the 
Cumberland County Civic Center, or call 
774-JUKE 
• . .-----------------------------------------------------,~ 
• At MORGANFIELD'S we have a brand new state-of-the-art air handling system in our 
: ing section with linear slot diffusers, powered exhaust, and an air quality monitor that 
prevents smoKe from migrating into other sections. We have a top notch house 
: and light system. At our bar we have dozens of quality fresh beers on draft and in 
• We have a ereat menu designed by Izzy of Izzy's CheesecaKe fame. It's all presented 
• to you in an unusually comfortable and Intimate setting 
• And, we have free parking after 5 P.M. in the open lot on Free Street. 
• (pay and get a voucher during CCCC events) 
• But. most important of all. MORGANFIELD'S will be brin~in<a you the 
• best in Blues and other American Music-· that's a promise! 
